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The SPEAKER (Hon. Judy Maddigan) took the chair at
9.34 a.m. and read the prayer.

WATER LEGISLATION (ESSENTIAL
SERVICES COMMISSION AND OTHER
AMENDMENTS) BILL

We the undersigned believe these loans are unconscionable
and illegal and have severely disadvantaged the low-income
bracket Victorians the loans were meant to assist.
Your petitioners therefore pray that:
1.

the existing loans be recalculated from day one in a way
as to give borrowers the loans they were promised
‘affordable home loans specially structured to suit your
purse’;

2.

the home ownership be achieved within 25 to 30 years
from date of approval;

3.

the payments to be set at an affordable level (i.e.,
20–25 per cent of income for the duration of the term for
all the loan types);

4.

past borrowers who have left the schemes be
compensated for losses that have been incurred by them
being in these faulty structured loans;

5.

any further government home ownership schemes be
offered in a way as to be easily understood by
prospective loan recipients;

6.

the interest rate will be at an affordable rate (i.e., flat rate
of 3 per cent per annum or less for the length of the term
of the loan) geared to income;

7.

capital indexed loans be made illegal in this state to
protect prospective loan recipients.

Introduction and first reading
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Water) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Water
Industry Act 1994 to specify the role of the Essential Services
Commission in relation to the water industry, to amend the
Water Act 1989 in relation to the Central Gippsland Region
Water Authority, to consequentially amend the Water Act
1989 and the Essential Services Commission Act 2001 and
for other purposes.

Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — I ask for a
brief explanation of the bill.
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Water) (By leave) —
This legislation will set out a framework specifying the
role and functions of the Essential Services
Commission in relation to the water industry and
includes a number of initiatives to underpin that
process. It will also assist in the development of a
transparent framework to assist with water management
and will remove a legal anomaly over the current
capacity of Gippsland Water to accept prescribed
industrial waste.
Motion agreed to.
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We ever pray that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in
all godliness and honesty (1 Tim. 2:2).
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) (10 signatures)

Northern Grampians: St Arnaud secession
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

Read first time.

PETITIONS
The Clerk — I have received the following petitions
for presentation to Parliament:

The humble petition of the residents and ratepayers of the
town and district of St Arnaud sheweth:
1.

That the policies and expenditures of the Northern
Grampians shire (‘the shire’) have always been
inequitably directed to the benefit of the city of Stawell
to the detriment of the petitioners; and that this has been
further demonstrated by the recent decision of the shire
to refuse its own planning application for a $360 000
community development in St Arnaud.

2.

The Minister for Local Government proposes to increase
the number of Grampians Ward councillors in the shire
to the detriment of the petitioners.

Housing: loan schemes
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the following residents of the state of
Victoria sheweth the state government-sponsored home loan
schemes under the flawed new lending instrument called
capital indexed loans sold since 1984–85 under the
subheadings CAPIL, deferred interest scheme (DIS), indexed
repayment loan (IRL), home opportunity loan scheme
(HOLS), shared home opportunity scheme (SHOS), are not
fit for the purpose for which they were intended.

Your petitioners therefore pray that the Minister for Local
Government commence the process whereby the town of
St Arnaud and the former Shire of Kara Kara, together with
such other communities who desire to do so, may secede
from the shire and form a new council based in St Arnaud.

PAPER
866
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And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr WALSH (Swan Hill) (1790 signatures)
Laid on table.

PAPER
Laid on table by Clerk:
Fawkner Crematorium and Memorial Park — Report for the
year ended 31 December 2001, together with an explanation
for the delay in tabling.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Kananook Primary School: student
representative council
Ms LINDELL (Carrum) — This morning it gives
me great pleasure to acknowledge the fine work of
Kananook Primary School, in particular its student
representative council. I had the honour of being invited
to the school on Monday, 31 March, to make
presentations to a fine group of students: school
captains Kirsty Csifo and Alex Scallion, and the eight
elected members of the student representative council
for 2003, Bridget Buswell, Fiona Coote, Tonja Davis,
Rory Iagoe, Anthony Jenkinson, Matt McLennan,
Braeden McNee and Bianca Mitchell. I pass on to them
my best wishes for a very successful year.
In the past the student representative council has had
great success in making very positive changes at
Kananook Primary School. One year the boys toilets
had mirrors fitted so the boys could do their hair and
last year the student representative council spent its
own funds purchasing buckets and spades for the preps
to use in their new sandpit.
I congratulate the school principal, Graham Haynes, on
the excellent job he does at the school in fostering
democracy.

Shop trading hours: Easter Sunday
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — I call on the Premier,
who touted tourism, not logging, for the smaller
communities surrounding the Otways, to immediately
lift the ban on trading in Apollo Bay and Birregurra on
Easter Sunday.
I draw to the attention of the house the fact that the
Bracks Labor government has rejected an application
by the Colac-Otway Shire Council to have the towns of
Birregurra and Apollo Bay exempted from the ban on
Easter Sunday trading.
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Easter is a major trading time for Birregurra and Apollo
Bay. Both towns rely on the Easter weekend as one of
their top trading periods, and this refusal by the Bracks
Labor government to support these tourism towns is in
direct contrast to its claim that it supports tourism in the
south-west of the state.
First the Bracks Labor government shuts down logging
and says it will go for tourism, and in its next breath it
pulls the mat out from under the tourism industry by
banning Easter Sunday trading. From day one this ban
has been a shambles, with the Bracks Labor
government still trying to explain how the ban applies
throughout the state. If the Bracks Labor government
cannot work out how the ban works, how in hell can the
traders of south-west Victoria be expected to
understand it and comply?
In Birregurra town traders have had to abandon a
town-wide sale as a result of the ban; and in Apollo Bay
clothing shops, surf shops and other small traders will
be forced to close and lose thousands of dollars per
shop in lost trade. All these traders bought in stock
based on the previous year’s sales figures, and their
treatment is nothing more than contemptible.
The Bracks Labor government said it would work with
my communities to overcome the loss of industry and
income due to the phasing-out of logging. If this is its
way of helping, then obviously the arrogance and
disregard for tourism in small country towns around the
Otways is shining through.

Allan Windust
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Education Services) —
Last Friday I participated in the launch of a book by
Bendigo resident Allan Windust called Waterwise
House and Garden. This is a timely book. Bendigo and
many other towns in the Coliban Water region are on
stage 3 water restrictions, and our storages are at
incredibly low levels.
Allan Windust is very well qualified to write this book.
He has been an environmental planner with the Land
Conservation Council and the former Department of
Natural Resources and Environment. He runs weekend
courses on subjects such as organic gardening and dry
stonewalling, and he has been a prolific writer — one
of his key passions being worms.
His new book is about how we can make our own
contribution to saving water in our own homes and
gardens. It talks about the way we can make use of
rainwater tanks and grey water — initiatives also
promoted and endorsed by the Bracks government. He
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includes an extensive appendix on plants that can
survive in dry conditions and on ways we can improve
our soils so that we use less water on our gardens.
Allan has a number of golden rules in his book, and one
is that we should forget about trying to emulate a
rainforest unless we live in or near one. His book,
Waterwise House and Garden, is a book for Australia
and also for central Victoria containing many practical
tips and initiatives on how we can be water wise. It is a
timely book and a timely reminder that we can make
effective use of the precious resource of water in
Victoria. I congratulate Allan on his book.

Sacred Heart School, Casterton: newsletter
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I congratulate the
Catholic Education Office psychologists and in this
instance the Sacred Heart School in Casterton. With the
war in Iraq we have seen a media frenzy. The school
has responded in its newsletter by requesting that all
school communities monitor students’ reactions to the
unfolding situation in Iraq. Members of the local
communities were asked to reassure students of their
safety and advised on how they might deal with the
students’ need to talk about what they are being
exposed to.
The school requested that parents restrict the amount of
coverage their children are being exposed to and
suggested that the exposure should be in proportion to
the children’s level of understanding. Other tips given
include: be honest with your children about what is
happening, but do not project what might happen; give
information that is appropriate to the age level and in
context; assure children of their safety; maintain normal
duties; provide extra emotional support; be careful not
to dismiss the need for extra assurance and support; be
aware of children who show unreasonable fear or
anxiety who might need extra support; and finally, be
particularly aware of children who have experienced a
traumatic event in the past, children who are
chronically ill or children who have experienced a
personal tragedy — all these are more susceptible to
anxiety. My prayers go out to all those affected by this
and other wars.
I really congratulate those involved in putting out this
important information, because our children are the
ones who are exposed to a lot of it on TV. I also
congratulate Kim Butler, the principal of Sacred Heart
School in Casterton.
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Terry Muscat
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) — I would like to place on the
record my sincere condolences to Terry Muscat’s
family. The late Terry Muscat, who passed away on the
weekend, was an active Labor Party member and union
member. My association with Terry Muscat goes back
almost 30 years in the trade union movement, when he
was a worker at ICI at Deer Park. He then became an
organiser for the ironworkers union, as it was known in
those days, and I was on the joint shop stewards
committee at the Monsanto chemical company when
we negotiated site agreements.
Terry always worked very hard for the working class as
a typical battling immigrant. Even in the last days of his
illness he was concerned about furthering the
community in his area, particularly those members of
his Maltese nationality. He did tremendous work in
various cultural clubs and organisations such as the
soccer club and the festival organisation.
Terry will be sadly missed by the community,
particularly the Maltese community in my electorate. I
extend my sincere condolences once again to his wife
and family. The funeral will be held tomorrow at
St Peter Chanel’s church in Deer Park.
Terry’s dying wish was to be readmitted to the Labor
Party, because he was driven out of it in his last days as
a result of a dispute with the electoral commission in
relation to paying fees. The court case has not been
settled yet.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Highett neighbourhood house: billy cart race
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — I wish to place
on the record my recognition of the excellent work
undertaken by the Highett neighbourhood house during
last week’s Housing Week. Linda Gardiner has
organised a range of excellent activities over the past
eight or nine years, which have included games of
volleyball and basketball and, more recently, a great
billy cart race involving the local police, the fire
brigade, the State Emergency Service (SES), the local
venturers scout group and representatives from the
housing estate off Graham Road in Highett. The
aerodynamically designed billy carts are designed by
Clem Collins from Chadstone Fences and Gates.
The Sandringham police were represented on the
weekend by Senior Constable Peter Condon and
Constable Jasmin Pittman. The Moorabbin police were
represented by Senior Sergeant Syd Gallagher, who has
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done outstanding work in community relations in the
Moorabbin area, and Senior Sergeant Gerry Ryan was
in charge of the contingent from the Cheltenham police.
A number of years ago Gerry resuscitated a person who
had collapsed during an Anzac Day ceremony, and that
person would not be here today but for the excellent
foresight and first aid skills of Senior Sergeant Gerry
Ryan.
Peter Moloney represented the local fire brigade, and
Rob Bishop represented the SES. The venturers were
represented last year by Julia Godfrey, and Cameron
and Zane did a great job this year in steering the
venturers into second place. First prize was won on this
occasion by the police team.

PANCH Health Service: commissioning
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) — I am pleased to
advise the house that we are now in the process of
commissioning the new PANCH Health Service in
Bell Street, Preston. The first services are being
provided by the Darebin community health centre.
They started on 25 March and include a dental service,
a program activity group and a general practitioner.
Over the coming weeks a range of quality health
services will be provided by leading agencies such as
the Northern, Austin repatriation and Mercy hospitals,
Moreland Hall, Dental Health Services Victoria and the
City of Darebin.
The services include specialist outpatient medical
clinics, prenatal and postnatal renal dialysis,
physiotherapy and occupational therapy, alcohol and
drug counselling services and a number of others that I
cannot cover in 90 seconds.
The Kennett government closed our public hospital and
broke its promise to provide an integrated care centre.
We are implementing our 1999 election commitment
and returning health services to Preston, services which
consumers will be able access in their local community.
The previous health minister, the Deputy Premier,
supported PANCH, as does the current Minister for
Health. I would like to thank her for her critical support
in ensuring that funding has been available for these
services and that her department has been given the
necessary assistance in the commissioning phase of
PANCH. I also thank the parliamentary secretary, the
member for Mulgrave, and I look forward to having
them both out to the opening in May.

Craigieburn Primary School: covered walkway
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — I wish to raise the
matter of the Craigieburn Primary School. With winter
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fast approaching, children and teachers in six remote
units have effectively been stranded by the Department
of Education and Training’s delays and refusal to fund
a covered walkway enabling them to access the main
campus and services, including the school library, art
room, music room and sick bay, in comfort and safety.
Such a walkway would cost a mere $15 000 to $25 000
to construct. This walkway is needed to enable students
to pass between their remote classroom units to classes
on the main campus — to the library or to physical
education, art and music classes — with adequate
protection from the elements.
What happens in the event that a child falls ill? The
department has seemingly determined there will be no
covered walkway because there are toilets within the
remote units. This is hardly appropriate. If constructed
the covered walkway would span the distance between
the school and the six remote units. These six units are
all on 20-year leases with options to renew afterwards.
Called ‘peak enrolment units’ they are an innovation in
school forward planning as a direct response to the
government’s failure to provide sufficient resources.
This is only part of a litany of problems at the
Craigieburn Primary School, a school that is
represented by a Labor member who has ignored their
needs. The school is not being serviced by a Labor
government that is simply taking it for granted. The
school community believes its safety and health is of
paramount importance and the minister and the
government have failed to intervene — yet another
failure by the Labor government in one of its own
electorates.

Belmont Bowls Club and South Barwon
Football Club
Mr CRUTCHFIELD (South Barwon) — I would
like to inform the house that the Belmont Bowls Club
recently won the A1 premiership, putting it back into
the premier division in Geelong. The club also won the
group 2 final last weekend in Colac, in the electorate of
the member for Polwarth.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr CRUTCHFIELD — It certainly is travelling
better than the Geelong Football Club, that is true! I
would like to name a few of the members of the team,
and I am sorry about not using their Christian names.
They are: O’Connor, Brebner, Davies, Hannabury,
Hyde, Wilkinson, Davies and Doyle in the first team;
and Wright, Perrett, Ryder, Carbines, Foran, Ross,
Pyers and Murnane in the second.
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An Honourable Member — You didn’t make the
team!
Mr CRUTCHFIELD — I did not, but I certainly
invite them to visit the bowls centre out the back.
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water outlets which country people in this area
desperately need.

Highvale Secondary College: leadership
symposium

I also had the pleasure to go to the South Barwon and
Grovedale football game on the weekend, where as a
long-term member I was made the no. 1 ticket-holder of
the South Barwon Football Club. Some members of the
house will remember the Nankervis brothers, who
played for the Geelong Football Club. The Grovedale
and South Barwon football clubs played for the
Nankervis Cup on Saturday. Unfortunately Grovedale
was the beneficiary of some dubious umpiring
decisions and managed to win that particular game! I
acknowledge Harry Knevit from Grovedale and Gary
Plumridge, the two presidents who initiated this award,
the John Nankervis Cup — John is a brother of Ian and
Bruce.

Ms MARSHALL (Forest Hill) — Last week I
participated in a leadership symposium at Highvale
Secondary College in the electorate of Forest Hill. The
symposium was organised by the principal, Alex
Robins, and was attended by teams of students from a
variety of local secondary schools.

The SPEAKER — Order! The member’s time has
expired.

It is extremely interesting to learn that Highvale
Secondary College has for the past 25 years been
implementing and refining a curriculum model
designed to meet the diversity of needs apparent in
many schools. Termed a vertical curriculum structure,
classes are based on the individual needs as determined
by prior school experience and current ability and/or
interest as opposed to chronological age. Students in the
system can work in up to three different year levels at
any one time. Such organisation is particularly well
suited to meeting the needs of the middle years and
those from non-English-speaking backgrounds.

Drought: government assistance
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I bring to the
attention of the house the continuing concern of the
people of north-eastern Victoria about the prevailing
drought conditions. I refer specifically to the Rural City
of Wangaratta and the Shire of Indigo, on the basis that
funding applications have been made for water outlets
and bores within the two municipalities, and the state
government has shown a lack of concern for these
projects.
The sum of $1.2 million was provided earlier to
drought-declared municipalities, but because these two
municipalities were drought declared in the latter part
of last year going into the earlier part of this year they
have now applied for funding support to the extent of
$263 000 for bores and water outlets, but to date the
government has approved only $75 000 for these
projects. The local people and the municipalities are
extremely concerned at the lack of government support
being provided in this area when it has indicated on
many occasions that it is providing funding for a range
of projects in support of drought-declared areas right
across northern Victoria.
I seek the government’s support and recognition that
these municipalities require additional funding and that
immediate approval must be provided. The
municipalities have already provided funding, but the
government should be responsible for water bores and

The topic on which I spoke was achieving and setting
your goals. Other speakers were Neil Ross from the
Oakleigh Chargers, who spoke on leadership qualities,
and Rob Motton, whose topic was public speaking
techniques. It was a perfect forum for showcasing the
leadership skills developed and nurtured by the school
system.

I congratulate the staff and students at Highvale
Secondary College on the part they are playing in
promoting understanding and tolerance between people
with a wide variety of cultural backgrounds, thereby
increasing youth awareness and sensitivity in these
matters. At a vulnerable time in our history it is
fantastic to see the contribution the school is making to
broadening Australian attitudes.

Surveyor-General: resignation
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — The Victorian
Surveyor-General, Keith Bell, has resigned. After just
three and a half years in the job, this is a regrettable
conclusion to a despicable campaign by the Bracks
government to undermine the independent role of the
Surveyor-General and Mr Bell in particular.
The Surveyor-General is responsible for, among other
things, the land titles system, survey standards,
surveying marks, boundary definitions, place names,
land transfers, Crown land boundaries and survey
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lodgment. He also serves on the state and federal
electoral boundaries commissions, both of which have
been active recently. He also chairs the Surveyors
Board of Victoria.
The independent operation of the Surveyor-General is
fundamental to the integrity of the Victorian property
market. Keith Bell has enjoyed the widespread support
of his profession. A full three-year extension of his
appointment was universally urged last year. The
minister opted instead for just six months to cover the
election. In that time the isolation of Mr Bell has
continued.
The campaign was flagged in the Surveyor-General’s
2000–01 annual report, where he highlighted a string of
problems, summarised in the quote:
Administrative arrangements largely preclude the
Surveyor-General from exercising his statutory
responsibilities as required.

Political interference at a variety of levels in the
operation of the Surveyor-General has led to the loss of
this highly competent and widely respected public
servant. Victorians should be appalled and concerned.

North West Region Migrant Resource Centre
Mr LANGUILLER (Derrimut) — I wish to
commend the work of and express my admiration for
the North West Region Migrant Resource Centre. The
centre services the cities of Brimbank and Hume and
the Shire of Melton. According to the 2001 census there
were 347 399 residents in the service area, of whom
59.8 per cent were born in Australia, 34.2 per cent were
born overseas and 6 per cent did not state where they
were born.
From July 1999 to the end of June 2002 some 4000
overseas settler arrivals indicated that service region as
their intended place of residence. Of them 29.6 per cent
arrived under the humanitarian program, 48 per cent
under the family stream of the migration program and
21.8 per cent under the skill stream of the migration
program.
Significant source countries of overseas arrivals to the
region during this period were Vietnam, the former
Yugoslavia, Iraq, Turkey, the Philippines and Latin
America. At the time of the 2001 census residents of
the region identified with over 70 different ancestries.
The top five languages other than English spoken at
home in this area are Vietnamese, Italian, Turkish,
Maltese, Greek and Spanish. At the time of the census
54.3 per cent of the residents of the region spoke
English only, 32.2 per cent spoke another language and
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spoke English very well or well and 8.6 per cent spoke
a language other than English and did not speak English
well — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The member’s time has
expired!

Land tax: rate
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — Land tax is
out of control in Victoria. This is not a tax that
generally hits the headlines or generates media interest
because it does not often affect average families. But
when land tax rip-offs by the Bracks government begin
to drive industry out of the state, then average families
do feel the effects as employment opportunities dry up
right around Victoria. In a recent newspaper article
Jennifer Cunich, the Victorian executive director of the
Property Council of Australia, is reported as having
said:
Victoria’s top land tax is 5 per cent compared to 1.7 per cent
in New South Wales and 1.8 per cent in Queensland, and
aggregation provisions push many properties into the upper
rate.

The head of the Victorian Employers Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, Neil Coulson, is reported in
the same article as saying:
The problem of bracket creep means that in periods of rising
property values, as we’ve had recently, landholders can face
much greater increases in land tax than are due to a rise in
values alone.

When land tax affects family businesses we have to
worry, and Kennards is one such business. It is so
incensed that it is looking to leave growth in this state
entirely and has paid for full-page advertisements in
newspapers to highlight the Bracks Government’s
rip-off on land tax. Just in case the government claims
that nothing has changed, we were collecting less in
land tax at the start of our term in office in 1992 than
we were when we left government in 1999. In contrast,
the Bracks Government is addicted to ratcheting up this
sort of revenue.

Emerald: community forum
Ms LOBATO (Gembrook) — I recently attended a
forum conducted by the Emerald planning group. This
group worked for eight months in preparation for this
forum, which was devised to discuss the future of
Emerald and surrounding areas. The aim was to
develop an action plan for the area, and it included a
wide variety of issues that affect the town.
Congratulations must go to facilitator John Moore and
the band of Emerald volunteers whose hard work
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enabled this forum to take place. It was conducted as an
open space forum, which allowed everyone to
participate and provide input.
The structure of the forum allowed groups of people
who shared the same concerns to devise strategies to
effect change. People who attended ranged from
residents, local business owners and members of local
emergency services, including Sergeant Chris Vincent
from the Emerald police station, who actively involves
himself in community activities and concerns.
Funding for the forum was provided by the Department
of Human Services under its community strengthening
initiatives. The Shire of Cardinia was supportive via its
community liaison officer, Lenoar Gullquist. I was
impressed by the passion and dedication of these
Emerald people, who have a genuine interest in how
their community develops. They are thinking about the
long-term shape of their community and are prepared to
take action to improve it. They are working
cooperatively and collectively in setting up effective
communication channels with organisations, all levels
of government and residents.

St Joseph’s Primary School, Boronia: fete
Ms ECKSTEIN (Ferntree Gully) — On 29 March I
had the very great pleasure of attending St Joseph’s
Primary School fete in my electorate, where I assisted
in judging the talent quest.
The fete is held each year, and the proceeds support
both St Joseph’s as well as St Bernadette’s School in
The Basin, which is in the member for Monbulk’s
electorate. Features included stalls, raffles,
competitions, rides and a range of entertainment. One
of the highlights of the fete was the talent quest, which
was very ably organised by Jeanie Hunter, principal of
St Joseph’s, together with the master of ceremonies,
David Godfrey.
The standard of singing, dancing and playing of
instruments was extremely high, with a large number of
entries. In fact, there were so many talented young
performers that my fellow judges, Ruth Wilson-Tam,
Tanya Cross and Father John Petroulis, the parish priest
at St Joseph’s, and I needed over 2 hours to complete
the judging.
I congratulate all the talented performers, especially the
winners. The winners in the dancing category were
Tayla William and Amy Stephenson and the Ketchup
dancers; the winner in the singing category was Greta
Williamson; and the winners in the instrumental
category were Karen Martins and Vivian Zembrzuski.
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My congratulations to all those involved in organising
the St Joseph’s fete on the staging of a very enjoyable
day and a highly successful community event.

Glen Waverley: inter-church Easter event
Ms MORAND (Mount Waverley) — Last
Thursday I attended the Glen Waverley Inter-Church
Council’s 2003 Easter event.
Although the event was held at the Glen Waverley
Uniting Church it was an ecumenical affair, with local
churches involved in the organisation and presentation.
The event organisers included Patricia Moore and the
Reverend Robert Elkhuizen of the Glen Waverley
Uniting Church. It was an event for primary school-age
children and presented the Easter story in a wonderfully
tangible and enjoyable way. I joined one of the groups
as it moved into caves linked by tunnels created in the
church building. A great deal of effort had obviously
gone into the making of these caves. Actors presented
the story of Jesus and Mary with the assistance of some
wonderful puppeteering. The next three activities
depicted Middle Eastern life, explaining to the children
Middle Eastern customs, food and clothing, and
included a typical folk dance.
The event was a great success, with over 1600 students
attending over the three and a half days of the event.
The children obviously very much enjoyed the
presentation. The work of 120 volunteers from the
church made this possible, and I congratulate them on
this wonderful effort. I thank Jenny Turnbull for
accompanying me with the group that I joined on the
day. Once again the community is grateful for the work
of volunteers.

Carwatha P–12 College: refurbishment
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave) — On Friday,
28 March, I had the great pleasure of representing the
Minister for Education Services at the opening of a new
complex of classrooms and other refurbishments at
Carwatha P–12 College in Noble Park North in my
electorate. Carwatha college is one of many fine
schools servicing my local community, and I was
delighted to be part of this very special day in the
school’s history.
The development is highlighted by nine new
general-purpose classrooms, art and craft facilities, new
student toilets, upgrades of secondary science facilities,
staff administration areas and a purpose-built Victorian
certificate of education (VCE) centre. The total value of
the project is around $2.3 million, with almost
$100 000 raised by the school community itself.
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I want to acknowledge and congratulate the school
council president, Mrs Kerri Dickson; the school
principal, Mr Frank Sal; the college captains, Elana
Sterjova and Daniel Corrie; and the vice-captains,
Angela Juhasz and Declan Marley
This is yet another example of the Bracks government’s
practical commitment to our education system,
providing the infrastructure that is needed to give kids
in my local community particularly the sort of
education they need so that they can become the best
that they can be.

Eltham Football Club
Mr HERBERT (Eltham) — I would also like to
inform the house about my local football team, the
Eltham Panthers. I had the privilege of unfurling the
Eltham Panther 2002 Premiership Flag last Saturday
and watching a very enjoyable game of football. They
are a first division team in the Diamond Valley league,
which would outclass any other district football,
certainly in Victoria.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr HERBERT — The umpiring is excellent, as a
matter of fact! The electorate of Eltham has some
fantastic teams. We have three in the first division of
the Diamond Valley league, and they are all playing
fairly well, but the Eltham Panthers went up this year
from second division, and I think they have got a strong
future ahead of them.
I was honoured just recently to be made the no. 1
ticket-holder for the Eltham Panthers, a position I hold
with some pride as part of my ongoing association with
the club. They are a professional team who have been
revamped just this year. They have acquired the
services of Phil Maylin, an ex-Carlton premiership
player and, of course, an ex-Western Bulldogs assistant
coach. They have also acquired the services of player
Adam Contessa, whom we well know — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The member’s time has
expired. The member for Mitcham has 50 seconds.

Shirley Reeves
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — I want today to
place on record my appreciation of the service rendered
by Mrs Shirley Reeves in the Blackburn area. Shirley
has been a volunteer in a number of fields for a long
time, particularly with the girl guide movement, but
also for the last 15 years with The Avenue
neighbourhood house. She has contributed in a variety
of roles, including the committee of management
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finance subcommittee and administration
subcommittee. In this role she is well known in the
Mitcham electorate.
For the past four years she has been a volunteer team
leader, helping to organise some 65 volunteers. She has
provided invaluable assistance to The Avenue
neighbourhood house, dealing with such issues as
superannuation, but she has also turned her hand to
tasks as diverse as catering.
For the past six years she has worked some 30 to
40 hours per week. She is a visionary, never scared to
try new ideas. Tomorrow Shirley Reeves retires from
The Avenue neighbourhood house. On behalf of all
residents of Blackburn and those who have benefited
from her service I thank her sincerely.
The SPEAKER — Order! The time for making
statements has now ended.

GRIEVANCES
The SPEAKER — Order! The question is:
That grievances be noted.

Building industry: government contracts
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I wish to rise today to
grieve about the control and influence the union
movement has over the Bracks government in the
tendering process for government contracts. There are a
number of findings that came out of the Cole royal
commission, not least of which is the illegality and lack
of the application of the rule of law. There is also
concern about the fact that the Bracks government does
nothing to enforce the rule of law, and indeed gives
tacit support and acceptance of this illegality in the
building industry right round Victoria
But the most important thing is that as a result of the
influence of the trade union movement, particularly the
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union, the
Victorian government has refrained from awarding
contracts to otherwise successful tenderers because of a
fear of reaction from the CFMEU.
Of course one wonders why the CFMEU would have
such influence. It could have something to do with the
fact that it is a large and powerful influence in the
preselection and selection of ministers, and indeed jobs
in the government and things like that. It is also a
significant donor to the government. The whole of this
government is pervaded with a culture of acceptance of
the way the CFMEU behaves in relation to the
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tendering of contracts. It is not just a tacit approval; this
is something that government at the highest levels has
been influenced by.
The classic example of this is what happened at the
National Gallery of Victoria. In the early stages of that
process there were a number of contracts that were due
to be let, the first of which was the demolition works to
enable the site to be prepared for the ultimate contractor
to come in and do the $100 million redevelopment.
That project was supposed to be completed by
mid-2002, and as we have seen it has just been a litany
of delays and cost overruns and has been an absolute
disaster. This is directly attributable to the influence of
the union movement over the government. But one part
of that — a small part of that — was the original
demolition contract.
In early February 2000 the government called for
expressions of interest in relation to a tender for the
early works contract. In fact the government invited
five prospective tenderers to tender for that project
while opening it to the broader building community,
and those five preferred tenderers actually submitted
tenders. Able Demolitions tendered along with the five
others and indeed came in substantially lower than all
other tenderers. Its quote to do the early works
demolition was something in the order of $1.78 million.
Most importantly at that time Able Demolitions had an
enterprise agreement with the Australian Workers
Union. At that time Able Demolitions was not only
operating here in Victoria but elsewhere, and indeed
had entered into a nationwide enterprise bargaining
agreement (EBA) with the Australian Workers Union.
What happened from the very outset was that they ran
slap-bang into the middle of a demarcation dispute
between the CFMEU and the Australian Workers
Union over who has control of the building industry
here in Victoria. There is nothing lawful or of any
benefit to the community. It was just a straight
demarcation dispute, a destructive demarcation dispute,
between the AWU and the CFMEU.
As a result of that invitation formal tenders were
submitted, a number of inquiries were made and
consultants were engaged. A consultative committee
was set up in the then Office of Major Projects to
oversee the tendering process, and indeed the projects
generally. As a result in about March 2000 the
consultative committee recommended to the head of the
Office of Major Projects that Able Demolitions be
awarded the contract. It came as the most conforming
tenderer, with the lowest possible quote, and most
importantly it had satisfied the committee and the
consultants that had been engaged by the committee
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that it was the best company that was available to do
the demolition works on the national gallery.
As a result of those discussions there were certainly a
number of informal representations made by the Office
of Major Projects to Able Demolitions to say that it had
been awarded the contract, and indeed preliminary
works were already started. On 20 April 2000 the
assistant secretary of the CFMEU, a Mr John Van
Camp, telephoned not just any public servant but Bill
Scales, who was the most senior public servant in this
state, the Secretary of the Department of Premier and
Cabinet, to express concern about the awarding of a
government contract to Able Demolitions which had an
EBA with the wrong union — namely, the AWU.
Bill Scales immediately had a memorandum drafted by
his department, which he signed off on and which was
sent to the Premier. He alerted the Premier to the fact
that there was a demarcation dispute between the
CFMEU and the AWU, but importantly he also pointed
out in that memorandum that the demarcation dispute
had nothing to do with the awarding of the contract. It
was not a justifiable reason not to award the contract to
Able Demolitions. Most importantly, he actually
pointed out to the Premier that failing to award the
contract to Able Demolitions could amount to a breach
of both the Trade Practices Act and the freedom of
association provisions set out in the federal Workplace
Relations Act. Therefore it was essentially illegal not to
award the contract to Able Demolitions,
notwithstanding its enterprise bargaining agreement
with the AWU.
Despite saying that there would be an illegality in not
awarding it, he recommended to the Premier that he
then broker a deal between the CFMEU and the AWU
‘to see if we can arrange a nice little settlement between
the two unions to enable this contract to progress’ —
but it had nothing to do with the National Gallery of
Victoria or the project and nothing to do with the
capability of Able Demolitions! What you had was the
most senior bureaucrat advising the Premier to broker a
deal — and to waste time on such an urgent project,
which had to be completed by mid-2002 — between
the CFMEU and the AWU in relation to this matter.
The Premier got that memorandum. What did he do?
He did not actually make a decision about it but
duckshoved it and sent it off to the then Minister for
Industrial Relations, the current President of the
Legislative Council, the Honourable Monica Gould.
She then gave it to Industrial Relations Victoria (IRV),
which then went about spending about a month trying
to broker a deal between the CFMEU and the AWU.
The project was delayed and slowed down, and the
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time of government was wasted in trying to develop an
accommodation between the two unions over their
demarcation dispute.
Finally, towards the end of May Jeff Fary, the then
head of IRV, wrote to the then Minister for Industrial
Relations saying that there was a long-term dispute
between the AWU and the CFMEU regarding which
organisation had coverage of construction employees.
He then admitted abject failure. He said:
Attempts to resolve this matter in separate discussions with
the AWU and the CFMEU have been unsuccessful.

He then recommended that the matter should proceed
in the normal way to the awarding of a tender. That
memorandum was then developed into a letter to the
Premier from the minister, in which she said:
Accordingly it would appear that we are now left with little
option other than to proceed to let the tender in [the] normal
manner.

The Premier got that memorandum or recommendation
to ‘let the tender in the normal manner’ to Able
Demolitions. The Premier did nothing. There is nothing
in writing; there is nothing on the record to show what
the Premier did. He again washed his hands of the
matter, and other events intervened.
What appeared to occur is that the Office of Major
Projects of its own volition developed another way of
getting around this problem with the tendering process.
The way it developed this process was to ensure that it
wrote the demolition contract out of the overall
contract. It said that the demolition contract was to be
subsumed in the overall construction contract at the
national gallery. It was then delayed for a further six
weeks.
It got to the point in June where the then acting head of
major projects wrote to Able Demolitions and said,
‘Regrettably we are going to subsume the whole lot into
one overall contract, and therefore there will be no
contract in relation to the demolition’. That initiated
two responses. Able Demolitions immediately
instructed its solicitors to write to the government
threatening legal action, and it also referred the matter
to the federal office of the Employment Advocate, who
is charged with the responsibility of enforcing the
freedom of association provisions in the
commonwealth act.
Notwithstanding that, the threat seemed then to
generate a hive of activity. Finally Neil Edwards, then
head of the Department of Infrastructure, said, ‘We are
caught, we have to award the contract’, and the contract
was then awarded in late June to Able Demolitions. It
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was then four months since the government had been
capable of awarding the contract, and it was only by
default and through threats of legal action and
intervention by the federal office that the contract was
ultimately awarded to Able Demolitions.
But it did not stop there. We then still had an ongoing
dispute between the AWU and the CFMEU as to who
had coverage. It appeared to be finally resolved by Bill
Shorten effectively saying to the workers covered by
the AWU, ‘We are not covering you anymore. You are
on your own’.
Notwithstanding that the workers themselves were
voting consistently not to join the Construction,
Forestry, Mining and Energy Union — they did not
want to join the CFMEU, but the AWU did not want
them, which did not really prevent the demolition
contract being executed — the CFMEU was then part
of an extraordinary set of circumstance that led to
$150 000 worth of damage being done at the site. They
stopped work not only on the national gallery site but
also on four other government sites. The very threat
made on 20 April was now coming home to roost.
What did the government do? Nothing. This
government did not make a single prosecution, took not
even a single civil action and issued no injunctions.
The Premier was involved. He was aware of what was
going on and the circumstances surrounding it, and he
was on radio talking about this industrial dispute. The
CFMEU carried out all that damage on the National
Gallery of Victoria site in early August.
Notwithstanding all that, Commissioner Cole said that
this was an indication of the power the unions had over
this government to dictate the terms of a contract. This
was something so essential that the government was
prepared to spend $100 million on the redevelopment
of the national gallery, yet it was prepared to hold all of
it up until this demarcation dispute was resolved.
Indeed, it was not only Commissioner Cole who makes
that finding. In a judgment by Justice Beach of the
Supreme Court in an application brought by Able
Demolitions to enforce the rule of law on a building site
in Victoria the following comment is made:
The damage caused by those office bearers and members of
the unions was such that if it had been caused by ordinary
members of the public such persons would have been arrested
forthwith and charged with trespass and wilful damage to
property.
…
In my opinion it is an absolute disgrace that such things can
occur in this state and be tolerated simply because what
occurred is part of an ongoing dispute between members of
different unions.
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This dispute between two unions caused a six-month
delay, $150 000 worth of damage and the stopping for
an enormous amount of time of four government
projects, and it was finally resolved only in October
2000, when Able Demolitions was forced to make an
arrangement with the CFMEU that saw its members
being covered by the union.

They just get stuck on the idea of, ‘Well, if it is there, it
is there to be used in some way’. This is really evident
when we see, for example, their position on the Otways
and their opposition to a national park there. Compare
that to the government’s policies on the Otways.

It is an absolute disgrace that the Premier, who was
directly involved in this matter, was prepared to roll
over when it came to the union movement. It makes a
total mockery of what the Premier said in answer to a
question I posed last year in relation to this matter. I
asked him whether the CFMEU had any influence over
the government, and the Premier responded by saying:

Ms DUNCAN — But I will leave that to the
member for South Barwon, who is far more familiar
with the Otways than I am, as he lives in their
backyard.

… the government operates independently, thoroughly and
without influence … The government acts without fear or
favour and will continue to do that.

This Premier and this government are under the control
of and at the beck and call of the union movement.
What happened to Able Demolitions as a result of that
demarcation dispute is a disgrace, and the government
stands utterly condemned for it. What Commissioner
Cole said about it is utterly true.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member’s time has
expired.

Liberal Party: environment policy
Ms DUNCAN (Macedon) — I grieve today for the
state of Victoria in having an opposition whose
members do not understand the environment. They just
do not get it. ‘Born-again greenies’ is how I would
describe them. They are trying desperately to reinvent
themselves. The term that comes to mind is
‘two-faced’: at school we would say someone was
two-faced when it seemed they believed one thing and
said another.
That is the phrase I would use to describe the Liberal
opposition and its stand on the environment — it is
two-faced. I remember my father saying many years
ago, when I told him that I thought someone was
two-faced, that if they were two-faced they would not
be wearing the face they had on then. I think that
probably applies to the opposition. If its members had
another position to put, they would put it, but they are
just bereft of ideas and do not get the idea of
conservation. I suspect that is because of their
deep-seated interest in economic rationalism. It is really
in their nature to exploit natural resources — otherwise,
what would be the point of having them? I think this is
what stands in their way in developing environment
policies that are just there to protect the environment.

An honourable member interjected.

The shadow Minister for Environment believes we
should log national parks. He has made that statement
on a number of occasions in a number of different
debates. I guess that puts him in concert with the federal
minister Wilson Tuckey, who has been advocating that
position for a number of years. We see that attitude
again in opposition members’ lack of support for the
Kyoto protocol.
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Speaker, in the
first week of the Parliament you made a very sound
statement on abuse of members and descriptions of
members. The honourable member, in attributing to the
shadow Minister for Environment the statement that he
supports logging in national parks, is uttering a
falsehood that casts aspersions on the member. I ask
you to bring her back to order. As you said earlier,
Speaker, this is a robust house and debate ought to take
place appropriately, but when a member uses
falsehoods to attribute something to a member that she
would regard as inappropriate, then I suggest, given the
tenor of your comments — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr Perton — I am sorry, I am having trouble
putting my point of order because a member is shouting
in my ear.
The SPEAKER — Order!
Mr Perton — I would ask you to give guidance to
the member about not casting those sorts of reflections
on the shadow minister.
The SPEAKER — Order! As the member for
Doncaster knows, the chair is not in a position to make
statements or to pull members up on whether what they
are saying is factually correct. I have been listening to
the member for Macedon. I do not believe she has
abused any members of either this house or anywhere
else. Therefore I do not up uphold the point of order.
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Ms DUNCAN — Thank you, Speaker. It is very
early in my speech, however.

catchment and that what we do in one area impacts on
others.

I would also like to draw the attention of the house to
some other points that have been made by the shadow
minister, particularly during the farm dams debate.
They again illustrate the difference between the
opposition and the government when it comes to the
environment. A number of statements were made in the
debate on some of the amendments to the farm dams
legislation. For those not in the house at the time, the
farm dams bill that came before this house had a variety
of amendments that went with it. Similar to its position
on the marine national parks, the opposition eventually
supported it, but only after being dragged kicking and
screaming into this chamber.

We see their continuing refusal to support the Kyoto
protocol and we see them doing nothing to lobby their
federal counterparts to gain funding for major water
infrastructure, which we know no state government can
afford on its own. This government needs the support
of the federal government in its efforts to rebuild water
infrastructure in this state, and the people of Victoria
should be able to expect the Victorian opposition to
support the government in lobbying the federal
government for this sort of money.

Mr Perton — On a point of order, Speaker, there is
a difference between fair debate and a member
deliberately uttering falsehoods. The member is trying
to cast aspersions on the opposition which are blatantly
untrue. Given your statements in the first week of the
Parliament on the way in which members ought to
express themselves in respect to other members, I ask
you to bring her to order.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order. Members in this house have the opportunity to
give their views on the policies of other parties during
the grievance debate. It is a wide-ranging debate. The
statements I made in the house referred particularly to
abuse of other members, and I do not believe the
member for Macedon has abused another member.
Ms DUNCAN — Thank you, Speaker. I take it as a
great compliment that the member for Doncaster is so
irked by my grievance this morning.
I recall the debate and the view of the shadow
minister — as it appeared to me — suggesting that we
should not regulate catchments unless they are stressed,
and that with areas of high rainfall we do not need to
regulate them at all. A number of times during his
contribution he talked about the fact that we have been
building dams wherever and whenever we liked for the
last 50 years and that we have been encouraging dams
for 50 years. He said the government has now come
along and is saying that we should not be building dams
at this great rate.
That to me demonstrates the lack of understanding of
opposition members, particularly on water issues. That
is very frightening to me. There were many times in
that debate when I was very concerned about their lack
of understanding that really we have just one big

I would like to briefly refer to an article written by the
Leader of the Opposition that appeared in yesterday’s
Age headed ‘Why the Liberals are the party of the
future’. What is really ironic about the article is that he
spends considerable time talking about policies
introduced by Sir Henry Bolte, and we hark back
20-odd years, I suspect, since those policies were
introduced. The Leader of the Opposition is saying,
‘Listen, 20-odd years ago we had some good ideas. We
may have some good ones again’.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms DUNCAN — It was 30 years ago, I am
reminded; that is right. He is saying, ‘Thirty years ago
we had some good ideas. We could have some good
ideas again. Bear with us’. In the article he criticises the
Greens and says:
In recent times the Greens have been more focused on
anti-war propaganda …

I remind the Leader of the Opposition that we are in a
state of war and that war is not all that good for the
environment. It seems to me perfectly appropriate that
the Greens would be focused on the war at this time,
especially given the fact that they know the state of
Victoria and its environment are in such safe hands
with the Bracks government. That brings me to my
local area, on which I can speak with some authority —
that is, the Wombat State Forest.
Mr Perton interjected.
Ms DUNCAN — The member for Doncaster loves
to interject when I am on my feet and refer to
woodchips and all manner of things.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms DUNCAN — Putting aside what he might be, it
gives me great pleasure to say that in the three and a
half years that I have represented this area the
government has completely turned around the Wombat
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State Forest. Unfortunately the member for Doncaster
is still struggling with that knowledge and would like to
keep talking about the way the Wombat forest was
managed when he was in government. I am pleased to
say that we have turned that around.
In his article the Leader of the Opposition refers to a
couple of the opposition’s election commitments. One
of them was the abolition of zone 3 public transport
fares, which he talks about as being a great thing. I am
sure for someone who is in zone 3 — who, if that is
abolished, I presume will be in zone 2 — that that is a
fantastic thing. But rather than extend an existing
benefit, the opposition chooses to concentrate a benefit.
Again, this is classic. When we read about the abolition
of zone 3, I and almost everybody in my electorate
were ready to put up our hands and say, ‘We will take
it. If you don’t want it, we will have it’.
The other election campaign issue I would like to refer
to was a debate on the environment. You can be a little
bit nervous about these debates, as there are large
numbers of people in halls who ask you about your
policies on a variety of issues. I was there; the Greens
candidate and forest spokesperson, Marcus Ward, was
there; and my Liberal opponent was there. As you do
for these public meetings, I prepared very carefully.
Marcus and I rocked up with reams of documents on all
of our various policies. I had notes and points that I
wanted to make. I had read everything and
cross-referenced and felt very well prepared for this
debate. I have been involved in this issue for perhaps
five years.
Marcus Ward has probably been involved for 15 years
and he knows a lot about forest issues. He also rolled in
with great reams of notes and folders and policies and a
clear understanding of the issues. My Liberal opponent
rolled in empty handed. Mind you, he was on crutches
so he probably could not have carried a lot of stuff. He
stood up on the stage empty handed — —
Mr Crutchfield — And empty headed!
Ms DUNCAN — Yes, and empty headed! There
was not a policy in sight, not a pen, not a paper, or even
the capacity to take down a point to remind himself if
he needed to follow up on anything. To me that
demonstrated the commitment that the opposition has
to the environment: that at the last election the Liberal
Party would stand for the seat of Macedon — one of
the great icons in the state, an area with the most
breathtaking natural beauty, with state forests and
regional parks, a wonderful part of Victoria, a strong
tourist area — a candidate who had that much disregard
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for the environment that he could not even be bothered
preparing for a critical public debate.
I was embarrassed for him because of his lack of
knowledge. His great election commitment for the
Wombat State Forest — he alone, single-handedly was
going to deliver this commitment — was to abolish
clear-felling in the Wombat State Forest. I see the
member for Doncaster nodding his head. He clearly
supports that election policy. It was probably the
member for Doncaster’s suggestion to my Liberal
opponent. He probably thought it up: ‘Hey, I’ve got a
great commitment. You could promise to stop
clear-felling in the Wombat forest. That would go down
a treat’. Unfortunately, there is no clear-felling in the
Wombat forest. Clearly the member for Doncaster and
my Liberal opponent were completely unaware that we
do not clear-fell the Wombat State Forest.
Mr Perton interjected.
Ms DUNCAN — I see the member for Doncaster
again trying to smile and giggle his way out of this. He
needs to understand and to check that the Wombat State
Forest is a messmate forest and we do not clear
messmate, so it was a commitment that could have
been delivered overnight without any change of policy
whatsoever. I would have been able to achieve that the
moment it was out of my mouth. It is a bit like the
Liberal Party backing away from the Bracks
government’s commitment on the Snowy River. I refer
to the honourable member for Gippsland East who said
that at 9 minutes to midnight in the lead-up to the
election the Liberals were trying to make promises that
they probably would not be able to deliver in a
desperate bid to win a few votes. That is what we saw
in the electorate of Macedon and right across the state
at the last election and it is what we see today.

North West Driver Education Centre: funding
Mr WALSH (Swan Hill) — My grievance is on
behalf of the people of north-western Victoria and in
particular the students of that region who want to learn
to drive. They question the Bracks government and in
particular the Minister for Transport’s commitment to
road safety in country Victoria.
Mr Nardella — You are kidding me.
Mr WALSH — I am not kidding you.
We hear plenty about the punitive side of road safety:
speed camera tolerances and revenue versus safety and
the debates that go on around those issues. My issue is
one of prevention. As we all know and have been
taught, prevention is far better than cure. My
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community has concerns with the ongoing funding for
the North West Driver Education Centre at Charlton, or
Drive-on at Charlton, as the students call it.
The North West Driver Education Centre was started in
1980 with 50 students going through the course. It has
been very ably run by Graeme Paterson and the local
community. In 2002, 1011 students from 32 different
schools went through the driver education course. Since
1980 it has had 6330 students — that is, 6330 students
who have an excellent grounding in driver education.
This year three new schools have already signed up and
there is ongoing support from other schools.
The program exactly follows the Vicroads pre-driver
requirements — the Getting There: From Ls to Ps
program, as everyone who has been involved in
teaching their children to drive would know. The
Charlton course covers starting out, stage 1; checklist,
stage 1; and checklist, stage 2. It provides exactly what
Vicroads specifies.
It is an off-road facility where young people get basic
car-handling and driving skills before they get on the
roads to compete with you and me. It is a vital part of
making sure they are skilled before they get on the
road. Students spend one to five days on the course,
usually three days. The course is half practical
consisting of car control, road positioning, safe
stopping, left and right turns et cetera which allows
students to get their balance as drivers before getting
onto busier roads. The other half of the course is
theoretical: effects of alcohol and drugs, fatigue and
road rules.
The school encourages students to get their L-plates as
soon as possible which gives them the greatest
opportunity to get up their 120 minimum hours to get a
licence as required by Vicroads. The school has enough
funding for another 12 months, but then the funding
will dry up despite previous commitments from the
government.
I will quote from a press release which was issued
before the election on 3 September 1999. The headline
reads ‘Labor backs driving centre 100 per cent’, and it
states:
The shadow minister for State and Regional Development,
John Brumby, today committed a Labor government to
providing a funding allocation of $30 000 annually to the
North West Driver Education Centre [at] Charlton.
…
The Kennett government’s decision last week to cease the
funding allowance is totally unacceptable and will be reversed
by Labor.
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‘The centre is a wonderful asset to Charlton and country
Victoria generally and Labor intends to support it 100 per
cent’.
…
‘I am delighted that a Labor government will restore the
necessary funding to ensure a future for driver education in
Western Victoria’ …

Last year it cost $90 000 to operate the centre. The
government contributed $30 000 as was committed,
and the students paid $60 000 — that is, $45 per day.
Without the government top-up — and it is only a
top-up — the student fee would increase by something
like 50 per cent to $60 to $65 a day, which takes the
course beyond the financial capabilities of quite a few
families in the region. As has been spoken about often
in this house, the area is in its seventh year of extremely
dry conditions and people are suffering the financial
disadvantage of drought.
Students are tremendously positive and see staff not as
teachers in the traditional sense but as gatekeepers who
will get them out onto the road. Problem kids actually
excel; they learn to concentrate and they try because it
is something they actually want to do — it is quite
empowering for those people. But on 20 December
2002 the Minister for Transport wrote to the North
West Driver Education Centre regarding its inquiry on
funding. The letter says:
I refer to your letter of 20 July 2001 seeking clarification on
the timing of a grant to assist with the operation of the North
West Driver Education Centre.
As you may recall, the 2000–01 grant was forwarded to the
centre in March 2001. It is anticipated that the grant for the
2001–02 financial year will be forwarded in December 2001.
It is proposed to forward a third and final —

I emphasise ‘final’ —
grant to the centre in December 2002. I regret to advise that
no additional funding can be made after this date.

It goes on to say:
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you and the
North West Driver Education Centre for assisting with
student driver education.

What I find interesting, having read that letter and gone
through Hansard last Thursday where I saw that the
Minister for Transport made his speech principally
about road safety — he spoke at length about the
Bracks government’s commitment to road safety, its
Arrive Alive strategy, and the fact that the metropolitan
road toll is declining but the rural road toll is actually
increasing and that it has in place a strategy to do
something about that — is that he is too mean and
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miserable to spend $30 000 to keep the Charlton driver
education centre going. A lack of secure funding
prevents the centre from doing any long-term planning,
having a vision and offering schools a long-term safety
program. They are not asking for an increase; they are
just asking for the funding that has already been
promised by the Treasurer, as I said, in a previous press
release. It is a mere $30 per student.
In closing I would like to read into Hansard an editorial
in the Buloke Times of 25 March. It says:
Strange, that. The Times was in Charlton on September 3
1999, when the then shadow minister for state and regional
development, John Brumby, committed a future Labor
government to providing a funding allowance of $30 000
annually to the driver education centre at Charlton. No
mention was made of cutting the funding after three years.
What Mr Brumby did say was this —
‘Students from right across the region and as far away as
Swan Hill, Mildura and Murrayville benefit from the
excellent driver education training program offered at the
centre.
‘The Kennett government’s decision … to cease the funding
allowance is totally unacceptable and will be reversed by
Labor.

What a hypocrite!
‘The centre is a wonderful asset to Charlton and country
Victoria generally, and Labor intends to support it 100 per
cent’.

He is very much an Indian giver. What has changed? Is
the centre suddenly no longer a ‘wonderful asset to
Charlton and country Victoria generally’. Is the
government so secure in Spring Street that it can go
back to ignoring those country seats that are not
occupied by Labor members? If the state government is
worried about finding the funds needed we might
mention the road revenue that rolls into its coffers day
and night in the hundreds and thousands of dollars.
Charlton’s $30 000 would hardly be a blink from a
roadside camera. The government never tires of
reminding us that those cameras are there in the name
of safety; so is the North West Driver Education
Centre!
It is my understanding that the Herald Sun will be
visiting Charlton today, particularly the North West
Driver Education Centre. I hope out of this the wider
community will understand the hypocrisy of the Bracks
government on road safety. It is all very well for the
Transport Accident Commission to fund the
Collingwood Football Club to the tune of millions of
dollars, but $30 000 for the North West Driver
Education Centre cannot be found. There are a lot
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worthier football clubs to fund than Collingwood in my
view.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr WALSH — C’mon the Cats!
Despite what has been promised by the Treasurer
previously, and the fact that the Minister for Transport
is now taking it away, I implore the Bracks government
to revisit this decision and to provide funding of
$30 000 per year for the North West Driver Education
Centre so it can keep on giving an excellent service to
north-west Victoria, make the roads safer and make
sure that our young people have a better understanding
of driving before they go out onto country roads.

Water: sustainable management
Mr HELPER (Ripon) — I grieve this morning for
those Victorians who want a competent and
policy-driven opposition in this state. I grieve
particularly for the rural and regional Victorians who
demand an effective and principled opposition in
relation to the sustainable management of water as it
affects agriculture, small towns and our environment.
Fortunately all Victorians have a government driven by
principle and policy when it comes to water issues,
among other things.
All members recognise that water issues loom even
larger in the community’s mind during times of drought
such as we are currently experiencing. However, the
community and the government recognise — even if
the opposition does not — that this issue needs to be
foremost in our minds, no matter what the climatic
circumstances.
Let us look at the achievements of the government so
far. The farm dams legislation introduced, for the first
time, a balance between upper and lower catchment
irrigators. I acknowledged in the past and will continue
to acknowledge the constructive role played by the
National Party in forming that legislation, particularly
the role played by the previous member for Swan Hill,
Barry Steggall. His was a positive engagement with this
critical issue.
However, let us look at the role of the Liberal Party in
that. As debate raged in the community and in this
Parliament the member for Benambra was notorious for
playing a spoiling game, for trying to score cheap
political shots and for trying to incite community
division over this issue. He continued to play a spoiling
game right up to the passage through Parliament of
what finally became landmark legislation,
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I vividly remember the embarrassment on the faces of
many members of the Liberal Party during the
committee stage every time the member for Benambra
stood up and let fly with his venomous and politically
motivated attempts to sabotage that legislation.
What really astounds me and underpins my grievance
today is that the member for Benambra has been
rewarded for his efforts by being appointed opposition
spokesperson on water issues. What an incredibly
debasing so-called promotion by the Liberal Party to
make the member for Benambra the spokesperson on
water.
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Speaker, I refer
to the previous point of order during the earlier speech.
To refer to a member of this house and his promotion as
debasing is clearly in breach of your previous
statements about the language you would expect of
members. Now that the member for Benambra is in the
house I suspect he will call for a withdrawal, but you
indicated to me that you expect better standards in this
house. Again, this is testing the edge. Either it is
appropriate or it is not, and it might be one of those
areas where you would like to give guidance to the
house.
Mr HELPER — On the point of order, my
response is that I was implying that it was debasing for
the Liberal Party to have elevated the member for
Benambra to the shadow portfolio for water. If the
member for Benambra or the member for Doncaster
wish to personalise that debasing, then I am happy to
attribute it to each of them directly; but it was a
reflection upon the Liberal Party and the way it has
promoted the member for Benambra, not a reflection on
the member for Benambra himself.
The SPEAKER — Order! In view of the fact that it
is a reflection on the Liberal Party generally I will allow
it, but I warn the honourable member for Ripon that the
grievance debate is not an occasion to personally attack
members of the opposition.
Mr HELPER — I thank you, Speaker, for that
guidance. Any suggestion that I attacked a member
individually would be a misinterpretation of my
contribution. However, I openly and totally condemn
the Liberal Party for the measly way it treats the
important issue of water in our community.
Without reflecting on the honourable member for
Benambra, let me reflect on the timing of the Liberal
Party’s appointing a shadow spokesperson for water. It
was only very recently that he was elevated to that
position: it was quite some months after the election
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before the Liberal Party had a spokesperson for water.
That is the crux of my grievance, and it should paint a
picture for members and for the community in general
that this opposition has not come to grips with reality,
with the necessity to treat water as an issue which
requires a bipartisan approach from this Parliament and
with the realisation that we ought not play politics with
it. To demean the issue by not having a spokesperson
for it until some months after the election reflects very
badly on the opposition.
Mr Plowman — On a point of order, Speaker, again
I find the debasing of my position on that basis totally
unacceptable, inasmuch as when all those appointments
were made I became the opposition spokesman for the
environment and for water. To suggest that I did not
implies that my position is less than that of anyone else
who was appointed, and I find that totally unacceptable.
That it is untrue is beside the fact.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order. Although the Chair is not in the position to
judge the correctness or otherwise of what members
state, as I understand it the member for Ripon was
talking as a matter of policy about how the Liberal
Party operates and was not making a personal reflection
on the member for Benambra.
Mr HELPER — Let us look at some of this
government’s achievements and at some of the efforts
that this government has made on the issue of water. I
refer to today’s notice paper and to the legislation that
forms part of the agenda and part of the drive by this
government and — I hope with the cooperation of the
opposition and the National Party — to recognise the
importance of water. The legislation includes the
Constitution (Water Authorities) Bill, the Water
(Victorian Water Trust Advisory Council) Bill, the Safe
Drinking Water Bill and the Murray-Darling Basin
(Amendment) Bill. They are four bills that in some
way — some more than others — touch on the vitally
important area of water in our communities. And as far
as it concerns me and my constituency, that particularly
includes the impact of water issues on small
communities, agriculture and rural and regional
development in the general sense.
Underpinning this strategy of the government is the
need to manage the resource in a sustainable way,
recognise the environmental values of water and ensure
a fair allocation of the resource. Further underpinning
our strategy is the need to raise the community’s
awareness of and develop a community partnership on
the issue of water. We cannot expect members of the
community to follow government initiatives in the
water area if we do not engage with them in a
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fair-dinkum, appropriate, transparent and open way,
share information with them and get their feedback on
the great water issues that face not only this state but
Australia.
The strategies underpinning this agenda are to me
indicative of a principled, competent and policy-driven
government, as is the case with so many of its other
agendas. Compare that to the approach of an
opposition — the subject of my grievance — that does
not bring principles to the issue. Where were its
principles during the widely debated farm dams
legislation? Where, for example, was the principle of
attempting to come up with a logical, practical and
forward-thinking outcome on that legislation?
The only consistent streak through the Liberal Party’s
attitude at that time was maximising the political
point-scoring that it could undertake and maximising
the community division that it generated about it.
Communities look to practical outcomes and legislation
needs to reflect and bring about those outcomes. Indeed
all government activity needs to bring about outcomes
that improve our community, and this issue is no
different in that regard.
Let us look at the government’s practical outcomes.
The most iconic in western Victoria, which is my part
of the state, is the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline. I do not
wish to imply a direct linkage between the state Liberal
Party and the federal coalition government, but — —
An Honourable Member — Why not?
Mr HELPER — It is a good question. Okay, let us
imply a direct linkage between the state Liberal Party
and the federal coalition government. That link is clear
to see, and it would have been inappropriate of me to
try and cover it up. The Bracks government has
committed to the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline and the
federal coalition government, including the National
Party, has been astoundingly silent in enunciating its
commitment to the pipeline scheme and its funding. I
find that abhorrent as do the communities of western
Victoria.
When it is completed the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline
scheme will introduce into a large part of the state
opportunities for development, a far greater security of
water supply and vastly improved environmental
outcomes throughout the whole area. Some people will
clearly see it as an enormous investment, but when you
quantify the benefits that will be derived from the
pipeline scheme it is an enormously worthwhile and
cost-effective investment in infrastructure in western
Victoria.
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The infrastructure agenda for the water industry is
enormous and ongoing, including the sewering of small
towns. Upon its election in 1999 the government
introduced a degree of fairness that was not evident in
the previous government’s arrangements for providing
sewerage to small towns. Many people were acutely
embarrassed about their financial incapacity to meet the
obligations of connecting sewers to small towns. This
government has capped that commitment to $800, and
people who had previously dreaded the thought of
having sewerage brought to their town now relish the
opportunity because they know it is affordable, fair and
will bring an enormous number of benefits to their
community.
With the last few seconds remaining — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.

RMIT University: vice-chancellor
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — I grieve for RMIT
University, which is a great institution here in
Melbourne. It has been part of Melbourne’s central
business district for over 100 years and has spread its
campuses into the Melbourne metropolitan area. People
who hold a degree or a diploma from the Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT) do so with
great pride. It is a great Victorian institution, but these
days it is also a great international institution, and that is
reflected in the large number of international students
that attend the university and take courses there and in
its reputation overseas among academics and other
institutions around the world.
Unfortunately there are huge problems at RMIT, and its
reputation is being badly sullied by a number of those
problems which I will point out. I will also look to the
future of the institution. The place is leaking like a
sieve. I am wading through a number of reports that
come to me from all sorts of people who are high up in
the administration, from the academic world of the
university, from workers there, from past academics
and from students. There is so much information
coming out about the place and so much despondency
that it really has got beyond a joke.
It is not just me making a political issue of this, there
are articles being published about RMIT Australia
wide. You just have to read the editorials and the
commentaries of various media outlets, including the
Age and the Herald Sun, and even the Australian and
the Australian Financial Review. There have been
television specials and news reports on it, as well as
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radio reports. Everybody is talking about it, but for the
wrong reasons.

Mr Perton — What about the minister taking
responsibility?

I will go through some of the problems, but I also want
to talk about the future. Basically the university has got
to turn its focus, its budget and its time back to
education. A university is about education. It is not
about quick fixes, consultants, reshuffles, restructuring,
governance or bureaucracy; it is about education. RMIT
has lost sight of what its real reason for being is, and I
implore the university to go back to that. One of the
problems, and the one that has been most in the news,
has been the collapse of the academic management
software system — the computer system that underpins
the university. The Auditor-General has found a trail of
problems throughout the implementation of that
system.

Mr DIXON — I will get to that. The chancellor has
been replaced, and I wish the new chancellor well. He
comes from Queensland with a great reputation, but he
has his work cut out. I wish him the best.

Right from the very start, before the system was
chosen, the setting of the parameters of the system, the
system coming online, the tenders, the maintenance and
its implementation — every single aspect of the AMS
computer system has been flawed. It is not me saying
this, it is the Auditor-General saying it. There has been
duckshoving and people ducking for cover, so there is a
major problem. It is not just an isolated computer
system, because this system underpins every single
facet of the university, whether it be academic, financial
or governance. When the computer system collapsed
and would not work, the whole university came to a
grinding halt.
Millions of dollars has been spent in trying to repair it,
to get it up and running and relevant to the university.
According to the Auditor-General another $18 million
has to be spent just to maintain it and get it up into
some semblance of relevance to the university. Now the
university says the system will be written off. This has
been a major problem for the university for the past
18 months. I agree with the Auditor-General’s findings
on that.
There have been huge governance problems within the
university. In past months we have seen the chancellor
and one-third of the university council resign. Even its
treasurer has resigned, reflecting the financial situation
and problems with the university. If the chairman and a
third of the board in a large business resigned over the
way the place was running, you would think the chief
executive officer would resign. In this case the chief
executive officer, the vice-chancellor, has stuck there. I
find that incredible. A third of the council members
have resigned and have not been replaced, so the
council is running on only two-thirds of its cylinders.

RMIT also has financial problems. It has confirmed that
it lost $4.6 million last year, which is half the story,
because it failed to mention that it has written off its
AMS computer system, costing $13 million. I am no
accountant, but I have spoken to a few accountants and
it seems to me that by any accounting standard a
write-off is a loss. It spent millions of dollars on a
computer system, an asset, that has been written off.
Fundamentally and economically it has lost
$17.6 million. The university refuses to acknowledge
this. It wants to hide the write-off, which is either being
devious or showing a total disregard for or knowledge
of basic accounting. I do not know which it is, but it is
not good enough for the standing and reputation of a
premier institute in this state.
In a media release this week RMIT claimed it is turning
around, and I hope it is. I do not wish ill on RMIT, but
one of the reasons it is turning around is that it has cut
its costs incredibly — but it is cutting costs in the
wrong places. It is not cutting costs in its bureaucracy
but in millions of dollars of maintenance that is not
being done, which affects its reputation. It also affects
the goodwill and the mood of the people who work in
the place. It is cutting into academic programs and not
its bureaucracy. It is great to say it has turned around
and things are better, but at what cost? The ongoing
legacy those cuts leave a university is a real shame.
The university has flagged that it will sell its Janefield
site at Bundoora. The minister has said it should not be
at a fire-sale price. I have been saying that for a long
while. It cannot be sold at a fire-sale price. You cannot
flog off land so that the books balance and then come
out and say, ‘Aren’t we marvellous: the books balance’.
I hope it is sold for a proper retail market value. The
money should then be put into fixing the problems the
university has in its academic programs and especially
the millions of dollars of maintenance that is not being
spent.
I refer to two other problems that have arisen. I hope
the Auditor-General will refer to these issues in his
report, and I will refer to that later. I refer to the
Vietnam campus. I applaud the university for going
offshore. There have been unbelievably conflicting
stories on the viability of the university campus in
Vietnam — its finances, its student numbers and its
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location; where the block of land is. It seems to be a
millstone around the neck of the university. I hope the
Auditor-General reports on that issue and puts it on the
table.
Another aspect concerning the university that seems to
have escaped a lot of people’s notice is that late last
year the government announced a $4.5 million grant for
a centre of design excellence. The Age of 6 November
last year reported that $4.2 million has been set aside
for a centre for excellence in digital design with
research facilities aimed at aiding the broader design
industry. Professor Leon Van Schaik,
pro-vice-chancellor at RMIT during the centre’s
conception, said the centre’s conception would act as an
economic research centre for design and an advisory
body to government and would help show how design
has a multiplier effect in industry.
The architect, Tom Kovac, is also drafting a design for
a subterranean gallery in the centre of excellence in
digital design, which will be built on the old CUB site
on Swanston Street, diagonally opposite the City Baths.
That is just not there. The $4.25 million is there, but the
centre for design excellence is not there. The
subterranean gallery does not exist. It is subterranean
because it is buried in the finances of the university. It
is a shocking example of the complicity of the
government in trying to hide a lot of the problems of
the university.
I understand the Auditor-General’s report is due in
May. I do not know what the Auditor-General will find,
but a number of people have been calling on the
Auditor-General to thoroughly investigate the finances
of the university, and the minister has been dragged
kicking and screaming to ask the Auditor-General to
undertake this research and investigation into RMIT.
What must happen is that the Auditor-General must
ensure the report is tabled in this place very, very soon.
I understand it is to be in May, but it must happen in
May.
Yesterday the two daily papers carried editorials about
this subject. The Age of 8 April states:
Education minister Lynne Kosky is waiting for the
Auditor-General to deliver a full report on RMIT’s finances.
As yet, no-one has taken public responsibility for the mess,
and it is unclear what action has been taken internally to hold
accountable those who blundered so badly. The
Auditor-General’s report is needed urgently. If there is
information he cannot access, then that, too, should be in the
report.

The Herald Sun said in its editorial yesterday:
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Amid this crisis the chancellor and about a third of the
university’s governing council resigned over policies of the
senior management. Education minister Lynne Kosky says
she is awaiting the Auditor-General’s report. She must not
wait too long.

That report must be tabled in this place in May. It must
finally settle one way or another the problems with
RMIT. I do not know what the Auditor-General’s
report will say, because I have not been told. It may be
a good report, but I doubt it. From what I understand it
will not be a very good report, and if not — and there is
every indication it will not be a positive report — major
surgery at RMIT is needed. The minister has a
responsibility through the governance of the university
and the legislation to oversee that major surgery. She
must apply the anaesthetic, do the operation and aid
recovery. She must see it through, because that is her
responsibility. If there are problems at RMIT, they
come back to the governance of the university. The
problems are symptoms of the poor governance of the
university.
The Age also said yesterday that Professor Dunkin, the
vice-chancellor:
… should ponder this: any business chief running an
organisation of this size that has been shown to be so
comprehensively mismanaged would be under great pressure
to resign. She should consider her future.

I concur with what the Age said yesterday.
In conclusion, Deputy Speaker, RMIT is bigger than
any individual. It is bigger than any council or any
council member, and it is bigger than any staff member
or any computer system. So for the good of this great
institution of Melbourne, the Auditor-General’s report
should be the umpire’s decision on the matter. The
minister and this government have to listen to the
umpire’s decision and then act on it, because the
government has responsibility for the governance of the
university. That is at the heart of this problem, and I
think the Auditor-General is going to find that. So the
buck will finally stop with the vice-chancellor if this
Auditor-General’s report is not good, and Professor
Dunkin will have to resign or the minister will have to
take responsibility and force the vice-chancellor to
resign.
I see that as the only way this wonderful university and
wonderful Melbourne institution is going to return to its
pre-eminence. It will take a long while for that
reputation to come back. To me the vital action is the
Auditor-General’s report. That report and the minister’s
reaction to it are the key things that are going to restore
the university’s wonderful reputation, and that includes
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the tremendous academic reputation it has had and
needs to have restored.

Liberal Party: environment policy
Mr CRUTCHFIELD (South Barwon) — I grieve
for the state of Victoria when I see an opposition trying
to gain credibility for its environmental policy by
looking back some 20 years, although I hear some say
30 years; and in particular I grieve for the opposition’s
environmental policy as it applies to Geelong and the
Otways.
It is not easy being green, and that is a quote not from
the Leader of the Opposition but from Kermit the Frog.
As Kermit said, it is not easy, and the opposition is
finding that. It is a policy desert when it comes to the
environment. It has the hawks and the doves, and the
wets and the dries. For example, it has the members for
Benambra and Polwarth, who support clear-fell logging
in and the destruction of the Otways as well as logging
in national parks. As you would be well aware, Deputy
Speaker, the fear of the people of Geelong is that that
policy will be, even if we do have — —
Mr Plowman — On a point of order, Deputy
Speaker, I wish to have the honourable member
withdraw a mistruth he said about me, which is that I
support logging in the national parks. I certainly do not
and never have.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I do not
believe there is a matter there that requires a
withdrawal.
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appropriate way of addressing it. These points of order
are somewhat closer to being points raised in debate
than points of order themselves.
I believe that on this occasion the language used has not
reached a threshold that requires a withdrawal.
Mr CRUTCHFIELD — The people of Geelong
have a fear that the policy articulated by the opposition
spokesperson on the environment means that when we
have a national park in the Otways the opposition will
log it. Certainly the opposition needs to make it clear to
the Geelong community and to the people of the
Geelong region that it does not support logging in
national parks and that it supports the establishment of
a national park in Geelong and the end of clear-fell
logging in the Otways.
There is clearly a policy vacuum in respect to the
environment, because the opposition cannot articulate a
clear view about where it is going. It is going one way,
then it is going the other. It is flip-flopping and
back-pedalling. It is going in every direction but
forward, which is demonstrated quite aptly by the
reference to the past, to some 20 or 30 years ago, as the
member for Benambra would be very well aware.
I particularly point out the Institute of Public Affairs, a
right-wing think tank which articulates a different view
of leadership from the one the opposition leader has
with respect to the environment. It criticises him, as do
members of the National Party. There is no clear
unanimous view about the environment on that side of
the house.

Mr Perton — On a fresh point of order, Deputy
Speaker, the Speaker has indicated that a certain
temperance of language is required. Clearly we have
had three members of the Labor Party making exactly
the same false accusation — that the shadow minister
supports logging in national parks. They clearly regard
it as a term of abuse. The honourable member for
Benambra has asked for it to be withdrawn, and I urge
you, Deputy Speaker, in accordance with the rulings of
the Speaker, the request of the member and the
traditions of the house, to ask for a withdrawal.

Although the opposition is not quite in bed with the
National Party, they have certainly been seen holding
hands in the corridor. The fear is that that holding of
hands will go further and that the Liberals and the
Nationals will be canoodling when the next election
comes around.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I am very
cognisant of the traditions of the house and of what has
repeatedly been ruled on as offensive language. I am
also very conscious of the rulings of previous Speakers.
I note particularly former Deputy Speaker McGrath,
who often used to caution the house about requests for
withdrawals around language that did not really require
withdrawal. I believe the member for Doncaster has
addressed the matter through debate, which is the

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I would like
to hear the point of order being raised by the
honourable member.

Mr Perton — Deputy Speaker, on a point of order,
before you entered the chair — —
Honourable members interjecting.

Mr Perton — Before you took the chair, Deputy
Speaker, the Speaker in ruling on a point of order
during a previous contribution indicated that the
grievance debate was not an opportunity for
government members to spend the entire time attacking
the opposition, its policies and its members. The
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member who was so cautioned then moved on to look
at the substance of the issue. This member has now
been speaking for 5 minutes but has not got beyond
abusing the shadow minister and the Liberal Party. I
ask you, in accordance with the previous ruling of the
Speaker, to bring him to order.
Mr Nardella — On the point of order, Deputy
Speaker, this is absolutely wasting time. It is only when
there is an imputation against another member that
standing order 108 can be used. I ask you to rule this
out of order and ask the honourable member for
Doncaster to stop wasting our time, because two can
play at this game.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I do not need
to hear any more on the point of order. I believe there
are some cross-purposes in this. My understanding is
that the honourable member for Doncaster was not on
this occasion invoking standing order 108 but was
referring to previous Speakers’ rulings on the content of
grievance debates. What he says is correct — there
have been previous rulings about using the entirety of a
grievance debate contribution to attack or criticise
opposition members. At this stage the honourable
member, while the clock shows he may have been
speaking for that time, has faced considerable
interruption and so has not in fact been speaking for all
that time. I would remind him of the standing orders
relating to not focusing the entire grievance debate
contribution on references to the opposition and would
ask him to come to the matter of his grievance.
Mr Walsh interjected.
Mr CRUTCHFIELD — Yes, and you should have
some shame, in that the National Party has never
supported a national park in its life and never will.
I bring the house to a press release from environmental
groups on 12 November which refers to the
environmental policy of the Liberal Party. It says:
… it is heavy in rhetoric and light on detail.

Well hello! Nothing has changed. I bring the house’s
attention to an article in the Geelong Advertiser of
Saturday, 9 November. In respect to the Otways in
particular it says:
The Libs would do well to acknowledge the groundswell of
support that exists for better environmental stewardship, if
only in its own interests.

It goes on to say:
The ALP’s policy caught the Libs in a deep sleep.
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They are still asleep at the wheel — although a very
small wheel, mind you — and I challenge the Liberal
Party, in particular the opposition spokesperson, to
articulate another backflip, but to make sure it is said in
the Geelong region. Let us make sure it is focused on
Geelong, for once, with respect to water quality and
water quantity and about clear-felling or logging in our
catchments and the consequent effects on water quality.
People do not forget the some two years of water
restrictions they have had in the Geelong area and the
clear correlation between the restrictions and clear-fell
logging.
They should come clean. It is easy to say things, but it
is a lot harder to actually do them. I again refer to
Kermit — it is easy to say you are green, but it is a lot
harder to do things about it. We have heard other
examples such as the Wimmera pipeline and the Kyoto
protocol. All those things give absolutely no hope that
the Liberal Party has any credibility in using the word
‘green’. It is a difficult word to say, and I know a
number of opposition members stutter over the G-word.
I also note that the former mayor and former candidate
for the seat of Geelong, Stretch Kontelj, in the Geelong
council supported the end of clear-fell logging in the
Otways.
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Deputy Speaker,
you made a ruling earlier. The honourable member has
now proceeded for about 4 minutes since that ruling.
He has not obeyed that ruling. I ask you to bring him to
order by having him raise the substance of his
grievance and not continue his attack on the opposition.
Mr Wynne — On the point of order, Deputy
Speaker, I have listened carefully to the contribution by
the member for South Barwon. The opposition has
attempted on about four occasions to raise points of
order about his contribution. By my count he has
probably had about 6 or 7 minutes of his allotted time
to make his contribution. It is entirely in order in
grievance debates to have the opportunity to point to
policy differences between the government of the day
and the opposition. It is entirely in order that the
member should do so. What has happened
unfortunately is that there has been a concerted attempt
by the opposition to disrupt the contribution by the
member for South Barwon. Clearly the point of order is
incorrect, and I ask you to not hear the honourable
member for Doncaster further on the matter.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! In relation to
the point of order, the member does have the
opportunity to raise points of policy difference and
make passing reference to others. I believe that since
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the last interruption he was moving to other matters,
and I encourage him to do that.
Mr CRUTCHFIELD — Half way to being a
wit — and you will never get there!
Labor’s promise to end clear-fell logging in the Otways
was supported by the then mayor of the City of Greater
Geelong and the candidate for the seat of Geelong.
Surprise, surprise! Again it is a demonstration of the
policy differences in the Liberal and National parties,
and in the Liberal Party itself between the wets and the
dries, the doves and the hawks, the browns and the
greens or whatever other descriptions you would like to
use.
The honourable member for South-West Coast has
walked into the chamber — his council also voted to
end clear-fell logging in water catchments in the
Otways. There has been a concerted view among
councils, and there have been a number of polls on the
subject. It is not just about being populist; it is about
being right. It is about having the evidence and the
support. It is about having the intellectual rigour to look
at and evaluate some of your policies, to put them
forward and have them evaluated by the environmental
groups. Clearly the environmental groups did that. They
were absolutely scathing about some of the Liberal
Party policies.
We need a clear demonstration from the Liberal Party
of its change of heart about Triplet Falls. If it is not all
rhetoric, let it demonstrate something tangible to the
Geelong community. Let it demonstrate at least an
insincere condemnation of the brutality down at Triplet
Falls — even an insincere one would do! Even an
insincere expression saying, ‘We will review our
support of the national park in the future’, would be
welcomed by the Geelong community.
Certainly the member for Polwarth and the Liberal
Party need to be clear that there will be a national park
in the Otways. There will be an end to clear-fell logging
in the Otways, and a compensation package for those
loggers is on the table right now. They are flip-flopping,
and the member for Polwarth has shown a dereliction
of his responsibilities — limited though his abilities
may be — in representing the Polwarth community. He
needs to support the members of his logging
community and encourage them to take up the
compensation packages.
I heard the member for Polwarth talk about tourism in
the community. There would be a lot of tourism if he
had his way about the Ciancio logging coupe and Lake
Elizabeth, which is on the national estate — and they
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actually have tours looking at platypus as we speak. A
lot of tourism would emanate in the forest area in the
electorate of the member for Polwarth if he had his way
and the member for Benambra had his way!
Clearly the opposition needs to put something tangible
on the table. I repeat my request for it to say where it
stands on clear-fell logging in the Otways, the national
park in the Otways, the quality and quantity of water,
and on Triplet Falls — because it stands condemned.
Mr Plowman — On a point of order, Deputy
Speaker, I raise a point of order now so that I am not
wasting the time allocated to the member who was on
his feet. The question comes back to the use of this
grievance debate to grieve. I believe a grievance debate
gives members the opportunity to grieve about
something that is actually happening rather than to use
the debate as a means of criticising the benches
opposite. When you analyse that speech and the last
two speeches from the government benches prior to
that, you realise that they were used as a means of
expressing criticism of the opposition benches, largely
of my position and my opinions on those matters.
Mr Nardella — What is your point of order?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Members are
entitled to raise points of order and be heard by the
Chair.
Mr Plowman — I am quite happy to accept the
criticism. In respect of the point of order, I ask for a
ruling about the use of the grievance debate, as to what
a member can actually do and whether they can use it
purely to criticise the opposition benches or an
individual or individuals on those opposition benches.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I do not need
to hear further at this stage. If members wish to avail
themselves of the opportunity, there are a number of
rulings of Speakers over a considerable time on the
issue of guidelines for grievances which are
documented in publications such as Rulings from the
Chair and elsewhere. In each of them there is a
consistent pattern of requiring grievance debate
contributions to address certain matters, and they
cannot be spent in their entirety in attacks on opposition
members or other members of the house, I might add.
A passing reference is allowable, but the bulk of a
grievance debate contribution, in accordance with past
practice, is to be centred around the matter being raised.
I simply encourage all members to acquaint themselves
with those guidelines if they are unclear about them and
to ensure that they comply with them.
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Teachers: qualifications
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — I grieve for the
education system and for the failure of the government
to support schools in seeking quality teaching.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr PERTON — The interjection from the
honourable member for Melton is interesting. He has
been in Parliament for a long time. Were he to do his
arithmetic he would have found that more schools were
closed during the time of the Cain and Kirner
governments than during the entirety of the Kennett
government.
Schools open and close according to the needs of
population. It is an interesting statistic that the member
is well aware of and in making that interjection he
shows his own lack of honesty on the issue.
Mr Nardella — On a point of order, Deputy
Speaker, under standing order 108 the honourable
member for Doncaster is casting aspersions on me and
my character. He is saying that I should know some
farcical and mythical statistics of a bygone era when
neither he nor I were around and I ask him to withdraw.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! As I ruled on
the previous occasion with the member for Benambra,
the matters the member has so far been raising are
matters related to debate and there are ways in which
members can address those. At this stage I do not
believe the member has transgressed the threshold of
offensive language.
Mr PERTON — This week the Herald Sun
revealed that a recently convicted extremist, Michael
O’Hara, otherwise known as Zeev Gideon Korwan,
was employed at Lilydale High School as a physical
education teacher. I think that is a shock to all
Victorians concerned about the welfare of children and
the war on terrorism. The role of physical education
instructor is the perfect opportunity to win the
confidence of young people and to recruit them to
extremist causes. This appointment at Lilydale High
School certainly put children and the community at
risk. The shortage of qualified physical education
teachers has been identified by the Victorian
Association of State Secondary Principals and the
Australian Education Union, but denied by the Bracks
government’s education ministers. This shortage puts
pressure on headmasters to find the best staff available,
not the best quality staff.
Mr Nardella — On a point of order, Deputy
Speaker, it is the normal custom and practice of this
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house that honourable members make their own speech
and that they do so without reading their speeches in the
house. The honourable member has been in this
Parliament for as long as I have been and he would
understand that reading a speech is not allowed by the
house. I ask you to stop him reading his speech and for
him to give his own views and make his speech off the
cuff like other honourable members have to do in this
house.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Is the
member for Doncaster reading?
Mr PERTON — No.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — The member for
Doncaster, continuing.
Mr PERTON — The government’s failure to
advise the school of the criminal convictions and the
background of this staff member shows an
unacceptable gap in the checks undertaken by the
government. The Victorian Institute of Teaching (VIT)
which was set up last year was meant to resolve these
sorts of problems. The fact that this appointment was
made in January and was not detected until last week
when a child undertaking an Internet project discovered
these convictions is a real indictment of the
government. What I find extraordinary is that you have
two ministers for education and one of them has come
into the chamber now, both prepared to take the credit
for things that go right in the education system, but not
prepared to take responsibility for things that go wrong.
I will quote the Herald Sun which looks very cynically
at the words of the Minister for Education and Training:
A department of education spokesman claimed Mr O’Hara
was sacked because the VIT did identify him — the same
week his students discovered the truth.
What a strange coincidence, months too late.
Education minister Lynne Kosky owes families the
reassurance that any others like Mr O’Hara have not been
missed.

The headmaster and the school community have been
let down by the Bracks government. Indeed, listening to
the words of the minister over the last few days, one
would think it was all the fault of the headmaster. If the
headmaster is placed in the position of having a
shortage of qualified physical education instructors and
is under pressure to find those teachers to undertake
appropriate programs, and there is no support for that
headmaster in accessing databases which show criminal
records, then that headmaster has been let down.
Mr Nardella interjected.
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Mr PERTON — It is not an old conviction, Deputy
Speaker. It is not an interstate or overseas conviction. It
is a matter that should be within the knowledge of the
government. Specialist teacher numbers should not
be — —
Mr Nardella — Hitler would have put a placard on
him. Would you?
Mr PERTON — What?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I remind the
member for Doncaster that interjections are disorderly
and responses to them are similarly disorderly.
Mr PERTON — Quite so, Deputy Speaker.
The whole problem has been highlighted by the
Australian Education Union, the Victorian Association
of State Secondary Principals and the Victorian Primary
Principals Association. There is a denial by the
government on this issue. In January this year the
Minister for Education Services said that the
pre-election advertising campaign launched in
September had been a major success. She also said:
As a result there will be no shortage of qualified teachers in
our schools at the beginning of the 2003 school year.

She also promised at the time to release a document
that had been prepared for the Minister for Education
and Training, a document which some two and a half
months later has not been released. I have sought that
document by way of freedom of information legislation
and by way of a question on notice, but at this stage that
document has not been made available. But in direct
response to that statement by the Minister for Education
Services, the Victorian president of the Australian
Education Union, Mary Bluett, said:
… if there were enough teachers, the education system could
still be facing major shortages in several subject areas …
Even if they manage to get the numbers, matching teachers
with subject is the growing worry …
We’re seeing an increasing number of teachers teaching
outside their area of expertise and that’s masking the shortage
in areas like languages, maths, technology and home
economics.

As I said earlier, if one takes note of today’s Herald
Sun and the Age education sections — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr PERTON — What I find fascinating is that the
concerns of the community are to be disregarded by
members on the other side. I find that extraordinary, but
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it is hardly extraordinary in the light of the performance
of the two ministers.
This is not just a problem in the secondary system —
were it to be such it would be serious. It is also a serious
problem in the primary system — for instance, today it
has been indicated that the reduction in class sizes that
has undoubtedly taken place has been at the expense of
specialist teaching areas, including the arts, music and
languages other than English. It is okay to reduce class
sizes at the earlier levels of school, and it is a laudable
objective, provided you do not sacrifice other important
areas of school education. It is the specialist teachers
and the primary school — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PERTON — It is very difficult, Deputy
Speaker, with the Minister for Education and Training
constantly shouting at the table.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order!
Mr PERTON — Specialist teacher numbers should
not be dwindling, as has been confirmed today by Art
Education Victoria, the School Library Association of
Victoria and the Association of Music Educators.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PERTON — The Minister for Education and
Training, who is at the table, is interjecting. I would like
to pick up the interjection. She is saying, ‘Where is the
evidence? Where is the evidence?’.
Mr Helper — On a point of order, Deputy Speaker,
the member for Doncaster is stating in his presentation
that the minister was interjecting across the table. I have
been watching the minister and the member for
Doncaster, and the minister was not interjecting across
the table. The member for Doncaster is clearly
misleading the house with that claim.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! There is no
point of order.
Mr PERTON — The minister asks, ‘Where is the
evidence?’. I would have thought that Art Education
Victoria, the School Library Association of Victoria
and the Association of Music Educators have some
knowledge.
Inappropriately qualified teachers should not be
fronting classes to take subjects that they have little
expertise in. Specialist teachers enrich students in areas
such as art, physical education, music and language.
They are integral in providing students with a
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well-rounded, balanced education. Last week in his
speech at the state council the Leader of the Opposition
made clear what is at the core of Liberal action and
policy in education and that proceeding to the next
election quality education and quality teaching would
be its lead. It is reasonable for parents to expect their
children to obtain a balanced education and to
participate in art, physical education, music and
language subjects.
We have two ministers at the education helm who,
when challenged by the community on problems in the
school system, blame schools, teachers and the
department — everyone but themselves. If the ministers
are not prepared to be accountable, who will concerned
parents take the issues up with? If there is a shortage of
specialist teachers, it is up to the Bracks government to
take up the challenge.
We saw how the education ministers went missing
earlier this week when it was revealed that a convicted
criminal was teaching at Lilydale High School. Rather
than accept responsibility, the Bracks government
pointed the finger at the school community. It is this
lack of accountability that will risk not giving young
Victorians the best opportunity to be the best they can
be, irrespective of the paths they take in life. How can
Victorians have the very best schools when the Bracks
government has no desire to be accountable to parents
and teachers?
In my three months as shadow minister to the Minister
for Education and Training it has been interesting to
read her speeches and press releases, and her statements
and adoption of the Liberal lexicon — the primer, if
you like. She uses Liberal terms like ‘pursuit of
excellence’ and ‘accountability’, but what is interesting
is that she has failed to get to the last chapter of the
primer. She has failed to say — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PERTON — Once she has collected the
statistics, what does she actually do about it? There is
no evidence at this point about the minister’s policy
document published before the election at taxpayers’
expense which said there would be accountability in
Victorian schools, there would be a transparent system
of collecting statistics, and that there would be direct
intervention in schools that were underperforming —
nothing at all has happened.
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Government
benches will come to order.
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Mr PERTON — Absolutely nothing has happened.
This minister says she has an accountability policy. The
accountability policy certainly does not apply to her.
When something goes wrong in the education system it
is the headmaster, it is the bureaucrat, it is the
government agency, it is the public servant — but it is
never Lynne Kosky and it is never Jacinta Allan.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The member
for Doncaster will use the correct forms of address in
the house.
Mr PERTON — It is never the minister who is at
fault for anything. We have a system of responsible
government with no-one responsible.
Mr Nardella — What would you do?
Mr PERTON — The honourable member asks
what we would do. Opposition members have made it
quite clear that in the lead-up to the next election
education will be no. 1 for the Liberal Party. We have
made it quite clear that issues like accountability and
excellence will be issues that differentiate Liberal from
Labor. It is not good enough for the Minister for
Education and Training to say that she believes — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! There is far
too much noise on the government benches.
Mr PERTON — The proof of her inaction is, for
instance, at RMIT, where the chancellor resigned and
the treasurer resigned.
Mr Wynne interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The member
for Richmond!
Mr PERTON — One-third of the governing body
resigned, but the minister was not accountable, nor was
the vice-chancellor. There is a whole range of schools
in Victoria that the minister’s department has identified
as underperforming. Before the election she claimed
that she is intent on intervening in those schools to
improve the quality of education, but at this stage we
have seen no proof. The next three years will see our
party holding this minister and her government to
account on these issues and going to the people with a
commitment to excellence in teaching and excellence in
education.

Liberal Party: environment policy
Mr HERBERT (Eltham) — I grieve for the state of
Victoria when I see the opposition look back to policies
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of 20 and 30 years ago simply to try to gain some
credibility with the Victorian public. On the
environment policies of political parties a major and
important debate is to be had in this Parliament, but it is
a debate about substance.
Ms Kosky — On a point of order, Deputy Speaker, I
seek your direction. There is no-one from the front
bench on the opposite side of the house. I am
wondering whether it is possible or appropriate for that
to occur in the house.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I do not think
there is need for the point of order. In this instance the
shadow minister for education was seeking the advice
of an attendant and was in the chamber.
Mr HERBERT — The Minister for Education and
Training is correct; this is a very important debate and I
am a bit disappointed that more opposition members
are not here to participate in it. However, it is a debate
about — —
Mr Perton — Deputy Speaker, I ask for a quorum.
Quorum formed.

Mr HERBERT — The environment policies of the
major political parties form the basis of an important
debate for the parliament. It is a debate about substance
over rhetoric; it is a debate about the future of Victoria
and how we protect our environment for future
generations; and it is a debate that is particularly
important for the people who live in my electorate of
Eltham. Eltham is a green area with large blocks, lots of
trees and a heavy water usage, but the people of Eltham
have a keen passion for protecting the environment, so
it is a debate they are interested in keenly.
Last election the people of Eltham did not see any
policies from the opposition but they saw lots of
policies from the Labor Party. They looked around and
saw nothing on the environment from the opposition, so
it is worth having that debate here and now. The
government is clear on where it stands on the
environment. It is clear and unambiguous on actions to
protect the environment by improving our national
parks, protecting the green wedge, conserving our
precious water resources and protecting our built
environment. These are all on track and in our policies,
and they are all happening.
In our first term we took a substantial step along that
path. We created more national parks, marine reserves
and marine parks than any previous government in
Victoria’s history. We provided $80 million for the
buyback of unsustainable forest timber licences. We
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reduced logging in national forests by one-third — an
amazing achievement. We are protecting our waters
through the farm dams legislation, and importantly we
have legislated to ensure that our water resources
remain in public hands. After years of neglect by the
previous government we have strengthened and
reinvigorated the Environment Protection Authority so
it can be a genuine authority that protects Victoria’s
environment — and the list goes on.
Kim Beazley, the former federal Labor leader, often
said, perhaps because of his defence background, that it
took about 3 kilometres for an aircraft carrier to turn
once the captain had turned the wheel. Government is a
bit like that, and if we want to do something on the
environment it will take more than three years — the
length of our first term of government — to effect real
change. The public recognises that, and it is one of the
major reasons the Bracks government was re-elected. It
was given a mandate not only to protect our
environment but to implement measures that save
water, achieve better practices and meet the targets we
have set. We are already honouring that mandate with
the introduction of the rebate for water-saving
measures, which some 2000 people have already
accessed in a short time, many of them in the electorate
of Eltham. People constantly come into my electorate
office asking about the rebate scheme for water tanks
and grey water tanks, and that is terrific to see.
We know that the public supports Labor’s stance on
ending logging in the Otways and the Wombat State
Forest. As we have heard today, the opposition’s policy
is unclear. Does it oppose it or not? Opposition
members keep changing their minds.
Victorians support our stance on improving our national
parks and public lands. They support us on pushing a
reluctant commonwealth government to ratify and
implement the Kyoto protocols. Importantly, they also
support the range of detailed policies and actions
which, unlike the opposition, the government put to the
electorate at the last election — and I will refer briefly
to Labor’s 2002 environmental election policy called
The Sustainable State, a very apt name for a policy.
Victorians support our target of increasing Victoria’s
share of electricity produced from renewable energy
resources from the current 4 per cent to 10 per cent by
2010. They also support our decision to allocate
$3 million for a solar energy retrofit scheme for
schools, kindergartens, child-care centres and
community health centres. It is a terrific scheme, and I
would like to see it taken up by schools. I am sure
schools in Eltham will take it up and may even try to
put in some water recycling tanks as well. The students
and the schools are very environmentally conscious.
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The Victorian public supports our target to reduce
Melbourne’s water usage by 15 per cent per capita by
2010. Victorians certainly support the $320 million
Victorian Water Trust Fund, which is designed to
secure our future for the next few decades — and I am
sure we will hear a lot more about that in this
Parliament. They support our aim to have 20 per cent of
Melbourne’s wastewater recycled by 2010. Importantly
for the built environment, people in Eltham support
public transport. They want to see more of it, and they
are looking to see the government achieve its target of
having 20 per cent of current vehicle trips carried on
public transport by 2020. These are policies I was
proud to stand for in Eltham, and they are policies
which helped to get me and the government elected.
Compare that list of policies with the disgraceful record
of the opposition — —
Ms Green — It didn’t have any.
Mr HERBERT — The member for Yan Yean is
quite right: it did not have any.
The Leader of the Opposition seems to want to hark
back to the days of Henry Bolte and Rupert Hamer —
that is, to simpler days when environmental issues
seemed less complex. Now they are more complex,
partly because of the actions, or the lack of action, by
the former Liberal Premier, Jeff Kennett. The current
Leader of the Opposition, who is not in the chamber,
was a member of his government, which had an
appalling record on the environment.
Let us go through that record: it abandoned old-growth
forests, it allowed the massive overlogging of forests in
the midlands and it permitted the commercial
exploitation of our national parks. Do you remember
the 500-bed hotel complex it wanted to build at Wilsons
Promontory? Or the commercial developments in the
Port Campbell National Park? You could not forget that
it was the first government in the state’s history to
legislate land out of a national park.
Mr Wynne — What land?
Mr HERBERT — The member for Richmond
asks, ‘What land?’. It was 265 hectares of land at
Mount McKay in the Alpine National Park. What a
disgrace! It ignored the state of our dwindling water
resources. Perhaps that is why there was so much
speculation that water would be the next public utility
to be privatised — as part of a process of driving the
price down and driving the resource down, then driving
the price up and privatising it.
I know an issue of interest to many residents of my
electorate is the disastrous environmental sabotage that
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was the Seal Rocks debacle. It was an ill-advised and
ill-thought-out development which posed a real threat
to the Phillip Island penguin colony and a consequent
threat to long-term tourist dollars.
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I remind both
the member for Richmond and the member for
Polwarth, who has just made his way into the house,
that the member on his feet is entitled to be heard.
Mr HERBERT — Let us not forget the heavy fist
of the Liberal planning minister, which affected any
project where environmental concerns might have
threatened development.
Let us not forget the disastrous environmental impact of
the gutting of the public transport system in this state.
Five country rail lines were closed, $1.8 billion was cut
from the public transport system and there was the
absolutely bungled attempt at privatisation, which has
cost this state dearly and has been a major factor in the
life of the Minister for Transport, who has just entered
the chamber, in rebuilding that public transport system.
The opposition simply does not get it; it simply cannot
develop a sustainable, consistent policy on the
environment.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr HERBERT — You can’t pretend to be green,
but it has done that. It did not do it in the 2002 election,
though. At that point the opposition leader was
desperate to shore up all of the last remaining Liberal
votes in the state: the heartland.
An Honourable Member — He made any promise.
Mr HERBERT — He made any promise. But let us
remember his promises; it is hard to forget them.
Remember his pledge to stop the flow in the Snowy
River. It involved the weird suggestion that stopping
the flow down the Snowy River would somehow help
the irrigators in northern Victoria. What nonsense!
Remember his stance in saying that the green agenda
had to be challenged or his statement that we have
enough forests and we do not need any more or his
continued support for logging in the Otways. And
remember the quote, ‘If science says it is sustainable,
we should be able to log it’. That went down well with
the electorate!
He soon learnt — the opposition tries to learn — that
the tired old approach of pitting city people against
country people simply does not resonate. It is a
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20-year-old approach that does not work. The
opposition is trying to change. Given the poll results it
is easy to see that environmental issues resonate in the
electorate. The Liberals are trying to move forward;
they are trying to get to at least the present if not the
future.
I read with interest some of the statements in the speech
the Leader of the Opposition made at the Liberal Party
state council. He said that education and the
environment will be the unassailable top priorities of
the Liberal Party — but is that really a green light for
the environment? Is this a total backflip or is it simply
more shallow rhetoric?
An Honourable Member — Rhetoric.
Mr HERBERT — ‘Rhetoric’ I hear. If you have a
close look at the speech, as I have — more so, I am
sure, than many members of the opposition — you see
that there are absolutely no decent, detailed
environmental policies. It is simply political posturing.
It is full of statements like ‘This is no time to get lost in
the wilderness’ — will there be any wilderness under
Liberal policies? — ‘The Liberals need to be involving
the grassroots’ — that is new! — and ‘We need to keep
an on-the-ground approach to engage with local
communities’ — if the previous Liberal Premier were
here, I am sure that ground would have been concreted
over long ago!
The Liberal approach to the environment is light on
detail, and it is lighter on action. As we have heard
before, it is hard to work out what exactly the Liberals
stand for. Whilst our water reserves are at an all-time
low and whilst the Bracks government is forging ahead
with much-needed water policies and reform, the
opposition is simply floundering around. In his own
words the Leader of the Opposition said in that
conference speech, ‘In the longer term re-establishing
the sustainability of our water resources will be a
priority’. The longer term is too long; we need action
now — action that this government is providing.
Labor is getting on with the job of guaranteeing our
future water resources right now. Our environment is
too precious a commodity for Victoria’s future to play
around with. Our state requires a sophisticated,
whole-of-government approach that encompasses
forests, water, public transport, tourism and jobs. We do
not need rhetoric about the good old days of Sir Rupert
Hamer and Sir Henry Bolte; we need political
leadership and environmental protection and the action
this government is embracing with a passion now.
Question agreed to.
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TRANSPORT (MISCELLANEOUS
AMENDMENTS) BILL
Second reading
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill introduces amendments to the Transport Act
1983 and the Rail Corporations Act 1996 designed to
further improve Victoria’s public transport system and
covers five main proposals.
The new provisions will improve taxidriver standards;
clarify the powers of the Victorian Ombudsman to
investigate the actions of authorised enforcement
officers and facilitate the operation of a public transport
industry ombudsman scheme; introduce codes of
practice for rail and bus safety; require accident towing
truck licence-holders to be accredited to operate; and
finally, create a new statutory corporation to operate the
Victorian country rail passenger business.
The improvements to taxidriver standards contained in
the bill will enable the licensing authority, that is, the
Secretary of the Department of Infrastructure, to declare
that a person who has been convicted of a serious
criminal offence be disqualified from obtaining a
drivers certificate for a specified period of time. The
provisions will apply to current drivers, new applicants
for a drivers certificate and to drivers seeking to renew
their certificate every three years.
The provisions will also apply to drivers of hire cars
and buses used for public transport and will reinforce
the existing provisions that safeguard the standards for
driver eligibility. The provisions cover criminal
offences involving violence, such as murder, armed
robbery and serious assault; sexual offences such as
rape or sexual assault against children; drug offences;
and offences involving theft, fraud or damage to
property.
Where the holder of a certificate is convicted of a
serious criminal offence the licensing authority will
have the ability to suspend or revoke the drivers
certificate and to prevent the driver being granted a new
certificate for a specified period. Drivers whose
certificates are suspended or revoked are able to appeal
to the Magistrates Court consistent with current
legislative protections.
Consistent with the current legislative framework there
will be no recourse to a court or tribunal to appeal
against a refusal by the licensing authority to grant a
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drivers certificate. Existing administrative law rights
will not be interfered with.
The bill also introduces a requirement for a person
holding or applying for a drivers certificate to notify the
licensing authority of any conviction or charge for any
criminal offence which is relevant for the purposes of
these provisions.
These new provisions will only apply to offences
committed on or after the date on which these
provisions come into effect.
Honourable members will recall that the government
has previously announced that it is working with the
public transport operators and groups representing
passengers and consumers to establish a public
transport industry ombudsman. This initiative will
restore rights of recourse that passengers lost when
public transport was franchised in August 1999.
To facilitate the operation of a public transport industry
ombudsman, the Transport Act will be amended to
allow information relating to passenger and
enforcement matters which is protected by privacy
provisions to be given to a public transport ombudsman
for the purposes of investigating and resolving
complaints made by members of the public. To
safeguard privacy the Secretary of the Department of
Infrastructure must certify that the public transport
industry ombudsman has an appropriate privacy
protection policy consistent with the requirements of
the Victorian Privacy Commissioner.
The bill also clarifies the power of the Victorian
Ombudsman to investigate complaints about the
behaviour and actions of authorised enforcement
officers who are employed by public transport operators
and are performing public transport-related functions.
This amendment will give clear power to the Victorian
Ombudsman to investigate and make recommendations
to the operator and to the Minister for Transport
regarding law enforcement on public transport in cases
where there is an alleged misuse of statutory power by
enforcement officers.
It is anticipated that the public transport industry
ombudsman will also investigate complaints about the
conduct of authorised officers and that the industry
ombudsman and the Victorian Ombudsman will have
an agreement to cover the practical processes for
dealing with the interface of their respective
jurisdictions. It is expected that the majority of
complaints relating to authorised officers will be dealt
with by the public transport industry ombudsman.
However, it is recognised that more serious cases
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involving alleged misuse of statutory power may be
appropriate for investigation by the Victorian
Ombudsman. The clarification of the Victorian
Ombudsman’s powers will ensure a high level of
accountability and transparency in the exercise of
powers vested in authorised officers by the state.
The bill includes an amendment to the Rail
Corporations Act 1996 which will ensure that Victorian
Rail Track Corporation and the Spencer Street Station
Authority are able to participate in a public transport
industry ombudsman scheme.
The bill provides for approved codes of practice
containing guidance for the application of critical safety
standards in train, tram and bus operations. The
proposed legislative framework is similar to that used
for codes of practice under occupational health and
safety legislation. Investigations into a number of train
accidents in recent years have highlighted the need to
strengthen safety measures and to ensure greater
consistency between safety systems used by rail
organisations.
The introduction of codes of practice will provide
certainty for operators about how to comply with safety
accreditation standards and will also assist departmental
safety auditors in ensuring that safety standards are
being complied with on a consistent basis. Codes of
practice will be developed in consultation with the rail
and bus industries, together with other relevant parties,
and will provide technical specifications and practical
methods for achieving the required standard of safety.
In conjunction with industry members, unions and
health professionals the Department of Infrastructure is
currently developing a health assessment certification
procedure covering rail safety workers. This procedure
will be incorporated in a code of practice to provide
guidance to rail organisations and health professionals
about the safety requirements to be considered when
certifying that a rail worker is fit for a particular
operational role, such as that of train driver.
The health assessment certification procedure is an
example of the type of safety critical issue that will be
covered by the codes of practice provisions of the bill.
The amendment is a facilitative provision which will
enable the Department of Infrastructure to prepare
codes of practice which, with the minister’s approval,
will be given effect by gazettal. Compliance with a
code is not mandatory, but evidence of compliance with
a code will enable an operator to demonstrate that it has
an acceptable, safe system in place with respect to the
matters covered by that code.
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A further amendment included in the bill will require
accident towing truck licence-holders to obtain industry
accreditation. Under the scheme, which has been
developed in conjunction with the tow truck industry,
the areas to be covered by accreditation will be
specified in regulation, and licence-holders will need to
demonstrate that they satisfy the various accreditation
requirements. Current licence-holders will be given at
least two years to comply with the requirements of
accreditation, and the licensing authority will be able to
extend the period in appropriate cases.
Tow truck accreditation will cover areas such as:
evidence of the licence-holder’s fitness and propriety to
hold a licence; compliance with occupational health,
privacy and equal opportunity legislation; the need to
focus on client needs; evidence of a property safety
regime; maintenance of appropriate records; and
adequate training processes for drivers.
The bill also provides for tow truck codes of practice
and specifies that areas that are to be the subject of a
code must be specified in the regulations. The tow truck
codes of practice will cover areas such as audit
processes, safety procedures, employee welfare and
conduct of drivers at an accident scene.
These improvements to the operation of the accident
towing truck industry were recommended by the
national competition policy review of the industry and
will contribute to improved standards of operation and
level of service.
Finally, the bill amends the Rail Corporations Act 1996
to create a new statutory corporation, V/Line Passenger
Corporation, to operate the country passenger rail
business following the withdrawal of the National
Express group from its three Victorian rail franchise
businesses. While the M Train and M Tram operations
will be contracted to private operators, V/Line
operations will operate under government management
as a stand-alone entity until completion of the regional
rail projects in 2005–06.
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Debate adjourned on motion of Mr MULDER
(Polwarth).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 23 April.

PORT SERVICES (PORT OF MELBOURNE
REFORM) BILL
Second reading
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This is the first of two bills to be introduced by the
government in response to the review of port reform
undertaken by Professor Bill Russell.
The focus of this bill, as its short title indicates, is
reform of the port of Melbourne.
A second bill, planned for the spring sittings of
Parliament, will implement the balance of the
legislative reforms announced by the government last
year.
It will address the remaining issues arising from the
review, including arrangements for the establishment of
commercial and local ports, port safety, security and
environmental obligations, governance arrangements
for the port of Hastings, the management of channels
serving the port of Geelong and the holding and
licensing of channels generally.
Melbourne is one of the four major commercial trading
ports which operate in Victoria. The others are
Geelong, Portland and Hastings.
Our commercial trading ports play a crucial role not
only in the economy of this state but also nationally.
For instance, each year they handle in the order of
28 per cent of Australia’s overall trade and 37 per cent
of this country’s container trade.

The Rail Corporations Act 1996 provides an existing
corporate structure which facilitates the transfer of the
country passenger rail business from National Express
to government management and contains a detailed
statutory framework to allow the business to operate a
passenger rail business within the government’s legal,
budget and policy requirements.

As well as our trading ports, Victoria also has
13 designated or local ports. These extend from
Mallacoota in the east to Port Fairy in the west.
Needless to say, in addition to their normal port
function, local ports make an important contribution to
regional economies through tourism and other
recreational activities.

I commend the bill to the House.

The whole of our existing port system was extensively
restructured by the Kennett government during the
mid-1990s.
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As part of the restructure, the port assets of Geelong
and Portland were sold to private operators. The assets
of the port of Hastings, also proposed for sale, were
ultimately vested in a holding corporation and the
management of its operations contracted to the private
sector.
Fortuitously, the port of Melbourne — the most
strategically important, and the jewel in the crown of
our commercial trading ports — was kept in state
hands, although its management was split into two.
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The nature of the new corporation envisaged by
Professor Russell is described in his conclusions and
recommendations in the following terms:
Victoria requires in the port of Melbourne a port that can
compete vigorously on the national and international stage.
This requires a capable and integrated manager and facilitator
of both land-side and waterside aspects of the port; with an
appropriate vision and charter, and the capacity to ensure that
the necessary investments in channels, waterside and
land-side infrastructure occur when needed.

The split vested responsibility for the management of
the port’s land-based assets in the Melbourne Port
Corporation while the Victorian Channels Authority
was given management responsibility for its channels.

The government acknowledges the problems created by
the present management structure for the port of
Melbourne. It agrees that there is a need for a new,
single integrated corporation for Melbourne vested with
a broader charter to deliver a more efficient,
competitive and sustainable port.

In 2001 Professor Bill Russell was asked to undertake
an objective, independent review of the changes to our
port system introduced by the previous government.

Such a body will be established by this bill.

Professor Russell’s findings and recommendations
were subsequently published in his report entitled The
Next Wave of Port Reform in Victoria, to which I would
invite the attention of the house.
I do not intend to take up the time of the honourable
members by discussing that report in detail except to
say that one of Professor Russell’s key findings was
that:
… it is clear that the 1995 port reforms, while fulfilling
competition policy targets, did not deliver widespread
economic, social or environmental benefits to Victorians.

As Victoria’s key trading port, the future of the port of
Melbourne naturally received a great deal of attention
from Professor Russell.
Among other things, he was critical of the division of
responsibility for the management of the port. Not only
is such a division unique in Australia, and unusual
anywhere else in the world, but it means that neither the
Melbourne Port Corporation nor the Victorian
Channels Authority has had the necessary charter, nor
the capacity, to plan, resource and undertake the
strategic development needed for the port.
He also criticised the very narrow charter of the
Melbourne Port Corporation. This deliberately restricts
the role of the corporation to that of a landlord, with the
intent that the lessees of the land and berths would be
the predominant providers of port infrastructure and
services to port users.
Professor Russell has put forward compelling
arguments for the establishment of a new corporation
vested with wider powers to manage the port.

The new body will replace the Melbourne Port
Corporation. It will be called the Port of Melbourne
Corporation.
The overarching mission of the new corporation will be
to maximise the contribution of the port of Melbourne
to the economic, social and environmental wellbeing of
the state and to do so in a manner which is safe, secure
and sustainable. Importantly, this will include an
explicit requirement to have regard for the interests of
communities neighbouring the port which may be
impacted by its operations.
The new corporation will be expected to work within
and support the government’s policy and strategic
frameworks and, as recommended in the Russell report,
will be vested with broader functions and powers
designed to enable the port to be integrated seamlessly
with the wider freight and logistics system and to
contribute effectively to the state’s overall trade
development effort.
With respect to these latter functions in particular, the
corporation will effectively be acting as a key delivery
agency of government policy and will be required to
work cooperatively with other responsible government
and private sector bodies to achieve the best possible
outcomes for the state.
In accordance with Professor Russell’s prescriptions,
the new corporation will be expected to be a strategic
manager of the port. This will involve demonstrating
effective leadership and coordination of the activities of
service providers and customers in the port and in port
linked transport and logistics chains, where this
contributes to the overall improved performance of the
port.
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The new corporation will have the ability, through
direct investment or other means, to facilitate
improvements in the operation of the port’s external
transport and logistics linkages, including intermodal
facilities, which facilitates improvement in the
efficiency or effectiveness of the port’s operations.
The new corporation will generally be expected to
make port land and infrastructure available for use
and/or development by private sector service providers
on a fair, reasonable and commercial basis, but will
retain a clear ability to directly manage and/or invest in
port land and infrastructure where this is more efficient
or better meets the strategic objectives of the
corporation.
In relation to essential port services, again generally
responsibility for provision will be left to the private
sector. However, the new corporation will have a
responsibility to intervene where the market is unable to
deliver the required range of services or security of
service supply, or where service quality, access or
pricing materially detracts from overall port
performance
Within this policy and strategic framework, the new
corporation will be expected to operate its business in
an efficient and effective manner, consistent with
prudent commercial practice and the broader economic,
social and environmental interests of the state. In this
regard the new corporation will be subject to similar
financial and accountability mechanisms applying to
other government-owned corporations, including
adherence to tax equivalence and dividend frameworks
and provision of financial statements and corporate
planning documents.
In stark contrast to the Melbourne Port Corporation, the
legislation will clearly vest in the new Port of
Melbourne Corporation management responsibility for
the waters which serve the port, including the shipping
channels in those waters.
The new corporation will effectively operate as a
monopoly provider of port land, waters and
infrastructure servicing the Melbourne and Victorian
markets for many containerised and general cargoes
and will therefore be subject to economic (access and
price) regulation by the Essential Services Commission.
It is the government’s clear intention that in allocating
management of the port waters of the port of
Melbourne to the new Port of Melbourne Corporation,
the operators and users of the port of Geelong will not
be unfairly disadvantaged relative to the operators and
users of the port of Melbourne. This matter will be
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addressed through the access and pricing regime
established by the Essential Services Commission, to
which the new corporation will be subject.
The bill contains extensive transitional provisions
designed to ensure a smooth transfer of assets and
business to the new corporation and that the
employment and entitlements of both Melbourne Port
Corporation and Victorian Channel Authority staff are
protected.
The port of Melbourne is one of the world’s great ports
as well as one of Victoria’s major economic assets.
Each year around $68 billion in trade comes through
the port of Melbourne. Each year it contributes about
$6 billion to Victoria’s gross state product. It secures
employment for about 18 000 Victorians.
The reforms proposed in this bill are crucial in ensuring
that the port has the capacity to perform and serve the
community at the highest level of efficiency.
Indeed, the proposals which it contains, coupled with
the legislative changes I have foreshadowed for the
spring, will provide a firm foundation for the ongoing
development and progress of an efficient, effective and
sustainable port system for Victoria for the foreseeable
future.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr MULDER
(Polwarth).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 23 May.

SEAFOOD SAFETY BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 20 March; motion of
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture).

Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — The
Seafood Safety Bill has the purpose of providing a
regulatory framework to improve the safety of seafood
in Victoria, and through that improve public confidence
in seafood in Victoria and ensure that the public gets
healthy and safe seafood. It also covers the safety
provisions relating to seafood in the pet food industry
and changes the name and broadens the role of the
authority that will cover these issues.
The Victorian Meat Authority will be known as
Primesafe. As an aside, that is the most ridiculous,
stupid name I have heard in my life. I do not know who
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thought of the word ‘Primesafe’ to cover what was the
Victorian Meat Authority, but it is a terrible name.

authority, the Primesafe authority, and be registered and
licensed under this authority.

Seafood is a great industry and a wonderful product. I
refer to Dr John Tickell, who is renowned as a speaker,
a nutritionist and a medico. He says that there are three
things in life you cannot get too much of — laughter,
sex and seafood or fish. I tend to agree with him on all
three. I think that highlights the value of seafood in our
nutrition and diet.

Victoria is also well known as the sale and processing
centre for most of the fisheries in south-east Australia,
which includes Tasmania, South Australia and even to
an extent the southern part of New South Wales, so this
legislation will affect a whole range of fisheries right
across the south-east of Australia.

However, because seafood is a fresh product that has a
relatively long and often complex production chain
there can, unfortunately, be problems with the public
health aspects of seafood. Therefore, the opposition
supports in principle the need to improve our safety
systems, but it has some real concerns with the
management and operation of some aspects of this bill,
particularly relating to the lack of information about the
costs and hence fees for fishers, commercial fishermen,
fishmongers and people in the wholesale and retail side.
So while the opposition will not oppose the bill, it will
raise these and other concerns that have been raised
with members of the opposition during our consultation
on this legislation.
As background, the seafood industry is one of the
largest employers in rural Victoria, with approximately
8000 people employed directly and indirectly in the
industry. It generates a catch of about $180 million per
annum landed in Victoria, of which approximately
$130 million is from Victorian-managed fisheries and
$50 million is from commonwealth-managed and
Tasmanian fisheries — that is, fish caught in
Tasmanian waters landed in Victoria, or fish caught in
commonwealth waters, outside the state limit, but
landed in Victoria. There are some issues about how
this subsequent legislation will relate to fish caught in
Tasmanian and commonwealth waters. Indeed, there is
a significant trawl-fishing industry that operates out of
ports in Victoria, particularly the port of Portland. The
operators pursue fish such as orange roughie, blue
grenadier and ling from commonwealth fisheries and
are controlled under the commonwealth fisheries
provisions. It is a matter of how those provisions will
relate to this legislation, and I will ask the minister
some questions about these issues to enable him to
respond when joining in this debate.
Within the industry there are 644 licences involved in
the wild catch in Victoria. There are 106 aquaculture
licences, 64 wholesalers, 74 processors and
approximately 270 retailers. The retailers are currently
licensed under the Food Act through local government,
and under the proposal before us retailers whose main
business is selling fresh seafood will move under this

I mentioned previously that there are 106 aquaculture
operations in Victoria. One of the points I would make
in passing is the need for Victoria to be more proactive
in the promotion of aquaculture. There is clearly a need
and an opportunity to promote more aquaculture in this
state, which has lagged behind other states in terms of
aquaculture and taking up aquaculture opportunities. It
has been disappointing during the term of the Bracks
Labor government that there has been a downgrading
of aquaculture within the old Department of Natural
Resources and Environment, and one would hope under
the new departmental structure there will be more
emphasis on providing professional advice, expertise
and input to promote aquaculture and opportunities for
aquaculture in this state. Whether that aquaculture be in
abalone, fin fish, eels or yabby farming, there is
enormous opportunity for aquaculture. Of the
106 licences in aquaculture in this state, most are very
small operations, and Victoria has missed out and
lagged behind as other states have progressed and
created a significant aquaculture industry. I urge the
minister and the government to remedy that shortfall
and put more emphasis and investment in promoting
aquaculture in this state.
The key fisheries that are covered by this legislation
include our very valuable abalone industry, which
generates about $70 million worth of product a year;
rock lobster, or crayfish, $20 million; fin fish,
somewhere between $10 million and $12 million; and
other industries such as scallops, calamari, shark, giant
crabs — which is a rapidly growing industry — and a
number of other smaller industries.
In recent times many people in the fishing industry,
particularly those in the wild-catch industry, have
expressed concern that decisions that are being made by
government are constantly hurting the industry and
making it harder for them to make a dollar and keep
their businesses viable. We have seen in the term of this
Bracks Labor government the introduction of rock
lobster quotas which have had a significant impact, in a
negative way, on many rock lobster fishermen in
Victoria. Rock lobster fishermen, particularly in the
western zone, put up quite strong proposals about input
controls rather than a quota system, and they felt their
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voice was completely ignored by the minister and the
government. They felt the department and the minister
simply did not listen, did not consult reasonably and
had their blinkered vision with regard to the
introduction of quotas, which has had a significant
negative impact on the income of most rock lobster
fishermen.
On top of that, we had this government’s decision on
marine parks and sanctuaries. While I support — and
the Liberal Party supports — the development of
marine parks and sanctuaries, I think the fishing
industry would say that its concerns were not taken
properly into consideration. Compensation systems
were inadequate, and there was a giant con trick played
on the fishing industry with regard to compensation,
because the fishing industry was told by the
government that compensation would apply not only to
those directly affected by the creation of marine parks
and sanctuaries, but also to those who were affected in
terms of a flow-on effect. So when fishermen were
removed from areas that are now marine parks and
sanctuaries, and the displaced effort, as people relocated
their fishing activities, had an impact on local
businesses, they were told they would get compensation
as well. Now the government is going around the state
applying the situation and telling them there is no way
they are going to get any compensation.
Fishermen feel aggrieved and misled by the
government on those sorts of issues. So we have had
rock lobster quotas, marine parks and sanctuaries, and
we have had a ban on commercial fishing in certain
areas in East Gippsland where, with the stroke of a pen,
overnight commercial fishers were banned from certain
areas. There may be good and valid reasons for those
decisions, but the commercial fishing industry is feeling
under attack and under threat by actions of this
government time and time again, and there does not
seem to be a coordinated response from the government
that says, ‘We value this industry, we think this
industry is important and we want to work alongside
this industry to grow and develop opportunities, both in
the wild-catch industry and in aquaculture’.
The industry is now suffering from significant impacts
of overseas markets with the rising Aussie dollar, and,
strange as it may seem, the recent outbreak of the
severe acute respiratory syndrome virus in the Asian
area has had a significant impact in terms of the closure
of restaurants, travel, meetings, conventions, and even
weddings have been cancelled and delayed, which
means that we cannot sell as many rock lobsters into
that high value market. The abalone and rock lobster
markets have been impacted by that very issue. So there
are lots of threats around for the fishing industry.
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The industry is concerned about the impost of this
legislation. While most of the fishermen I have spoken
to said, ‘Yes, we agree with the need for a modernised
regime of seafood safety and the implementation of that
regime’, they are very concerned with the lack of detail
about the costs involved. What will it cost for a licence
under this regime? What will the cost be for the seafood
safety regimes that they will have to implement?
The costs are such that it could be the final straw for
many family fishing concerns who are struggling with
the sorts of imposts I have talked about previously. We
are talking about costs in two ways. The first is the
direct cost of licences and the second is the actual cost
of the seafood safety programs that are imposed under
clause 24.
It is interesting. Government officers advised us in our
briefing that the cost to the industry by this regime
would be about $500 000. That is what they told us —
that there would be about a $500 000 cost to the
industry from that. But then we got a letter from the
minister’s office which told us that the cost will be
$550 000. So in less than a week it has gone up 10 per
cent. It has gone up 10 per cent already! So what is the
cost to the industry? What will be the cost from
Primesafe to the industry of this new licensing system?
We have already had one lot of costing of $500 000 and
another lot of costing a week later of $550 000 — —
Mr Cameron interjected.
Dr NAPTHINE — The minister says we must not
have heard right. Let me say to the minister we have
got it absolutely right because we heard very clearly
and distinctly what they actually said. They said it
would cost $500 000, and, as I say, in his letter to the
Honourable Philip Davis on 7 April it says:
The Victorian Meat Authority, which the bill reconstitutes as
Primesafe, has estimated that the cost of delivering the
seafood safety system will be $550 000 annually. This will
have to be raised through licence fees from the seafood
industry.

So the industry is up for $550 000. There are about
1000 businesses involved. That is a fair bit per
business. That is $550 per business on average. The
minister said in his second-reading speech that it will
only be $200 for a $40 000 catch. I do not know of any
fisherman who can make a dollar and who can survive
on a $40 000 catch.
Most family fishing businesses, if they are sole
operators, would be looking at a catch of about
$200 000 or $300 000 by the time they paid their costs.
If they employ deckhands, they are probably looking at
$400 000, $500 000 or $600 000 worth of catch to
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make a business viable. What will those people be
paying for their licence fees? Are they going to be
paying $1000 or $2000 per year? How will that impact
on their viability in a very tight environment? How will
those fees relate to an economic catch? What will the
fees be for wholesalers, retailers and processors? I
suggest that many fishermen, wholesalers, retailers and
processors will be facing licence fees of well over
$1000 a year.
On top of that we have a real problem with clause 24,
because I believe the licence fee is only the tip of the
iceberg in terms of the costs to the industry. Clause 24
refers to the requirement for seafood safety programs.
When we checked to see who under the clause is
required to have a seafood safety program, the minister
advised in his letter that:
All businesses that wholesale, retail or process seafood will be
required to have a program … It is also expected that
aquaculture and wild-catch businesses will be required to
have food safety programs.

So all businesses will need to have a seafood safety
program. Who is going to pay for that? The answer is
clear: the businesses — the fishermen — will have to
pay for their seafood safety programs. When you look
at the requirements under clause 26, which goes on for
over a page and a half, you see that the program has to:
… identify potential hazards that may be reasonably expected
to occur in each food handling operation …
identify where … each hazard can be controlled …
provide for the systematic monitoring …
provide for appropriate corrective action —

and to provide for regular reviews, appropriate records,
the training of personnel, strategies to ensure
implementation and a whole range of other issues. The
system that is being imposed on the industry is very
complex and is going to be a significant cost to the
industry.
We want to know from the minister what that cost will
be, because this could break the back of many
struggling fishermen across Victoria. There is also the
cost of not only preparing the program but also
implementing it and training staff, and possibly
significantly upgrading equipment. Therefore we have
a system where they will have to pay for their licence
fees and for the cost of implementing their seafood
safety programs — but there is more.
Clause 29 says that the authority may require licensees
to audit their seafood safety programs. Therefore they
will have to pay their licence fees, develop their safety
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programs, which they will have to pay for at a
significant cost through getting in consultants and
experts, and pay for the upgrades as a result of the
programs — and then the authority can audit the
programs. Who will pay for the audit? The business
operator, the family fisherman, will have to pay for the
audit of his own seafood safety program.
This will become a significant cost to industry. We
support it in principle, but what is missing from the
minister’s proposal and from this debate is an
assessment of the costs and an assessment of the
individual businesses that will have to meet the costs.
That is the big hole in this debate. It is important for us
to know how things will operate.
I now move to a number of issues within the legislation
that I would like the minister to address. The first
concerns interstate fishermen. It is made clear that
where seafood is caught and landed in another state
Victorian legislation will only apply when that seafood
comes into Victoria. It is also made clear that if
interstate operators bring fish into Victoria, they will be
required to comply with the legislation. I quote from a
letter from the minister:
Where interstate trawlers are landing fish in Victoria without
a seafood safety program from another state, then they will be
required to be licensed under Victorian legislation.

We have an issue regarding interstate operators. The
minister would undoubtedly be aware that the port with
the largest number of Victorian rock lobster licences
is — where?
Mr Cameron — Let me guess — Portland?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member for South-West Coast, through the
Chair!
Dr NAPTHINE — The minister says it would be
Portland. That shows the minister does not understand,
because the port with the most number of Victorian
rock lobster licences is Port MacDonnell, in South
Australia.
Mr Cameron interjected.
Dr NAPTHINE — Victorian licences. The minister
needs to understand that many Victorian licensees
operate from outside Victoria and that $15 million of
Victorian rock lobster is taken into Port MacDonnell by
Victorian licence-holders. Those fishermen will not be
subject to this legislation when they land their fish in
South Australia. There is no similar legislation in South
Australia. These fishermen will have a significant
economic advantage because they will not be paying
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these licence fees or paying for the seafood safety
audits.
There is a further incentive for Victorian fishermen
based in Port Fairy, Warrnambool and Portland to
relocate their operations to South Australia. That is an
issue that the minister has to address seriously if we
want to keep the economic benefits we get from the
fishing industry in this state.
Similarly with trawl fishermen who have to comply
with commonwealth standards, the government ought
to be working with the commonwealth government so
we do not get duplication in legislation and so we do
not get to the situation where trawl fishermen make a
conscious decision to land their catches in South
Australia, Tasmania or New South Wales rather than
coming to Victorian ports and then operate out of those
interstate ports because they do not face the additional
imposts and processes.
We do not want to drive the trawl fishing industry out
of Victoria and interstate by having a different cost
structure and a different system from other states and
territories. I ask the minister to make sure that in
Primesafe’s implementation of this we do not allow that
sort of disincentive to grow and stop the industry in this
state from developing. That is a significantly important
issue.
I now refer to clauses 32 to 43, which relate to the
powers to search and seize. I refer to one matter in
particular — that is, the power to seize. I understand the
need for the power to seize product where the
inspectors feel there may be a danger to human health.
But in this circumstance we need to be conscious of the
fact that with seafood we have two parameters that are
vitally important.
Firstly, seafood is extremely perishable. It is not as
though you can seize the product and return it a week
later if you find that your suspicions are not well
founded. It is not as though you can give it back to the
operator and say, ‘Go on with your business’, because
at that stage the seafood would have been ruined.
Secondly, much of this seafood is very valuable. If you
talk about rock lobster, abalone or fresh fish, you are
talking about a highly valued and highly perishable
product.
You could have an inspector come in and seize seafood
produce worth $100 000 or $200 000 on the suspicion
that there is something wrong with it, only to find out
that there was no basis for the suspicion or that the
inspector was wrong, but there is no provision
whatsoever for compensation for the processor, the
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wholesaler or the fisherman concerned. That simple
thing could ruin that business. There ought to be
something in this legislation to protect businesses from
that sort of activity. However, we do not want to
discourage authorised officers from seizing product
when they feel there is a risk to human safety and
public health.
At the same we do not want situations where businesses
can be sent to the wall, and people lose their jobs and
families lose their livelihoods simply because of an
error in the seizing of a product.
Mr Helper — What are you suggesting?
Dr NAPTHINE — What I am suggesting is that
there should be a system of compensation. If they seize
product and if it is found there is no basis for that
seizure, that they are wrong, there should be
compensation to the people they seize it from. That is
what I am suggesting and I think that is only fair and
reasonable, and if that is not incorporated it would be
unfair.
They can seize on the basis of suspicion, Minister, so it
is very hard to prove wrong — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member for South-West Coast should
address his remarks through the Chair.
Dr NAPTHINE — The minister is showing his
ignorance of both the legislation and the law, which is
surprising, given that he is responsible for both.
The other issue I wish to address is with respect to the
time frame for licensing. Clause 60(2) outlines the fact
that if a person feels that a decision made by Primesafe
is not appropriate they have a 28-day limit to make an
application for review, which I totally support. There
should be time limits on people making an appeal
against a decision. But if you examine part 3 of the bill,
which covers licensing, there is no requirement on
Primesafe whatsoever to deliver its decisions on
applications for licenses or any other aspect of dealing
with the industry in a timely manner. I know there have
been situations where the current Victorian Meat
Authority has frustrated businesses by simply sitting on
their applications and not processing them in a timely
manner, causing frustration, economic loss and delay.
There ought to be a 60 or 90-day time limit so that if a
person applies to Primesafe for a licence under this
legislation then Primesafe has a responsibility to
respond to that within 60 to 90 days, or whatever is
appropriate — I am happy with either — and there
should be a time limit by which they must respond so
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that the person can then either appeal the decision or get
on with whatever else they want to do. That is one area
that is deficient because there are examples where meat
industry people have been involved in frustration and
delay because of the lack of decision making in the
Victorian Meat Authority.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.03 p.m.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Melbourne 2030 strategy: ministerial direction
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — My question is to
the Minister for Planning. I refer the minister to the
government’s Melbourne 2030 plan and to the request
from local councils for the withdrawal of the ministerial
direction requiring compliance by all planning
authorities. Pending a review of the more than
1300 submissions received, will the minister now
withdraw the ministerial direction?
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I
thank the member for his question. I think it is his first
question since the session began, so I welcome it. It is
also a question about Melbourne 2030, a policy which
has been extremely well received by all members of the
community and by every stakeholder and which, as the
Premier stated when he announced it, is the most
far-reaching planning policy since the policy
enunciated back in 1927.
This is a policy supported by the broad cross-section of
stakeholders, but of course there are a few councils
which are finding that a bit of pressure is being applied
to them around housing structure plans and around
activity centres, but we require them to choose and
support the directions of Melbourne 2030. So the
answer to the honourable member is no.
There have been two years of consultation and
hundreds of submissions, and there is overwhelming
support for Melbourne 2030. I know that a couple of
councils have felt that they need more support in this
area. We have offered them $100 000 to start work on
implementing Melbourne 2030. We have just
announced the provision of $2.5 million which councils
can compete for to do the work around structure plans
for activity centres, for regional housing plans and for
smart growth committees. It is the councils that are
prepared to do the work and work with the government
that will see the implementation of Melbourne 2030.
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I know the member for Richmond has been working
with the Yarra City Council. It has asked, as the
member for Hawthorn has, that we withdraw the
planning direction around Melbourne 2030. The Yarra
council has asked other councils to support it, but no
other council is supporting it. I quote the deputy mayor
of Port Phillip, who said that his council and every
other council fully supports the basics of Melbourne
2030 because it espouses similar principles of
sustainability to those pursued by that council for years.
He goes on to say:
The success of Melbourne 2030 will depend on how it is
implemented, particularly how local government implement it
through their local planning policies.

Obviously the member does not understand that
Melbourne 2030 is a set of nine key directions. It is up
to each council to draw from those directions what suits
them in their local conditions. The deputy mayor went
on to say that Melbourne 2030 should not be seen as:
… a carte blanche for development to override local planning
scheme objectives.
To ensure this doesn’t happen, local planning schemes need
to be strong and clear.

That is the answer.
I wonder where the member for Hawthorn stands on
this. I was reading an article on him in the Australian
just recently. It said the thing about Ted is that he is
inscrutable and you do not know what he stands for.
We know that people — —
Mr Honeywood — On a point of order, Speaker, on
the issue of relevance the minister is now digressing
into launching an attack on a member rather than
dealing with the content of the question.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Minister for
Planning to return to answering the question.
Ms DELAHUNTY — The article continues:
The problem with Ted is he sits on the fence about — —

The SPEAKER — Order! The Minister for
Planning will refer to members by their correct title. I
ask her to return to the question.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I do apologise, Speaker.
He’s inscrutable, he gives nothing away. He’s the Liberal
Party’s Ken …

The SPEAKER — Order! The minister will return
to answering the question.
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Ms DELAHUNTY — Melbourne 2030 is about
protecting what we love about Melbourne; it is about
dealing with population pressures that will occur
whether we have Melbourne 2030 or not. With
Melbourne 2030 we have a plan to manage that growth.

Victorian Water Trust Advisory Council: chair
Mr DONNELLAN (Narre Warren North) — My
question is to the Premier. Can the Premier inform the
house about the government’s continuing commitment
to the health of our rivers and how the water trust will
assist in this process?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
Narre Warren North for his question. We on this side of
the house believe water will be one of the most crucial
issues facing Victoria, at least for the next decade and
certainly something beyond that as well. Victoria is
leading the nation in water reform, in water change, in
ensuring that we recycle and reuse as much water as we
can in Victoria, in ensuring that we conserve as much
water as we can, and in ensuring that we rebuild some
of the water infrastructure which has deteriorated —
after, in some cases, more than 100 years. We are about
reusing, conserving and rebuilding.
Of course one of the key strategies, one of the
important strategies, the government announced for its
second term was the establishment of the Victorian
Water Trust. The Victorian Water Trust will have with
it $320 million, which will spawn further economic
development as a result, but also an important advisory
council to assist and support the government in strategic
decisions that are made in the future — in the spending,
in the resources and in the allocation of that water trust
in the future.
I am therefore very pleased to announce to the house
today an important development in the water trust, in
particular the Victorian Water Trust Advisory Council.
Today I am pleased to announce the appointment of
Professor Peter Cullen as chair of the Victorian Water
Trust Advisory Council. He is an eminent Australian, it
is a very important appointment, and he is someone
whom I believe will assist in the leadership role we are
playing in the nation in ensuring we can have water
reform occur in Victoria.
Professor Cullen is a recognised leader in water and
land management. He was recognised by the Weekly
Times last year as the star for 2002. That was the
accolade it gave him for his work in addressing water
supply problems. Professor Cullen is currently
professor of resource and environmental science at the
University of Canberra and is the former chief
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executive of the Cooperative Research Centre for
Freshwater Ecology. He is regarded as one of
Australia’s leading water experts, and it is a coup for
Victoria that it is able to secure his services in a
leadership role of advising the government, through the
Victorian Water Trust Advisory Council, on the steps
and measures we will take over the next decade to
make sure we improve Victoria’s water resources,
restore rivers to a more healthy state in the future, and
make sure we have a sustainable water supply and
system for the future.
I am very pleased to make that announcement today. I
congratulate the Minister for Water for his efforts to
date in making sure that water is high on the agenda of
the government and that it could secure Professor
Cullen’s expertise as chair of the Victorian Water Trust
Advisory Council. I believe his contribution will be
profound, not only in Victoria but in leading the nation
on water reform and making sure we make a difference
here in this state.

Hospitals: rural and regional
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — My
question is to the Minister for Health. I refer to the fact
that the minister’s department has refused a freedom of
information request seeking information on the
financial status of rural and regional hospitals, a request
that took eight months to process. I ask: will the
minister provide that information to the house or, in
light of the recent adverse report on hospital finances by
the Auditor-General, has the government something to
hide?
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — I thank the
member for his question. I remind the house that the
Bracks government has been investing in Victoria’s
hospital system. In contrast to those who came before,
it has been putting in more money, opening more beds,
and hiring more nurses. That is in stark contrast to our
predecessors, who closed 12 hospitals, many of those
being in rural and regional Victoria.
We know that investment of resources, as considerable
as they have been — over $1 billion in our first term —
needs to be matched by strategic investments and
strategic changes to the way we manage our hospital
system. Therefore the government has now initiated a
hospital demand strategy, which has a three-pronged
approach: increasing capacity, finding more appropriate
levels of care and situations and contexts for care, and
diverting people from the hospital system. Our
hospitals are treating 35 000 and more additional
patients each year.
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Mr Ryan — On a point of order, Speaker, on the
question of relevance, this question related to the issue
of a freedom of information request that took eight
months to be responded to, and that did not provide
information regarding the financial status of hospitals. I
ask the minister to answer the question that was asked
of her.

extension of time in which to carry out a due diligence
report for the government then to consider and make
appropriate determinations. However, two days ago we
received a letter from Fran Bailey, the federal
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Defence. In
that letter the commonwealth indicated that it would not
extend its ridiculous deadline of 12 April.

The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order. I understand the minister was returning to the
financial and general state of hospitals, particularly in
rural Victoria.

I remind members that the commonwealth gave the
state one month to consider this issue. It made the
announcement without any warning or information to
the state — a decision which, I might say, took the
commonwealth not only months but years to reach, yet
it expects the state to come up with a proposal within
one month.

Ms PIKE — Thank you, Speaker. In fact I was
moving to the issue of the financial status of hospitals. I
remind the house that an independent piece of work that
was conducted for the incoming Bracks government in
1999 identified that hospitals across Victoria were
technically insolvent. That is the legacy that the
government inherited. We are now rebuilding our
system and rebuilding the financial capacity of
hospitals which, because they were underfunded and
were undersupported, needed to use the reserves and
other supports that they had.
The department and the government are working
together with our hospital system right across Victoria
to ensure that they are able to deliver appropriate
services to the enormous and increasing number of
people who are coming through the door. From time to
time individual hospitals will face difficult financial
circumstances. Unlike the previous government, this
government does not cut services when hospitals face
financial difficulty. We work closely with them, we
utilise available information and resources, and we seek
to strengthen their positions and their viability.

Point Nepean: army land
Mr WYNNE (Richmond) — My question is to the
Minister for Environment. Will the minister advise the
house of the latest actions in relation to Point Nepean?
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Environment) — I
thank the member for Richmond for his question. The
federal government’s actions in the last week clearly
indicate that it is treating Point Nepean as merely a
revenue-raising exercise and — —
Honourable Members — Shame!
Mr THWAITES — Shame, and it is on a plan just
to grab as much cash as possible as quickly as possible.
On 28 March the Victorian government wrote to the
commonwealth government indicating a willingness to
negotiate on Point Nepean and seeking a reasonable

The Bracks government has done everything it could to
do the right thing by the people of this state. We
indicated that we were prepared to negotiate, but this is
the reply we got:
Should the Victorian state government not wish to submit a
priority sale request, on the basis of an unconditional contract
of sale at market value by 12 April 2003, this area of land will
be offered to the open market for sale by tender.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Mornington will cease interjecting.
Mr THWAITES — By its actions the
commonwealth has indicated that it is not prepared to
entertain any other possible basis of the site transfer
than sale for full commercial value.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Mornington sits far too close to the Chair to be able to
interject with impunity. I ask him to desist.
Mr THWAITES — Not only that, but the
commonwealth government has refused to give the
state adequate time to conduct a due diligence
assessment for what is a complex site involving a
number of heritage buildings. The commonwealth
government not only wants the complete sale wrapped
up in a month, in its letter it indicates that the state
could assess the site and complete the due diligence
report in one day. That is all it takes! There is no way
that a reputable government could conduct its affairs in
such a way. I might also say that the commonwealth
government is now seeking to cast doubt on handing
over the 205 hectares it previously offered.
Today the commonwealth government issued a press
release indicating that the state’s position on the land is
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unclear. It is totally clear. We have always said that we
are prepared to take on the land and maintain it into the
future at a cost to the state. However, we are not
prepared to utilise Victorian taxpayers funds to bolster
the surplus of the commonwealth government and to do
something that other governments in Australia have not
been expected to do. In New South Wales it was good
enough for the commonwealth government to hand
over land around Sydney Harbour, but it is not good
enough in Point Nepean.
The government was prepared to negotiate and to look
at alternatives. There were alternatives for site transfer
that could have been negotiated over time. There are a
number of relationships between the commonwealth
and state governments which allow for real
negotiations, but in this case we now see that there was
no intention other than to sell for market value.

Melbourne 2030 strategy: ministerial direction
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — My question is
directed to the Minister for Planning. Can the minister
confirm that the proposed Bundjel Hotel adjacent to the
Healesville Sanctuary and supported by the Wurundjeri
people is being denied a planning permit because her
direction to comply with Melbourne 2030 imposes a
20-person limit for hotels in this major tourist area?
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I
again thank the member for his question. I had thought
he had been gagged, but he has now had two questions
get up.
This is genuinely a question without notice, and I am
happy to look at the detail of the matter the member has
raised. Let me point out that the Melbourne 2030
strategy sprang out of two years of detailed consultation
and discussion. It was agreed to and supported by every
stakeholder, whether it was the Planning Institute of
Australia, the Property Council of Australia or Save
Our Suburbs. They have all supported the principles
and directions of Melbourne 2030.
Clearly, once it was announced on 8 October last year it
became a planning statement that was seriously
entertained, and therefore councils are obliged to take
its key directions into account. However, I am happy to
look at the detail of the matter raised concerning
Healesville and get back to the honourable member.

Arthurs Seat chairlift: report
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) — My question is for
the Minister for Workcover. Will the minister inform
the house of the key findings of the report received by
the Victorian Workcover Authority on the Arthurs Seat
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chairlift collapse and outline what action is being taken
by Worksafe Victoria to ensure the safety of other
Victorian chairlifts?
Mr HULLS (Minister for Workcover) — I thank
the honourable member for Hastings for her question.
The cause of the Arthurs Seat chairlift collapse has
been investigated by Worksafe Victoria, and it has
reported to the government. As we know, the incident
occurred on 3 January, 18 people were injured and
around 50 people were trapped in chairs for several
hours. Of course, we sympathise with them because of
their traumatic ordeal.
The investigation focused on the support structure of
the collapsed pylon, pylon oscillation, pylon bracing,
maintenance of the chairlift and systems of work.
Maintenance of chairlifts is the job of operators, and
Worksafe may prosecute where this has not occurred.
The investigation included input from experts such as
mechanical engineers, metallurgists, geotechnicians and
an engineer experienced in inspecting chairlifts.
The report concludes that the pylon collapse was
caused by corrosion and fatigue in bolts anchoring that
particular pylon to the ground as a consequence of
installation and also design faults. The chairlift was
built in 1959, and Worksafe has informed me that there
are no other chairlifts currently in operation with the
same design. In essence, the report shows that 1959
design and technology has not stood the test of time.
Worksafe Victoria’s investigation included a thorough
examination of the neighbouring pylon. That pylon did
not show the same corrosion as that visible on the
anchor bolts of the collapsed pylon.
As part of the investigation into the collapse Worksafe
inspectors have visited chairlift operators in Victoria to
ascertain the maintenance regimes that are in place and,
obviously, to clarify design issues. All Victorian
chairlifts will have been inspected in relation to their
design and maintenance regime by the start of the ski
season.
The operator’s records of maintenance and condition
monitoring were consistent with applicable Australian
and international standards. Despite Australian and
international standards being met, the design and
installation faults only emerged after the incident. As a
result, I think we would all agree that action is needed,
and it will be taken, to improve the standards that are
required to be met.
In light of what has been learnt, more stringent testing
above current Australian and international standards
will be required. A new regime will be adopted,
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including the development and introduction of a new
operating standard for the testing of anchor bolts.
Ultrasonic testing of embedded anchor bolts is one
proposal that needs to be considered. This would be the
first such industry standard in Australia and indeed the
world. Victoria would again be leading the way.
I want to advise the house that Worksafe will continue
a very vigorous regime of verification inspections to
ensure that the maintenance systems are checked and
that emergency systems are adequate.
The outcome of the investigation has been referred to
independent legal counsel, Robert Richter, QC, who
will provide advice as soon as possible to Worksafe in
relation to any potential for prosecution.

Urban and Regional Land Corporation and
Docklands Authority: merger
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — My question
is to the Treasurer. I refer to a memorandum dated
25 March 2003 from the Treasurer’s office to Tanya
Orr of the major projects unit expressing grave
concerns about the merits of the Bracks government’s
proposed merger of the Urban and Regional Land
Corporation with the Docklands Authority, and I ask:
given the content of this memorandum does the
Treasurer support the merger?
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — I think there is a fairly
good chance that the answer to the question is yes.
Allow me to elaborate. This was a specific commitment
of the government before the last election.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BRUMBY — No, it was a clear commitment. It
was made by the minister and the Premier. The whole
intent of it was to build an organisation which would be
able to ensure that there was proper development
activity right across Victoria. It is a matter which is
being considered by the government. I am not aware of
the memorandum the honourable member mentioned
today, and the proposal enjoys the full support of the
government.

Fishing: recreational reserves
Mr JENKINS (Morwell) — My question is to the
Minister for Agriculture. Would the minister advise the
house of the process regarding the setting aside of
recreational-only fishing zones in Gippsland?
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — The
government wants to manage fisheries in our
waterways in a sustainable way, and it wants to do that
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for the benefit of the community, for the benefit of
recreational fishing and for the benefit of commercial
fishing. There are many Victorians who do not go
fishing, but on Friday nights they like to go to the fish
and chip shop to buy fish, so we all have a vested
interest, and this is being done in a sensible and
sustainable way.
The government proposed that we should have
recreational-only fishing in Lake Tyers and
Lake Mallacoota. That proposal would see the removal
of commercial fishing except for eels and bait.
Certainly the process we have gone through has
demonstrated enormous and significant support for that.
I can see the member for Narracan down that way
nodding, knowing very much the feeling. Don’t take
the bait!
As a consequence of that, as was flagged before
Christmas, those commercial licences will be cancelled
as of this week. There will be negotiations with the
holders of those seven licences to ensure that there is
sensible and appropriate compensation.
Last year an extensive national recreational fishing
survey was coordinated by the Fisheries Research and
Development Corporation. We have had some
preliminary advice, but that will be put out later in the
year. It indicates that some 550 000 Victorians
participate in recreational fishing. On a regional basis,
although the participation in Victoria is around 13 per
cent, in Gippsland and East Gippsland it is nearly
23 per cent. So that demonstrates the strength of feeling
that no doubt there is in Gippsland. By having a small
reduction in the fish take and in fish markets we can see
a very big gain for the local area, because a lot of
people go to the area for fishing and we see growth in
the area. That is very much why there was enormous
support for this.
Certainly there was a lot of discussion about this before
the last election. The Nationals, as usual, opposed it.
The Liberals flip-flopped about in the bottom of the
boat, but the public went out on election day and said
that it wanted to catch flathead, not vote for them.
Management plans will be developed for this very
sensible and well-supported initiative across Gippsland.

Minister for Gaming: chief of staff
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Premier. I refer to the appointment of
the state president of the ALP as chief of staff to the
Minister for Gaming. I note that as state president of the
Australian Labor Party he becomes a director of the
Labor-owned company Industrial Printing and
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Publishing Pty Ltd, a major donor to the ALP. I ask:
will the Premier guarantee that this company has not
and will not benefit from Victorian government
contracts?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. The answer of course is
no. The reality is that the adviser to the Minister for
Gaming will act as an adviser appropriately and
properly, as all advisers do, and we expect him to act
with the same propriety that all advisers have in the
past. We fully expect he will have the same
professionalism as has always been enjoyed in the
minister’s office.

National Youth Week
Mr HARKNESS (Frankston) — My question is to
the Minister for Employment and Youth Affairs. Will
the minister please inform the house of activities taking
place in Victoria to celebrate this week’s National
Youth Week?
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Employment and Youth
Affairs) — I thank the honourable member for his
question. As the honourable member has indicated, this
week is National Youth Week, and right across Victoria
thousands of young people are getting involved in over
120 activities. These events are supported by the Bracks
government.
I had the pleasure last Friday in Bendigo of attending
the regional launch for National Youth Week. It was a
great launch, and one of the great examples of National
Youth Week was when we had the local band, Nine
Irons, performing at the launch. On Monday morning I
attended the Melbourne launch of National Youth
Week, where I was joined by representatives from
Mission Australia, other young people and some local
identities. We all helped to paint a giant banner that will
be sitting above Kingsway for the month of April. This
banner forms part of a fundraising appeal entitled ‘The
Art of Giving’ that is being launched by Mission
Australia, and we all painted part of the banner. At the
end of April the banner will be taken down in eight
pieces and auctioned to raise money for Mission
Australia. The campaign is also about raising awareness
of some of the issues faced by disadvantaged young
people in Victoria.
Although National Youth Week is primarily about
celebrating the achievements of young people in
Victoria, the Bracks government is also not forgetting
about some young people who need our support. We
are getting on with the job of providing innovative
ways of supporting these young people. For example,
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events being held during the rest of this week include
the launch of an indigenous writing competition, a joint
initiative between my ministerial colleague in the other
place the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and the Office
for Youth.
In addition, tomorrow I will attend a multicultural
forum for young people which the Bracks government
has supported and which will be held in the Old
Treasury building. The forum will give young people
who are attending a voice and an opportunity to explore
the diverse and sometimes complex issues people from
different multicultural backgrounds face.
Finally, later this week I will also take great pleasure in
participating with the Student Youth Network radio
station SYN FM. This is a great example of what young
people can achieve. SYN FM was recently granted a
licence by the Australian Broadcasting Authority. It is
operated entirely by young people, who develop and
carry out everything from the programming content to
the broadcasting of SYN FM. It is just another great
example of what young people in Victoria can achieve.
The Bracks government is continuing to get on with the
job of ensuring young people and their many talents
and achievements are recognised and celebrated right
across Victoria during youth week. I strongly urge all
honourable members to get behind National Youth
Week, get out into their local communities and find out
some of the great things that young people right across
Victoria are doing not just during youth week but every
week of the year.

SEAFOOD SAFETY BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.

Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — Prior to the
luncheon adjournment I was referring to various aspects
of the Seafood Safety Bill, and I now want to refer to
the issue of codes of practice. Part 4 of the Seafood
Safety Bill refers to codes of practice in relation to
seafood safety, and clause 66 introduces codes of
practice into the Meat Industry Act. Those codes of
practice will apply to the new Primesafe Authority and
the red meat and chicken meat industries.
It is interesting to note, if you look at clause 23 and
further at clause 66, that these codes of practice are
absolutely binding. I quote:
23. A licensee must comply with any applicable Code of
Practice.
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The note on that clause makes it very clear that these
are binding. This comes to the general point of codes of
practice, and I think we as a Parliament need to address
this issue. We have codes of practice that are binding,
as in this case, which are like regulations. We have
codes of practice introduced in other legislation that are
guidelines. To see that one only has to refer to the
transport bill on which the second-reading speech was
given earlier where codes of practice are guidelines. In
other places the codes of practice are general
guidelines.

exporting good, clean and wholesome food. We need to
make sure that we continue to do that, and we need to
be able to guarantee our overseas markets that we can
continue to do it.

We know what legislation is, we know what regulations
are, but there is continuing confusion with codes of
practice. The government needs to get its act together
and make sure that it uses codes of practice in one way
or in another way, but the mismatch it has at the
moment is very difficult.

Fortunately a great deal of work has been done over the
years, a lot of it instigated under the previous coalition
government and now supported and continued by the
Labor government. I commend the government for
continuing that work. A major food safety crisis is a
serious threat to the whole food industry, not just the
sector it occurs in. So it is in the interests of every food
business in Victoria to make sure we have a good, safe
regulatory system for the industry.

I also refer to the comments made by the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee, and I quote:
The committee notes the act authorises codes of practice to be
made, and such codes are not subject to disallowance under
the Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 or scrutiny by the
committee.
The committee notes it is mandatory to comply with a code
and that failure to comply may result in licence cancellation
or suspension. Further the committee notes that a code may
apply, adopt or incorporate matters contained in an external
document, code, standard, specification or rule.

The committee is awaiting response from the minister. I
trust the minister is listening and will respond here
today. The issue of codes of practice certainly needs to
be addressed.
In conclusion, this bill will the bring forward issues to
do with improved public safety with regard to seafood,
and the Liberal opposition supports that principle. We
are concerned about the lack of information about the
costs; we are concerned about the impost of these costs
on a struggling fishing industry, particularly the
wild-catch industry; and we are concerned about the
lack of information about that from the Victorian Meat
Authority and the minister.
As I say, we do not oppose the bill, but we are
concerned about those issues.
Mr WALSH (Swan Hill) — Everyone in the house
understands the importance of having clear, consistent
and enforceable food standards across Victoria’s food
industry from several points of view. Firstly from a
public health point of view, the people of Victoria need
to have faith that the food they eat is safe, healthy and
will not cause them any harm. The other point of view
involves exports. As a country we have a reputation for

Although the Garibaldi incident was eight years ago, it
is still clearly remembered by the public. There was the
tragedy of the loss of a child’s life, but there was also
the impact on the food industry and costs that ran to
many millions of dollars as a result of that unfortunate
situation.

The Seafood Safety Bill establishes a new seafood
safety system to be delivered by the Victorian Meat
Authority (VMA), which will be renamed Primesafe. I
share the previous speaker’s concerns with that name,
as it does not paint a very clear picture of what
Primesafe is and what it will do for the community into
the future. A name that was a little more descriptive and
gave some sense of security to consumers would have
been far better.
The bill restructures what will become the Primesafe
board so that it includes a skills-based, seafood
representative. The current chair of the VMA will be a
member of the selection committee. I will come back to
that later, because the National Party has some concerns
about it.
The bill requires specific seafood businesses to be
licensed by Primesafe. That will include the wild-catch
and aquaculture sectors but will exclude those
supplying cooked seafood in restaurants, fish and chip
shops, unless their predominant business is selling fresh
fish, and those industries that maintain live finfish for
handling or for the growing of the product. The bill
requires declared seafood businesses under the act to
prepare food safety plans and be audited by Primesafe.
Supermarket fish departments must meet the
requirements of this legislation, but my understanding
is that they will continue to be supervised by local
government under the Food Act. These arrangements
are to be reviewed after two years.
The implementation costs will be met by industry
through licence fees. Primesafe will have the
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responsibility of setting these fees in consultation with
the industry, and the National Party has some concerns
over what the costs will be. My understanding is that
there will be a phasing-in period. The responsibility
under the Fisheries Act to close fisheries if there are
any public health issues will be transferred to this new
act. I have some concerns about whether that is the
appropriate place to have it.
In general the seafood industry supports any
opportunity to project itself as selling a safe product. In
my consultations with the industry it has said it is very
confident that that is what already occurs.
I turn now to the concerns that were raised in
consultations on this bill. The first is the issue of the
cost and of who pays. The minister responded to some
of those issues in the briefing given to National Party
members, and I thank him for getting to us punctually.
Other cabinet members could do well to follow that
example in responding to correspondence, as has been
raised numerous times in the house, but in this instance
I again thank the minister for responding quickly.
If you go through the sectors that make up the fishing
industry, you see that there are 106 businesses in the
aquaculture sector, 644 wild-catch businesses,
64 wholesale fish sellers, 74 processors and 270 retail
processes. The number of transport businesses involved
in shifting the fish from the catching sector to the
consumer is not quantified. My understanding is that
those transport business will also have to have some
sort of food safety plan to make sure the integrity of the
product is maintained throughout the whole chain. If we
add all those up, we find that at the moment, without
the transport businesses, nearly 1100 business in the
industry have been identified.
The minister has said that it will cost something like
$550 000 to run the fishing part of what will become
Primesafe. There is an exclusion for businesses with a
gross catch of $40 000, which will only pay $200. What
component of the 1100 participants in the industry will
pay $200? I am not sure, but some simple arithmetic
starts to say that it will cost in excess of $500 per
business to be part of Primesafe. Several industry
sectors raised concerns about that.
If you look at the annual report of the VMA, you see its
budget is $1.1 million per year. The minister has said it
will cost $550 000 to run the fishery component of
Primesafe. The VMA currently comprises the red meat
and chicken meat sectors, and cynics could easily say
that the figure for running the fishery component of
Primesafe was arrived at by dividing the VMA’s
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current budget of $1.1 million by two, which magically
comes to $550 000!
The industry has significant concerns about the level of
detail and the planning that has gone into what it may
cost to run the industry. As we all know, any industry
struggles to be competitive, particularly in the export
sector, where there is competition with fisheries from
the rest of the world. We do not want to see them
burdened with additional costs that are not necessary.
So the industry has a real concern about who is going to
pay and on what basis the licensing fees will apply. It
would also like to see a variable fee range based on risk
factors. Some parts of the industry do not have a high
risk factor and as such should not be paying fees as
high as those paid by the parts of it that have a high risk
factor.
Currently, quite a large part of the catching sector has
no regulatory food safety requirements, as a large part
of the sector is made up of the abalone and the rock
lobster industry which are live catch. With live catch
the food safety risk is minimal. Even the fishers who set
their nets overnight and then pull them out next
morning keep the product in the water overnight and
chill them immediately when brought out.
The Victorian commercial fishing industry believes it
has set benchmarks in seafood safety with the
development of its ice-slurry eskies and ice-making
rooms to make sure that fish landed in Victoria is
extremely high quality. They have to do that to
maintain the market share. Many in the industry argue
that the quality of the fish caught in Victoria already
goes well beyond the quality that will become
necessary under this legislation. I do not believe the
catching sector necessarily should be paying as much as
other sectors in the industry to prepare their food plans
as its current practice already demonstrates it is doing
very well. People are worried about the issue of cost.
As explained to me, the real food safety risk with fish
comes not so much when it is caught but when it is
processed. The risk of contamination occurs
post-harvest handling when you actually gut the fish or
puncture the skin. This is where we come to one of the
discrepancies in the bill. The Southern Shark and
Gillnet Fishermens Association says that under federal
law, which its members work under, the heading and
gutting of shark is not considered processing under
commonwealth regulations yet it is referred to in the
discussion paper as processing. It contradicts the rules
they currently work under. We need to be very careful
that we do not send mixed messages or add cost to
industry in implementing the legislation.
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Is it equitable to impose the same food safety cost on
the catching sector compared with some of the more
high-risk sectors of the industry — for example, a
retailer who is handling and storing fish with the
potential for contamination, fish substitution, refreezing
or ignoring use-by-dates? Clearly we do not believe so.
The industry wants to ensure that the level of payment
equals the level of risk. The catching sector strongly
argues this issue and we support them in that argument.
It is all about equity — a concept that the other side of
the house lays claim to territorially as a party of equity
for everyone, so let us make sure that in implementing
the legislation we have equity for the wild-catch
fishermen who have a low risk compared with those
who have a high risk.
The Minister for Agriculture spoke about the value of
the industry in the second-reading speech. He said:
… with an estimated value of $140 million for landed state
catch and aquaculture. In addition, approximately
$250 million worth of seafood is imported into Victoria each
year.

We need to make sure the importers, that side of the
industry, pay an equitable share of the cost of running
Primesafe into the future. Several sectors of the Victorian
fishing industry expressed some concerns to us about the
quality of imported fish compared with fish caught in
Victoria. They say that in some circumstances the
product does not meet what the label says it is. They say
there are some substitution issues — —
Dr Napthine — Barramundi!
Mr WALSH — I have not said it! They often say
that the fish does not match what is on the label and is
often past its use-by-date. That breeds customer
dissatisfaction with retail fish, which often comes from
imported product and not so much from Victorian
product. Primesafe needs to identify all the players in
the chain so it can license them. The industry is very
diverse, ranging from the person who pulls up outside
the local hotel on a Friday night and sells fish, to the
shark boat that operates out of Bass Strait, to the
aquaculture ponds in Alexandra in north-east Victoria.
There is an unknown number of those retailers who pull
up outside the local hotel on a Friday night to sell fish. I
do not believe local government necessarily has them
all in their net, so it is up to Primesafe to identify all
those players in the industry who sell fish.
It gets very complicated, particularly in country
Victoria where a lot of fish and chip shops act as
wholesalers. They sell a large quantity of fresh product
to clubs, restaurants and pubs. They also will need to be
brought into the system. We have the dilemma of what
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is a fish and chip shop and a fish wholesaler or retailer.
There is significant work for Primesafe and local
government to make sure they get everyone in the net
so the cost is spread across the whole industry.
Another concern raised with us is the duplication in
paying twice. The shark fin fishermen said that many of
them work under the Australian Quarantine and
Inspection Service registration and pay fees to AQIS
for delivering product to Victorian consumers. They
will still need to be licensed under the Primesafe rules,
which is a concern, because it means duplication and
extra cost. I also understand the commonwealth
licensed boats sell their product into Victoria to those
who hold the commonwealth fish receivers permit, so
there is another cost built in there. We need to make
sure there is not duplication and added costs for the
industry. As I said in my opening remarks, we all
support a good food safety regime in Victoria, but we
need to make sure it is simple, cost-effective and
delivers a good and fair outcome.
In the red meat industry, in the abattoirs that are
licensed with AQIS and supply the domestic market,
there is an accommodation made between the Victorian
Meat Authority and AQIS to make sure they minimise
some of those costs. I want an assurance from the
minister that that will flow through to the fish sector so
we make sure we keep it as competitive as we can.
I can speak with some personal experience about some
of the other agricultural industries, especially the
duplication in the quality assurance programs, the
accreditation charges and the extra audit costs and the
confusion that creates in the fresh fruit industry, with
some people having an ISO 14 000, some an ISO 9000
level and some an SQF 2000. Then those who supply
Woolworths require a Woolworths specific
accreditation program, those who supply Safeway have
to have one and those who supply McDonalds have a
different one. They all have a different audit standard,
so we need to make sure that we keep this as simple
and as cost effective as possible.
That leads me to the next issue. In reading the bill I was
concerned that fresh fish businesses in Victoria will pay
a registration fee to Primesafe to be set up, another fee
for the audit and another fee if they want to receive a
copy of the audit. If they are unfortunate enough to be
in the situation of having a product taken away for
testing and they want the result of the test they would
have to pay to get the results of the test back again. In
the minister’s response to the queries we have raised in
our briefing, currently that does not apply in the red
meat industry — people do not have to pay to get back
the results of testing. The minister has said that it may
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be included in the red meat industry. I suggest it would
be better that if the industry has paid for the set-up and
the running costs of the authority and has some product
taken for testing, then as the customer or owner of the
authority they should have access to the results of the
testing without paying a fee.

afternoon. As we have heard, the bill recognises the
need to protect the seafood industry in Victoria. This
state has a valuable seafood industry. We have heard
that rock lobsters, abalone, fin fish and the other ranges
of fish sold in Victoria are very important to the state’s
economy.

On the issue of duplication, clause 8 of the bill says the
legislation does not apply to a seafood business if there
is an authority in force that corresponds to a seafood
safety licence under a corresponding law of the
commonwealth or another state or territory of the
commonwealth. This is similar to the issue I raised
earlier about the duplication with AQIS. I ask the
minister to come back with some explanation of how
that provision will work and how we could simplify the
system, keep it simple and save the industry some of
the costs.

It is important for two reasons to have legislation such
as this: first, to have consistency within the industry and
to protect public health, and second, to protect the
industry itself. We know that if there is an outbreak of
some kind that affects part of the seafood industry —
perhaps due to one particular player not being as
vigilant as it should be — that will have repercussions
across the whole industry, and we want to ensure that
that does not happen. We know, for example, as the
member for Swan Hill mentioned, that when there was
concern in the meat industry about Garibaldi salami
some years ago it reflected right across that section of
the meat industry.

One of the last things I would like to touch on is the
issue of the appointment of the board of Primesafe. In
the second-reading speech the minister speaks highly of
the current chairman of the Victorian Meat Authority
and the good job he has done. Members of the National
Party share the minister’s view of the current chairman
of the VMA. We have concerns about the future, with
the chairman actually being on the selection panel for
the new board. The reasoning behind this, as it was
explained to us, is that it in some ways reflects the
private sector model, where the chairman is quite often
involved in the selection panel for board members of a
public company.
Where I think the argument falls down is that in a
public company the chairman and the directors all face
the shareholders annually, whereas in this instance there
is only one shareholder, the government of the day. I
think it would be very good if we could set up a
selection process that means we do not end up with the
possible issue of the chairman having undue influence
over the future composition of his board. We all know
that board members and the chairman can have
opposing or differing views at various times — I think
it is healthy in any organisation that debate take place in
the boardroom — but I do not think having board
members of Primesafe being reliant on the chairman of
the board for their incumbency into the future is a good
model for the minister to bring into this bill. We would
like to see that changed so that there is a selection
process independent of the chairman or other board
members.
Mr HOWARD (Ballarat East) — I am pleased to
speak in support of the Seafood Safety Bill, and I am
pleased to see that both of the opposition parties are
also supporting the bill we have been discussing this

In New South Wales in 1996–97 there was a very
serious situation in the Wallis Lakes with oysters being
contaminated, which resulted in some 400 cases of
hepatitis A across the New South Wales community.
There was one death. That very serious case had serious
ramifications for the industry both within New South
Wales and more broadly. We need to ensure that that
kind of thing does not happen again, so when we are
talking about concerns about the costs this system may
impose on the industry we need to weigh that against
the costs of what may happen to the industry if it is not
protected by sound guidelines.
We know that at the moment these guidelines apply in
the red meat and poultry industries and that they are
controlled under the Victorian Meat Authority. Under
this bill the responsibilities of the authority will be
extended to include overseeing the Seafood Safety Act.
As we have heard, the authority’s new name will be
Primesafe, and the membership of the board will be
extended to take into account expertise in the seafood
area.
This is clearly a very important bill to ensure that the
seafood industry is regulated in the same way that other
parts of the meat industry have been regulated both to
ensure public health and to ensure that the industry is
consistently monitored and that those who are doing the
right thing are not put at risk by some members of the
industry who may not be as vigilant in their safety
procedures.
What will Primesafe do under the bill? Primesafe will
be responsible for issuing the licences to all of the
handlers along the seafood chain. It will also set the
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licence fees. We have heard some discussion about
what these licence fees may be, and we will talk about
those. We know they have not been set at the moment.
We know that a consultative group has been established
that will work out the fairest way to set these fees. The
government is not rushing into setting the fees itself. As
with every aspect of this legislation, we have consulted
very widely with the industry. We have industry
support in bringing forward this legislation, and the
industry has agreed on a procedure by which we can set
the licence fees.
I will talk a little bit more about that later, but the other
things that Primesafe will be responsible for include
requiring seafood businesses to have appropriate
seafood safety programs, which Primesafe will monitor.
It will set codes of practice that will be tailored to the
needs of the seafood industry in general and the sectors
of the industry in particular.
Following on from that, it is important that Primesafe
will have the authority to cancel or suspend licences
where appropriate practices are not being followed or to
place conditions on those licences where there are
clearly grounds for concern over the way
licence-holders are practising their activities.
As I have said earlier on, this bill has come forward
after considerable consultation with the key peak bodies
of the industry — Seafood Industry Victoria, the
Victorian Aquaculture Council, the Fisheries
Co-management Council — as well as representatives
of seafood bodies in every sector of the chain, from the
sea to wholesalers, processors and retailers.
Representatives right along the chain have had input
into this concept and are all generally supportive of it.
We have set staged compliance conditions, which
means that not all the operators will have to be
registered all at once, because the licences will come
into play over the next year. It is expected that in July
this year the seafood businesses currently registered
with local councils will be the first to transfer to
Primesafe and that the wild-catch and aquaculture
businesses will not be required to be licensed for food
safety purposes until 1 July 2004. That will give them
time to develop their compliance strategies under the
seafood safety legislation and also give Primesafe time
to work through with those sectors the means by which
they should comply and the issues that they will need to
look at in doing so.
One of the other important aspects of this bill is that we
are trying to ensure that we will not be duplicating
processes that are already taking place. The members
for Swan Hill and South-West Coast have also
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recognised this issue, so we know that, for example,
Primesafe will be working with the Australian
Quarantine and Inspection Service to ensure that we
can simplify the processes by which rock lobsters and
any other seafood are exported. If fish that is coming
from interstate is subject to a safety audit under that
state’s legislation, we will be able to recognise that too.
This is sound and practical legislation. We will be
working with the industry to ensure that it is fair and
that it is simple to follow through on. I think the
industry will be much the better for this particular
legislation having been brought forward, so it is without
any hesitation that I support it.
We will find that if we did not bring this bill forward,
severe costs could be imposed on the industry if
something were to go wrong. This bill will help the
industry to be proactive in that regard and will ensure
that all those who sell seafood within the state of
Victoria are compliant with the safety regulations and
are playing the game safely in seeking the overall
success of this very important industry. I am very
pleased to support this bill.
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — I rise to have some
input into the debate on the Seafood Safety Bill and to
indicate once again that the Liberal Party does not
oppose the legislation, which brings the seafood
industry under the Victorian Meat Authority, which is
to be renamed Primesafe, which, according to the
second-reading speech, will better reflect the scope of
its operations. I am not sure where the name Primesafe
came from and how it is deemed to better reflect the
operations of the Victorian Meat Authority.
Nevertheless, it is a name that we are stuck with and a
name we are going to have to live with.
There is no doubt that in coming to Parliament you start
to gain a real understanding of the impact legislators
can have on various industries, and I believe no
industry has been more affected in that regard than the
fishing industry, certainly since my time in this
Parliament. First of all, it experienced the fairly
horrendous process of quotas, where a lot of its
members were caught with licences that had not been
utilised through the period, whereby their quotas were
defined.
The industry then went through the establishment of the
marine national parks, which once again caused an
awful amount of anxiety, not just for the fishing
industry itself but also for the community that relied
heavily on the industry. It was very interesting to note
in looking at the process and at the report into marine
national parks that no real social impact study had taken
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place on the upheaval in the industry and how it would
be affected by the implementation of the marine
national parks legislation. However, the Liberal Party
supported the process of establishing marine national
parks right through. The Liberal Party was in fact the
party responsible for bringing on the marine national
parks legislation by putting in place the Environment
Conservation Council process. So it is no wonder that
the fishing industry is starting to get a bit gun shy of the
Victorian Parliament, given that time and again we
continually come forward with additional legislation
that has an impact on its business.
Having worked in the quality assurance area, and in
particular having worked with food processors, I can
understand the need to bring the seafood industry under
an authority to protect it, in the same way in which the
red meat industry and the chicken meat industry have
enjoyed the protection of an authority that monitors
them and assists them with safe handling, storage and
packaging processes. Although in Victoria we have not
had a major food scare with seafood of the sort we have
had with other types of food, it is perhaps better that we
err on the side of caution and bring the seafood industry
under this particular banner.
The seafood industry is very important to me and very
important to my electorate of Polwarth. A number of
fishing businesses operate right along the coast from
Anglesea to Port Campbell, including Lorne and
Apollo Bay. We have inland eel fishermen, and we also
have fishermen who sell their catches of carp to the pet
food industry and for bait, so my electors and I are very
interested in this legislation and the impact it may have
on those fishermen. Looking at the technical aspects of
the legislation and at the safety of the fishing industry
and the safety of consumers, it is quite alarming to see
that the Labor government has forgotten one very
important aspect of the industry, and that is the people
who work in it in their own right.
There are a number of fishermen in the town of
Lorne — Gary Norton, Mr Stewart and Stephen
Love — who have for a very long period of time
operated their fishing vessels off the Lorne pier. It has
been over a month since a notice was placed on the
crane on the Lorne pier saying that the crane was not to
be used and that their businesses were to be shut down.
I have raised the issue on the adjournment debate with
the minister. I have written to the minister and asked
that some action be taken urgently. I have spoken to the
foreshore committee at Lorne with regard to this matter.
I know very well that the fishermen, particularly
Mr Norton who had to arrange other means to get his
gear out of the sea, has been in touch with the
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minister’s department. He is now seeking legal advice
as to his position. The fishermen at Lorne believe they
will be totally ignored and squeezed out of business,
that their operations there will no longer exist. As I said
earlier, as much as this particular legislation deals with
the issue of technicalities and food safety, it certainly
forgets about the people in the industry as well as the
impacts of those types of actions on towns such as
Lorne and on the people along the coast who rely
heavily on a great deal of their catch from the Lorne
pier.
Many members of this place would not be aware that
the drought has had an enormous impact on eel
fishermen in the Polwarth electorate. I know they also
are seeking some support from the government at this
time because, frankly, a number of the lakes that they
fish from have record low water levels. They rely very
heavily on good rains to flush the eels down from the
upper catchments. That has not happened and, as a
result, their industry is suffering significantly. This is
not a technical issue but one of people who have been
impacted by the drought or dry conditions, and they
seem to have been forgotten or left behind by the
government.
Issues of quality assurance in relation to food, food
handling, traceability, identification and identifying
points of contamination are with us; they are here to
stay and they are not going to leave. All industries and
all food processors — that is, people handling food —
are going to have to get used to the idea that clients,
major customers and overseas customers want to know
the history of the food product they are going to
consume.
We are now seeing processes in place with our overseas
markets demanding not just traceability or product
identification but also what has happened to the
particular product they are purchasing, what types of
chemicals have been used and where exactly the
product came from. We will continue to go down that
path. Our Asian markets are particularly keen to see
that our cure-aid processes are right. It only takes one
bad incident in relation to food to damage a market
right across the state of Victoria.
That is why I principally support the legislation. I do
not oppose the bill, but I have some difficulties with the
vagueness about some of the issues raised. One that I
will raise is where the bill mentions licensing fees. It
signals a fee of $200 for a landed catch valued at less
than $40 000. The matter I raise concerns ongoing fees.
The second-reading speech also refers to the cost of
running the seafood industry component of Primesafe
as being in the order of $500 000 or $550 000. As we
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know with the red meat industry and the chicken
industry, there are also inspection and auditing
processes. I do not see that that has been picked up
anywhere within the legislation. The fee structure
appears to be very vague. Audits in their own right are
very costly processes. As other members have
indicated, I am concerned that the fishermen, although
at the first point of contact within the chain, may be
asked to wear the majority of costs whereas in actual
fact the point of contamination could be somewhere
down that chain.
The other issue I raise which has not been picked up in
the debate concerns the qualifications of auditors who,
no doubt, will be moving from red meat to chicken
meat to seafood plants perhaps all in one day. There are
matters in relation to cross-contamination and how well
they will be trained, what their backgrounds are and
what areas of expertise they have in the seafood
industry and whether they have the required
understanding, knowledge and background of the
industry to carry out their work in such a manner that
they are actually working with the industry rather than
trying to penalise it through minor non-conformances
they find on their way through the process.
On the issue of compensation, seized seafood is not
covered under the legislation — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.
Mr TREZISE (Geelong) — I am pleased to be
speaking in support of the Seafood Safety Bill. I do so
in full appreciation of the importance of the seafood
industry not only to the state of Victoria, but also
including the economic wellbeing of my electorate of
Geelong and the surrounding greater Geelong area. The
seafood industry is one of the oldest industries in the
Geelong region. Many migrants came to Geelong after
World War 11, many of whom took up the profession
of fishing.
The names in my electorates that immediately come to
mind are the Katos and the Mantzaris families. All are
renowned fishermen and seafood processors within the
region. Both families are major contributors to the
Geelong economy and employ dozens of people in the
industry on their boats and within their processing
factories. I must say their product is first class, and I can
assure the house of its high quality as I have personally
sampled their wares on many occasions.
In the Geelong region it is not only the Mantzaris and
Katos families that contribute to the fishing industry
because there are dozens of professional fishermen
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along the coast, as the member for Polwarth has alluded
to, and also the fishing cooperatives at Queenscliff and
Lorne. As I said, the seafood industry is an important
cog in both the Victorian and Geelong economies.
Although the wild-catch industry has traditionally
dominated the local industry in the Geelong region we
have also seen the growth of aquaculture over the last
couple of years with mussel farming on the Bellarine
Peninsula. I note the member for South-West Coast
earlier mentioned that there are more than
100 aquaculture businesses growing in the state of
Victoria.
It is estimated that about $140 million worth of seafood
is extracted from our waters on an annual basis. With
much of that being consumed within our hospitality
industry and, of course, by Victorian families it is
absolutely essential that the food quality and safety is
paramount and a significant priority, hence the
importance of the bill.
Food safety and quality is not only important for the
ongoing growth of this industry, but it is also important
to ensure the health and wellbeing of consumers of the
product. Most members will be able to recount food
poisoning incidents, either personally or from accounts
of the number of outbreaks we have seen over a
number of years. I can assure the house from personal
experience that one rotten oyster can make you pretty
crook for a number of days. My experience was mild
compared to some of the severe illnesses or even deaths
suffered over the last couple of years. I recall an
instance in New South Wales only a couple of years
ago when a person died, and the honourable member
for Ballarat East alluded to that earlier.
In this day and age of excellent refrigeration it is fair to
say we have much knowledge of food preparation and
its delivery and preparation, and the vast majority of
food poisonings we have experienced should have been
avoided. This bill takes us as a community another step
forward in ensuring the health and safety of the seafood
industry.
As with all Bracks government legislation, this
legislation is a product of consultation with
stakeholders within the industry. It is through that
consultation that the basic objective of this bill was
developed, that being the development of the new
system of managing food safety in the seafood industry.
It is important to note that the new system has been
developed not only by government sources, but
importantly with input from experienced personnel in
the industry — people who have had years of
experience and knowledge, who are directly affected
and who will work within the new system.
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The new system as developed by the seafood safety
management working group will operate under the
auspice and regulation of the Victorian Meat Authority,
now to be known as Primesafe. That is a body that has
had many years of regulatory experience in the red
meat and chicken industries. In complying with the new
system the seafood industry will be managed by the
VMA, or Primesafe as it is to be known, in the same
way that both the red meat and chicken industries have
been regulated.
As we have heard, the bill requires that fishing and fish
farming businesses be licensed by a regulatory body.
However, businesses supplying cooked seafood to the
hospitality industry or retail outlets will continue to
operate under the Food Act, which is overseen by local
government. Importantly, the bill also requires the class
of seafood businesses to establish an operating seafood
safety program, and such programs and businesses will
be audited by Primesafe.
The costs of implementing the system have been
alluded to, discussed and debated over the course of this
bill’s introduction. When it comes to the cost of
implementing this system, from the experience of New
South Wales we saw that industry and individual
businesses cannot afford not to implement a food safety
system. Without such a regime the industry and
individuals leave themselves well and truly open from a
legal point of view.
From the outset this is an important bill. As I said, it is
about ensuring that our seafood industry continues to
grow and that consumers can be confident in
purchasing their seafood. Both factors are important to
our economy; I support the bill.
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — I will make a
brief contribution on the Seafood Safety Bill. This bill
brings the seafood industry into line in its marketing
and food safety with the other meat and chicken
industries. I refer to an earlier interjection from the
honourable member for South-West Coast. As someone
who has had a long history in the seafood industry and
is one of the few people in this place who has been to
college to study seafood safety and fisheries
management and so on — —
Dr Napthine — Did you pass?
Mr INGRAM — Of course I passed! I obviously
have some knowledge of seafood safety and food
handling in relation to fish. One of the things that has
been a problem through the years is how we manage
seafood products between the commercial catch and the
marketplace and on to the consumer. How we
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guarantee the quality of the product has been an issue
for a long while. Of particular concern have been some
of the roadside sellers who sell out of the back of a
truck. This bill will bring them into line.
The member for South-West Coast was indicating a
pecuniary interest as a holder of an abalone licence.
That industry, as the member should know, is totally an
export industry, and it already operates to some of the
highest seafood safety standards. That is certainly so
with the abalone cooperative at Mallacoota. It does a
great job in exporting. It has to meet the Australian
Quarantine Inspection Service requirements. That is
obviously a very good system, and it produces very
good product.
The bill deals with how the fish catch is managed.
When I first got involved in the fishing industry we
used ice for bulk fish, and that was a reasonably good
way of keeping the fish fresh to get them to the market.
In recent years we have gone from ice to using brine —
that is, refrigerated sea water, which keeps fish colder
for longer. But it is really about how you get the
process right from the time people catch it, considering
that fish can be kept for seven days or so in a boat, then
it goes to market and to a processor and then to the
consumer at the end. It is an extremely important part
of the management of the industry. The Seafood Safety
Bill brings the fishing industry into line with other meat
producers.
Some concerns have been raised about the makeup of
the board that will be looking after it and how that will
be managed, considering that it will potentially reduce
the board representation from both the poultry and red
meat industries. That has been raised through my
office, not directly, because I think there is not a lot of
understanding about it. Nonetheless, that is one concern
that was raised.
Most importantly in the interests of the consumer, the
fishermen who are actually catching the fish want it to
be in the best possible condition right through the chain
until it reaches the consumers. If we can give the
consumers more confidence that the product is arriving
on their doorstep in the best possible condition, that is
in the best interests of the industry as a whole.
The sale of live fish, which is obviously going to
become more prevalent with aquaculture and other such
industries, is mentioned in the bill but it does not come
under the requirements for the sale of meat.
Overall I think it is a good step to bring the seafood
industry into line with the other meat sales industries,
and it gives greater protection for the consumer.
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However, we also need to recognise that there are
potential problems for the future if the system is not
implemented properly and with consideration of how
we deal with possible future challenges in relation to
the structure of the board and how current
representation is transferred. I support the bill.
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — On behalf of the Minister for
Agriculture I want to thank the members for
South-West Coast, Swan Hill, Ballarat East, Polwarth,
Geelong and Gippsland East for their contributions to
the debate. I now commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! Is leave of the house granted to proceed
forthwith to the third reading?
Dr Napthine — No.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! The question is that the bill be committed and
that I do now leave the chair.
Committed.

Committee
Clause 1

Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I wish to
express to the committee my disappointment that the
minister himself was not here to respond to the
second-reading debate. There were a number of issues
raised with this legislation on which answers or
comments were sought from the minister and the
minister did not see fit to respond to them. So I felt it
was appropriate that we go into committee to seek
responses from the minister or the minister at the table,
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, on
these very important issues. There is general agreement
that seafood safety is an important issue. A number of
issues were raised by both the National Party and the
Liberal opposition about administration and some
details of this bill. I think we should seek to do that.
A number of concerns were raised about the Victorian
Meat Authority being renamed Primesafe, which is
outlined in clause 1. A number of people expressed the
view that Primesafe is an inappropriate name. In fact I
think it sounds more like a company selling retirement
villages rather than an authority that is protecting
seafood safety, chicken meat safety and red meat
safety. I ask the minister to advise the committee of the
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process by which Primesafe was chosen, who was
consulted, what the other alternatives were, and why
Primesafe was thereby selected as the new name for the
Victorian Meat Authority under this legislation.
The ACTING CHAIR (Mr Thompson) — Order!
Will the minister at the table respond to the issues
raised?
The question is that clause 1 be agreed to.
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — It is an
absolute disgrace that the Minister for Agriculture, who
is responsible for this legislation, did not have the
decency to come into the chamber to respond to the
second-reading debate. This has not been a long debate;
it has been a very short debate with only about five
speakers. The minister has an obligation to listen to the
debate and respond to the issues raised. Now we have
gone into committee on the bill seeking comments and
reassurances on a number of issues, and the minister
does not have the decency to be here, and the minister
who is at the table is simply refusing to participate. This
is a government that is arrogant, out of control and not
responding to genuine concerns of members of
Parliament, the fishing industry and the community
which are vitally interested in a number of aspects of
the bill. I think it is the absolute height of arrogance for
this government to simply not participate in this
committee stage.
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — It is quite obvious that the
member for South-West Coast is simply using the
committee stage to reiterate points that he made during
the course of the second-reading debate. Since he has
no specific amendments that he wishes to make to this
bill, he is simply using this as an opportunity to make
political points — points he has already made in his
second-reading contribution. For that reason the
government has no intention to participate in this
charade.
Mr WALSH (Swan Hill) — I take exception to that
comment. We all came here in good faith, went through
the scrutiny process with this legislation, and raised
some valid concerns that constituents across Victoria
had raised with us. We deserve the decency of a
response from the minister who is responsible for the
bill. The attitude of the minister at the table, the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, is
appalling. The people of Victoria deserve better from
the Parliament of Victoria.
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — Firstly, ditto with respect to
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my previous comments. I also make the point that it
was frequently the practice of our predecessors to
also — —
Dr Napthine — Never!
Mr HAERMEYER — No, that is absolute rubbish!
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HAERMEYER — That is absolute rubbish!
This is purely political street theatre. For that reason the
government has no intention of participating in the
charade.
Clause agreed to.
Clause 2

Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I am
extremely disappointed that the government has taken
this approach to not participate in the committee stage.
The committee stage of any legislation is a valuable
opportunity for members to raise genuine concerns. It is
particularly valuable when those concerns have been
raised in the second-reading debate and have not been
responded to. On clause 2 with regard to the
commencement of the legislation I seek an explanation
from the minister of why sections will be proclaimed in
different time frames as set out in the clause.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for Gaming) —
Like what has been said by the previous minister at the
table, no amendments are being moved by the opposition
or the National Party on this matter. When we go into
committee it is the normal process that we debate
amendments that have been pursued — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS — We go into debating
amendments. That is the courtesy that is normally
given. This is extremely unusual, and certainly in my
time since 1992 under the previous government there
would never have been even this opportunity to be
involved. It is a charade. Whatever the opposition
wants to do in terms of wasting the Parliament and
members’ time, that is fine, but I do not see why we
should participate and prolong it.
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — The
committee stage is part of the parliamentary procedure;
it is a very valuable part of the parliamentary debate. It
gives members the opportunity to examine issues
clause by clause and raise concerns about the
interpretation of and the meaning of the clauses. The
responses from the minister are valuable not only in
giving information to members, to concerned citizens
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of Victoria, and to industry, but particularly also in
providing guidance to the courts in the interpretation of
these matters. It is the absolute height of arrogance and
of a lack of understanding of parliamentary procedures
that this minister and this government can simply refuse
to participate in what is a legitimate and rightful part of
the parliamentary procedure, which is the committee
stage of any bill.
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — As has been
highlighted by many speakers this afternoon, this is a
very important bill, particularly for us in country
Victoria. I heard many people speak about the fact that
it services restaurants and the like. Many questions
were asked by the member for Swan Hill and the
member for South-West Coast about the bill. I used to
work with the Victorian Meat Authority years ago. It
had an important function and played an important role
in the red meat industry and chicken meat industry.
There is a lot of work to be done on its credibility in
relation to the seafood industry.
I was a member of the all-party Environment and
Natural Resources Committee which looked at fisheries
management across Victoria. At that stage there was
grave concern about the way the government was
handling the seafood industry.
A very important question has been raised in the debate
this afternoon, yet as the member for South-West Coast
has highlighted the minister is not even here to respond.
One of the big concerns is that if we do not handle this
properly we will see the industry move interstate to
South Australia, to Tasmania or around to the New
South Wales coast. If the operators can they will bring
their ships into Victorian waters, fish the area and take
their catches elsewhere. The economic impact will be
felt in those areas, and it will mean a loss to country
Victoria.
I agree with the member for South-West Coast that it is
disappointing that the responsible minister is not here to
finish off the debate and, importantly, to answer
questions and comment on the matters that were
brought up in the debate.
Clause agreed to.
Clause 3

Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I have a
number of issues I would like to raise with the minister
and seek his response on. The definitions clause defines
the role of the chief executive of the Primesafe
authority. Mr Brian Casey is currently the chief
executive of the Victorian Meat Authority. I seek
advice as to whether it is the minister’s intention to
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reappoint Mr Casey or whether the position will be
advertised. What is the future of the chief executive
officer?
I also seek advice on why the minister and the
government chose not to define shellfish as seafood.
The term ‘shellfish’ is used throughout the bill, and
clause 4 in particular refers to live shellfish, yet it is not
included in the definition of seafood, which I think does
not use plain English definitions. I am advised by the
department that mussels and oysters, which I would
normally describe as shellfish, are described in this
definition as ‘any other aquatic invertebrate animal’. I
do not think that is a plain English definition of mussels
and oysters and the like, and I wonder why that
definition was chosen. Is there a reason for our drifting
away from common English usage?
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Gaming) — The member referred to clause 3, which
contains a series of definitions and is quite easy to
understand. The member sought additional information
about the future appointment of current staff. That is
not about the nature of the bill. The clause is about
definitions, including the definition of ‘seafood’, and
the issues he raised are explained in the bill.
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — One question I was
going to ask relates to the definition of ‘authorised
officer’. The clause states that:
… “authorised officer” means any person authorised as
an inspector under section 70(1) of the Meat Industry
Act 1993;

My question — and it is very important in
understanding the operations of the seafood industry as
against the operations of the red meat industry and the
chicken meat industry — is whether these people will
be multiskilled and do jobs in both the seafood industry
and the red meat industry or will they be specialised
people working in particular sections of the industry
under Primesafe?
Clause agreed to.
Clause 4

Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I
particularly refer to clause 4(4), which states:
For the purposes of this Act, the handling of seafood
does not include —
(a) the maintaining or otherwise handling of fin-fish
live for later processing; or
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(b) the maintaining or otherwise handling of live
seafood intended for sale for the purpose of
growing on.

I ask the minister what the situation is regarding live
crayfish that are caught and handled for export. Do they
come under the ambit of this bill? They fit into neither
paragraph (a) or paragraph (b), which describe those
that are exempt, so it would seem that live crayfish
intended for export may not be covered by this bill,
given that they are not intended for human consumption
within Victoria.
I ask the minister to clarify whether the people involved
in catching and exporting live crayfish, particularly in
South-West Coast, will be caught by this bill?
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Gaming) — Page 2 of the explanatory memorandum to
the bill describes what clause 4 is all about. I thank the
member for his question, but there are 89 more clauses
and we will continue to go this same way. I am sure
everyone appreciates that.
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I do not
intend to go through every clause, but some clauses
raise specific questions — and this is an important
question. The export of live crayfish is a major part of
the industry, and these fishermen and exporters, who
are licensed by the Australian Quarantine and
Inspection Service, are concerned to know whether they
will be caught up in a double jeopardy — being
licensed by AQIS and being licensed and having to
develop seafood safety plans under this legislation,
simply because they are not covered by the exemptions
in clause 4(4). I seek clarification: are they in, or are
they out?
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Gaming) — The member is asking the chamber to go
through a process he has already gone through.
Opposition members have had heaps of opportunities to
ask questions. They have been briefed on the bill. They
might not be satisfied with the answers they received,
but nonetheless they have been given answers. They are
now trying to have two bites of the cherry in unusual
circumstances.
The reality is that many of us have been in this place for
a long time. Certainly from my memory we have not
gone through this process in 13 years. We have done
silly things as members of Parliament to filibuster,
waste time and do some positioning, but we certainly
have not done anything as silly as this.
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I am
absolutely — —
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The ACTING CHAIR (Mr Thompson) — Order!
As the honourable member for South-West Coast has
already spoken twice, he does not have the option of
speaking further.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — It is open to
the government, which controls the numbers in this
chamber, to bring a committee stage to its end until
another time. The fact that the government has lost
control of the chamber is its problem, and if we do not
have in the chamber a minister who is competent to
answer questions from the opposition, it is open to the
government at any point in time in the committee stage
to bring in the competent minister, the relevant
minister, to answer questions.
Surely it is a measure of the Westminster system that
the government has a responsibility to answer questions
that are put to it when we go into a committee stage.
The fact that the Government Whip has not been able to
find the relevant minister, who has not been able to get
the diktat from the Leader of the House on his side as to
what should happen now, is clearly another example of
this arrogant government not being able to manage the
business of the house.
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — The minister has the
opportunity to consult with the advisers who are in the
house but has chosen not to. Clearly the government is
not capable of answering these questions, but it should
at least be consulting the advisers who are here to assist
with the answers.
Clause agreed to; clauses 5 to 7 agreed to.
Clause 8

Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I ask the
minister — with some degree of trepidation, given his
reluctance or inability to answer anything or even to
seek advice about answers — a question in regard to
clause 8. The issue relates to people who are involved
with fishing in commonwealth waters, people who are
fishing in Tasmanian waters or South Australian waters
and people who have Victorian licences to fish
Victorian waters but land their catch interstate — for
example, the rock lobster fishermen who are based in
Port MacDonnell in South Australia.
The bill says that the act does not apply to those
businesses if there is a corresponding law of the
commonwealth or another state or territory. The issue
we raise is with respect to, say, South Australia or some
other jurisdiction where there are no similar or
corresponding laws. How does the situation relate to
Victorian crayfish licence-holders that operate out of
Port MacDonnell, catch their fish in Victorian waters
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but land them in South Australia when there is no
corresponding commonwealth or state or territory law?
Are they caught by the ambit of this legislation?
And what is the situation with respect to trawlers that
are registered in Tasmania, trawl deep near the southern
border of Tasmania in commonwealth waters and wish
to land their catch in Victoria but do not operate out of
a state that has a similar or corresponding law as
required under clause 8(1)? How will this legislation
apply to them? Will the situation be that they have to
have a licence and meet all the provisions of this
legislation to land their fish in Victoria? And will that
mean that those vessels are more likely to land their fish
in Eden in New South Wales or in South Australian
ports rather than having to comply with this act?
This will have a significant impact on the operation of
both our trawl fisheries and our local fisheries and how
we operate the whole south-east Australian seafood
industry and seafood market. It is very important that
the industry get clarification on this issue from the
minister. We sought clarification at the briefings, but
the responses were certainly not clear. That is why we
are seeking such a clarification in the Parliament, in the
people’s chamber.
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — In relation to this
clause I would like to say that in the red meat industry
all vehicles transporting meat have to be licensed as
meat transport vehicles. I was not able to get to the
briefing, and I was not sure whether I would have the
time to raise this in debate this afternoon. Do transport
vehicles carrying seafood — not only the seafood
caught in Victoria but also the seafood that comes in
from interstate and covered by this legislation — also
have to be licensed under this act? I wonder whether
the minister would also respond to this.
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — The Minister for
Gaming is declining to even respond on behalf of the
government. This is extraordinary.
Clause agreed to; clause 9 agreed to.
Clause 10

Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — Again this was the
opportunity missed in debate, but I was going to ask the
question. Clause 10 deals with exemptions for certain
people and certain groups from holding a seafood
licence. Under the Victorian Meat Authority for red
meat industries there were three categories of licences.
It was years ago and it might have changed a bit lately,
but there was a slaughter house licence, a local abattoir
licence, or an export abattoir licence. There was no
duplication, but there was a small fee for those who had
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an export licence with the Victorian Meat Authority,
mainly to cover administrative charges.
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Mr PANDAZOPOULOS — Yes, as part of the
application process.
Dr Napthine interjected.

I am interested that clause 10 refers to exemptions for
those who are licensed under the Food Act, the Meat
Industry Act or the Dairy Act. Is there to be a cost to be
licensed to deal with seafood, even though the person
might have an exemption under the act? Those matters
need some clarification.

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS — No, the application
process requires paying a fee; that is exactly what it
states. If the member wants to debate clause 12, we will
call on clause 12.

Clause agreed to.

Clause agreed to; clause 12 agreed to.

Clause 11

Clause 13

Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — This is
becoming increasingly futile because the government
refuses to carry out its responsibility to the Parliament
and to the people of Victoria, but we will give it one
more try.

Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — During the
second-reading debate I raised with the minister the
concern of a number of people in the meat industry, the
chicken meat industry and now the seafood industry
that this authority does not have a time frame within
which it must respond to an application for a licence. It
could actually sit on a licence, causing frustration and
enormous cost to a business that is seeking to be
involved in this industry, whether it be in the wild-catch
area, aquaculture, retail and wholesale or, in the case of
the meat industry, whether it be a knackery, an abattoir
or a meat processing works.

Clause 11 refers to the fees for seafood safety licences.
During the second-reading debate a number of points
were raised about fees. The only reference to fees we
had was in the second-reading speech where the
minister said it would be expected that for a $40 000
catch a fee would not exceed $200. I can advise the
minister that a business with a $40 000 catch is not a
viable seafood business anywhere in the state, and I
would ask him to be more realistic and to respond in the
committee stage with the level of fees he expects would
apply to a family fishing business that might have a
catch of say $250 000 to $400 000. What fees are likely
to apply to a processing business, a wholesaling
business and a retailing business? These are the
fundamental issues of value for money and fairness in
this legislation.
We all agree that the legislation is right in principle. It
is the detail and particularly the costs involved that are
very important. I seek this opportunity for the minister
to get on his feet and explain to the committee and to
the people of Victoria and particularly those in the
seafood industry what are the parameters or likely fees
that will apply so that they can make judgments about it
and they can make provisions for the future in their
budgeting.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for Gaming) —
I note that clause 11 refers to an application for a seafood
licence fee. The member for South-West Coast is
referring to what the actual fee will be, which is the next
clause, clause 12, which is the enabling provision.
Clause 11(c) states that part of — —
Dr Napthine — No, it says being fixed for that
licence.

There have been stories of the Victorian Meat
Association sitting on licences, whereas later on in the
bill it is clear that if a person has a licence rejected they
have a maximum of 28 days in which to appeal against
that. But there is no time frame within which the
authority must make a decision on the licence. I seek
from the minister consideration while the bill is
between here and another place whether it would be
appropriate to put in a clause requiring the authority to
respond to any license application within a specified
time, perhaps 60 or 90 days, which would give the
authority plenty of time to examine the licence and then
make a decision so that we do not get into the terrible
situation where somebody in all good faith applies for a
licence and then has to wait for the authority. Time is
money and this waiting can cause a business to not get
off the ground or not proceed. I ask the minister to
consider that between here and another place.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Gaming) — The government is, of course, satisfied
with what we have put up, but we are happy to have
that information provided.
Clause agreed to; clauses 14 to 18 agreed to.
Clause 19

Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I make a
point about codes of practice, and I seek the minister’s
clarification of the government’s position. I note that in
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this bill the codes of practice are binding and they are
similar regulations as outlined in clause 23, yet at the
same time today another piece of legislation was
introduced in which codes of practice were guidelines. I
seek through the minister a position from the
government as to whether it intends to continue to use
codes of practice as de facto regulations or whether it
will continue to use codes of practice as guidelines.
I also seek the minister’s response to the issues raised
by the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
with regard to these codes of practice. The committee
pointed out that these codes of practice are not subject
to scrutiny by any subordinate legislation authority or
the Parliament and it sought a response from the
minister to that. I do not know that the minister has
responded, and I ask the minister to respond to the
Parliament on behalf of the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Gaming) — I am happy to talk generally. As a general
rule there are longstanding traditions in many areas
where there are codes of practice because of the
collaborative approach with industry, but rather than
create regulations that remove a bit more from the
industry, codes of practice become unenforceable. I
understand what the member is saying. It is not unusual
in many areas, but the government has obviously
decided this is the way to go after consultation.
Clause agreed to; clauses 20 to 33 agreed to.
Clause 34

Mr WALSH (Swan Hill) — Clause 34(6) states:
The owner of any seafood examined or analysed under
sub-section (5) is on payment of the prescribed fee entitled to
a certificate from the authority showing the result of the
examination or analysis.

Firstly, what will the fee be; and secondly, is it possible
to get it changed so that that fee is waived or taken out
of the bill, because the fishing industry is already
paying for the running of its sector of Primesafe? I do
not believe it is fair or equitable that it should then have
to pay for a copy of the analysis that it has already paid
the business to do.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Gaming) — I understand the member’s point when he
asks what the fee will be. Although he is a relatively
new member, he would know that fees change over
time across all of government. Invariably there is an
impost on private businesses which reflects the cost of
the government providing that service to the businesses,
and that is how fees are normally set. Irrespective of
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this bill, that is how fees are broadly set across
government. The government has obviously consulted
on the bill and feels that these clauses are the way to go.
Clause agreed to.
Clauses 35 to 93

Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I wish to
speak on clauses 35 to 93 as called by the committee. I
wish to summarise by saying how disappointed I am
that the minister was not here to respond on the
second-reading debate. I am even more disappointed —
as, I am sure, are the fishermen and the other people
involved in the fishing industry — that the minister has
been reluctant to participate and that he is not here to
address the specific issues raised in the committee
stage. I give credit to the Minister for Gaming, who at
the last minute addressed some of the issues, even
though it was clear he did not know what he was
talking about. At least he made an attempt to
participate.
Democracy and the Parliament have been belittled by
this process. The committee stage is a valuable part of
the parliamentary process, and I trust that in future the
government will take this seriously and have the
relevant minister here to deal with the committee stage
appropriately.
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — The Labor Party is
to be condemned for the dumbing-down of Parliament,
which we have again seen here. We have had the
changes to the sessional orders, and now the minister
has not turned up to respond to questions raised in the
committee stage. He has not been involved in an
important stage of the debate which has been part of the
parliamentary process for many years. Although the
Minister for Gaming is here, he is obviously not into
game fishing; otherwise he would have had a bit more
to say. I am very disappointed that the minister has not
been involved in the debate this afternoon.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Gaming) — I thank the members for their comments.
The committee stage is important, but there are other
processes to go through. Ministers provide detailed
briefings when opportunities are available. We
understand that those who seek the briefings may not be
satisfied with everything that is provided to them. It is
normal that members who are not satisfied want to keep
on asking the same questions, and the committee stage
is an opportunity to move amendments and vote against
government clauses. I put that into perspective,
knowing that it is a serious issue.
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It is also important to realise that the Minister for
Agriculture has had to go to a ministerial council
meeting. It obviously creates a problem when you have
to be at a national meeting out of the state while you
have a bill before the house. I know that the Minister
for Agriculture has consulted widely on this bill. I also
know that he conducts good briefings for those who ask
and that he provides adequate information.
I thank members for their contributions to the debate,
and I assure them that there has been extensive
consultation and that the government is satisfied with
the clauses it has put to the chamber.
Clauses agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

MAJOR EVENTS (CROWD
MANAGEMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 20 March; motion of
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Victorian Communities).

Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — The purpose
of the bill today is to promote the safety of both
participants and spectators at certain venues in major
events. Major events were a feature which characterised
the government of Victoria between 1992 to 1999. At
the outset I note that the opposition supports the
legislation, although it will draw the attention of the
house to a number of issues relating to the powers of
inspection that have been commented on by the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee and also
make a number of remarks about specific clauses of the
bill.
Between 1992 and 1999 there was in Victoria an
unprecedented level of major events to fill Melbourne’s
sporting calendar and to build Melbourne as an events
capital. Melbourne has historically been adjudged as
being one of the sports capitals of the world.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr THOMPSON — An honourable member
opposite interjects that it is the sports capital of the
universe, which is contrary to comments made in the
second-reading speech, where it is described as the
sports capital of Australia. I am pleased to note that the
minister does understand, perhaps unlike some other
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members of the government, how important Melbourne
is as an event precinct.
In 1994 it was announced that Formula One was
coming to Melbourne. It was great to see that event
being supported by the Labor Party over the past few
years, contrary to its objections about the establishment
of the Albert Park precinct as a venue. It is interesting
to compare its comments in government compared with
those remarks made and reported in Hansard during its
period in opposition. I note one major event on the
calendar that is coming up shortly is the world aerials
championships. I am of the view that this house could
be very well represented in that event by an exponent
on the government side of the house but she may be
supported by some of her parliamentary colleagues who
may not be exponents of forward somersaults but
backflips — policy backflips — where there is a wide
disparity between what was stated in opposition and
what is now being said or undertaken in government.
The sessional orders is one example; the approach to
planning issues is another example, with the
government taking a completely different position in
government to its position in opposition.
In addition to Formula One coming to Melbourne in
1994, other major events occurred. There was the visit
of the Three Tenors to Melbourne. I note a former
Labor Prime Minister regards himself as the Placido
Domingo of Australian politics; if he was in Melbourne
I wonder who would join him. It may be the honourable
member for Niddrie and perhaps the minister at the
table, who may form a suitable trio. There was the
launching of the 2006 Commonwealth Games bid for
Melbourne, undertaken by the coalition government
which was ultimately successful through the hard work
and forthright planning of the government of the day.
There was the bid for World Cup Soccer, another
initiative of the then government of the day and the
1999 world yachting titles held in my electorate of
Sandringham as a prelude to the 2000 Olympic Games
in Sydney.
It is important to understand that when a major event is
convened in a city it brings with it not just the
competitors and the officials, but the sponsors and the
patrons. It helps pinpoint Melbourne as a key city for
investment, featuring its multicultural, cosmopolitan
city base and its diverse interests in sports, which make
Melbourne the most livable city in the world. That
process of understanding can help attract investment to
Victoria and the city of Melbourne as an important
destination to visit, engage in commerce and in which
to reside. Melbourne has been adjudged by the
Population Studies Centre in New York and by other
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studies as being the most livable city in the world
alongside cities such as Seattle.
Major events are an important adjunct to the role of
Melbourne as an events capital. There were the national
athletics titles I believe for a period of some three years
leading up to the 2000 Sydney Olympics and the
President’s Cup, again held in my electorate, where an
elite team of golfers from the United States of America
took on a group of golfers from Australia and other
countries, including Japan. Some outstanding rounds
were played by golfers from Japan. There was the
Bledisloe Cup, which saw trans-Tasman tourism go
through the roof and the recently held World Masters
Games which had its genesis under the former coalition
government.
In addition to these more recent major events
Melbourne has been a sporting precinct for a number of
reasons. Melbourne has the Melbourne Cricket Ground,
one of the best stadiums in the world, the National
Tennis Centre at Melbourne Park, the Melbourne
Sports and Aquatic Centre precinct and the Phillip
Island Grand Prix circuit, just to name a few of what we
will call managed venues under the bill before the
house.
A number of provisions in the bill relate to the
surrender of prohibited items, the storage of items at
managed venues, disruptive behaviour and entry to
playing fields. I would like to make some specific
comments relating to the inspection powers defined in
the bill. The duties are defined in clause 9 and
following, but the appointment of inspectors is covered
under a different provision. In addition to people who
may hold a licence under the Private Agents Act 1966
there is a category of authorised officer who may be
empowered to act. Clause 25(1)(b) states:
the person is employed by a venue manager at the venue and
has attained 18 years of age.

Subclause (2) states:
The appointment must be in writing and must specify the
terms and conditions on which the person is appointed.

Subclause (3) states:
The Secretary may require an authorised officer appointed
under this section to undertake specified training before
exercising any powers under this Act.

The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee has
raised some concern about whether rights, freedoms
and obligations may be dependent upon insufficiently
defined administrative powers, which involves one of
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its heads of review under section 4D(a)(ii) of the
Parliamentary Committees Act. I read from its report:
The committee notes that the provision allows the Secretary
to appoint authorised officers under section 25(1)(b) with the
only qualifications that the person be employed by a venue
manager and be over 18 years old.
The committee notes that the bill gives the secretary a
discretion to appoint non-government employed officers with
inspection powers and powers to give directions (sections 9,
12 and 15). Failure to comply with a direction of an
authorised officer may render a person liable to a penalty of
up to 20 penalty units —

being $2000 in total.
The bill gives a discretion to the secretary as to whether a
person is required to undertake training before exercising any
power under the act.
The committee is concerned as to the following matters —
1.

Whether it should be mandatory for authorised officers
to have undertaken some form of appropriate and
monitored training or attained a recognised qualification
before being authorised under the act.

2.

Whether there will be sufficient safeguards relating to
monitoring or oversight and reporting of ‘authorised
officer’ activity such as will ensure that powers are
exercised in a fair and non-discriminatory manner.

There was an all-party committee review of the powers
of, among others things, entry, search, seizure and
questioning by authorised persons. In the report
published by the Victorian Parliament’s Law Reform
Committee, which was tabled during the course of
2002, there are a number of key recommendations
relating to the powers of inspectors. They received
some prominence when transport inspectors exercised
their powers of inspection and seizure to a degree that
was not necessarily consistent with the objects of the
empowering legislation and in a manner which was not
accepted by the wider community as being appropriate
or sensible.
The committee reviewed powers of inspection across
the whole raft of the government acts. If I recall
correctly over 100 acts of this Parliament have the
powers of inspection in one form or another, and it is
important that those powers be properly reviewed and
regulated and that appropriate standards be set. The
Law Reform Committee made a number of key
recommendations, not all of which are likely to be
followed through in this bill before the house. They
include recommendation 15, which says:
That agencies ensure that their enforcement philosophies or
strategies are as transparent and well publicised as possible,
preferably by means of publication and distribution by those
affected by the legislation.
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That remains to be seen.
Recommendation 16 says:
That acts clearly set out the process of authorisation of
inspectors or cross-reference to the act which does.

Recommendation 17 says:
The authorisation provisions be as specific as possible. In
particular that:
legislation not confer inspectors’ powers on a recipient
categorised merely as a member of a particular
department or organisation.
inspectors’ powers not be conferred on a particular
recipient simply because it is the most economically or
administratively advantageous option.

This is a recommendation that I trust the government
has carefully considered in empowering venue operator
employees who have merely obtained the age of 18 and
who may or may not have training to embark upon the
inspection of goods, including the bags of patrons of
major events, because it may be that they do not have
the requisite skills and or knowledge of the protocols to
be observed. One only needs to look at how transport
inspectors have exercised their powers in the past to
understand that some people might be overly vigilant
and may overstep the mark of what the community
regards as being acceptable.
A further point under recommendation 17 says that
agencies should :
… have clear and appropriate qualification requirements and
educational and training standards for their inspectors.

The bill says that the secretary of the department may
set standards, but it is not clear whether any standards
are going to be set. It is also not clear whether any
training is going to be delineated.
I will round off my previous comments by saying that it
is very important that careful thought be given to what
the appropriate training is for people who will have the
power to inspect the goods, possessions and bags of
patrons entering sporting precincts. Careful thought
should also be given to the wider supervision of venue
operator staff who have merely obtained the age of 18,
and that includes dealing with what might happen in the
event of non-compliance with a direction given by an
18-year-old person at the gate — for example, if the
prospective patron takes exception to the manner in
which the question was posed, or any other aspect
relating to the conduct of the 18-year-old venue
operator employee.
Recommendation 18 says:
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That, where non-government employees are authorised as
inspectors, strong safeguards relating to monitoring and
reporting on inspectors’ activities and access to complaints
mechanisms must be included.

If inappropriate activity does take place, the mechanism
for reporting that activity is not apparent. It may be that
at the Melbourne Cricket Ground on grand final day a
process takes place that does not accord with what is
understood to be reasonable compliance with a
direction, but the person who is entering the ground
may not have any form of redress if they wish to lodge
a complaint.
A further recommendation related to the obligation on
inspectors to have identifying numbers or names that
stand out to enable a person who wishes to make a
complaint to do so with the relevant information to
hand.
Recommendation 23 says:
That a standards unit be established within government to
ensure that training offered by agencies meets agreed
minimum standards.

I am not sure whether agreed minimum standards for
training will be established.
Recommendation 24 says:
That all acts conferring relevant powers on inspectors provide
that inspectors should not be formally authorised until they
have completed appropriate and monitored training.

As a result of the use of the word ‘may’ in clause 25, it
is not clear whether all the people who work at a venue
who have obtained the age of 18 will be required to
undertake any training before they are given that power
to inspect the bags of patrons at a sporting event.
The committee also recommended that there be a
reporting methodology that indicates the incidence of
the use of inspectors powers. That includes the number
of complaints against inspectors received and whether
they were resolved, and information on the type of
complaints received by use of case studies.
Again it may be that there are widespread breaches of
the law and instances of unreasonable conduct but no
methodology to determine whether there has been due
compliance with the standards of behaviour one might
reasonably expect from a person who fulfils that role at
a venue. It is generally considered reasonable for
venues to have systems in place which include
supervising the conduct of patrons at major events and
which serve to ensure the safety of both participants
and spectators.
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To this end there are a number of measures in the bill
which the opposition supports. There is a delineation of
the items that are to be prohibited. That gives people
advance notice of items that are considered
inappropriate to bring into a sporting event, and they
include whistles, loud hailers, laser pointers, fireworks,
flares, pyrotechnics, firearms, weapons and animals
other than guide dogs. That may have precluded a pig
with the number 4 on it being released onto a sporting
stadium a number of years ago. In the case of alcohol
the venue manager will have the discretion to decide
whether alcohol can be brought in.
There is the very important issue of unapproved entry
onto a sporting arena. The process of disrupting events
can be quite dangerous, and there have been examples
of that in international cricket, and even at the MCG
during the football finals about 20 years or so ago,
when people have moved onto the arena while a game
has been under way. It has nothing to do with the chief
reason why people attend these events, which is to
watch a sporting event, to admire the prowess of the
combatants and to support the teams or players they
have gone along to watch.
There is a series of offences for ground invasion where
the penalty can be up to $6000. There is also a range of
provisions for dealing with a repeat offender who can
be banned from a venue for a period of an event at the
discretion of a magistrate. They are sensible provisions
that the opposition essentially supports as part of its
review of this legislation.
As I noted at the commencement of my contribution,
sporting precincts in Victoria are some of the best
sporting precincts in the world. It is important that
patrons when visiting one of these precincts — whether
it is to watch the Australian Open, which is one of the
great tourist attractions for Victoria in that it attracts
close to half a million people each year to Melbourne,
whether it be part of the racing carnival, whether it be
part of grand final season or any other event that is
convened for the Victorian public — have the best
opportunity to observe the events without undue
interference by people whose object in attending on the
day may be to disrupt the event.
The opposition is pleased, subject to the qualifications I
presented to the house in light of the report of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee and the
importance of there being appropriate training for the
people who are entrusted with that responsibility, to
support the bill.
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — On behalf of the
National Party I am pleased to have the opportunity to
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speak on the Major Events (Crowd Management) Bill.
The party spokesperson is the Honourable Damian
Drum, the very honest parliamentarian from the other
chamber. We know this is a very important bill for the
events that happen very regularly in Victoria, the sports
capital of Australia. However, the bill focuses on events
held in Melbourne. It is often said that Melbourne is the
sporting capital of Australia, but we want to make sure
the whole of Victoria benefits from this type of
legislation and that events in country Victoria are also
given due recognition.
We know that the purpose of the bill is to promote
safety and enjoyment for participants at venues of
major events in Victoria. This is important for athletes,
performers and, importantly, for officials. We are
reminded of many of these types of activities that the
media love highlighting when streakers and others
invade sporting grounds. However, that can happen not
only at sporting grounds but also at arts or cultural
events.
The National Party consulted widely on the bill,
including with the Australian Football League, the
Australian Cricket Board, officials at Telstra Dome,
Racing Victoria and many others. It also contacted
representatives of many activities around Victoria
including the Wangaratta Festival of Jazz, the Winton
races, the Southern 80 ski race at Echuca and the
Mildura 100 ski race. I am pleased to say on behalf of
the National Party that we will not be opposing this
legislation.
I wish to highlight a couple of matters. A fact
highlighted on page 6 of the second-reading speech is
that the minister has the power under ministerial orders
to designate the sporting events which could be
included in this legislation. Why are other events such
as rock concerts or cultural events not included? Many
country events are also held, and I will highlight some
of those. For example, the honourable member for
Benalla, who is in the chamber, and I have been heavily
involved with Victorian country footy, which is made
up of about 85 leagues and more than 68 000
footballers.
I am also pleased to report that about 30 000 netballers
now play that sport on Saturdays. In the last couple of
years netball has had an economic impact of about
$153 million on country Victoria. Local football and
netball clubs are the glue that bonds many of our
communities together. They are an important activity in
country Victoria. The minister must not overlook the
important events that happen in country Victoria.
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As has been highlighted by the previous speaker, the
bill identifies and prohibits the possession of certain
items at venues. It talks about animals — except for
guide dogs, of course — not being allowed at sporting
events. I remind members of that amazing event at a
Sydney football match when a Sydney Swans game
was disrupted when a piglet with 14 painted on its side
was let loose on the ground.
Ms Beattie interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — It is to do with animals on
the ground. I am trying to highlight the fact that the
game was held up for some time. We do not want that
to happen because it could have other effects. I thought
it would be an interesting interlude for the house as I
looked through the legislation.
The bill prescribes that a venue manager will have the
discretion as to whether alcohol is allowed to be
brought into a venue. As we know, spectators often pay
large sums to view these events. It is important that
they be given protection so they can enjoy the
experience of being there. I have been to a few events
where a bit of lubrication from alcohol has been a
negative, and some where it was a plus.
Ms Beattie interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — I don’t drink!
I remember going to the Carlton ground to see Tim
Watson play his 300th game. We made a late decision
to go to the game.
Mr Holding — Which clause is this?
Mr DELAHUNTY — This is to do with major
events and crowd control.
Mr Howard — Just building a picture!
Mr DELAHUNTY — ‘Building a picture’ — I
thank the honourable member for Ballarat East for
helping me immensely. Venue managers will be able to
control the amount of alcohol coming into a venue. I
was at the game at the Carlton ground, standing in the
outer with my family, but every 5 minutes somebody
would charge past to go to the toilet after consuming a
bit of alcohol. I then said I would never again stand in
the outer at an AFL match.
Ms Beattie — It’s the same in the members.
Mr DELAHUNTY — I don’t mind being in the
outer, but I wanted a seat. I am not as strong as I used to
be. I did not want to be almost knocked over every time
they went past.
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The bill provides for the appointment of authorised
officers. For the benefit of the Minister for
Manufacturing and Export, I will turn to that provision.
The definition of ‘authorised officer’ in clause 3 states:
(a) a person appointed to be an authorised officer under
section 25; or
(b) a member of the police force.

I hope the government gives more support to the
authorised officers than it gave to members of the
police force who were involved in events at the
September 2000 economic forum at Crown Casino.
The government was going to put on a barbecue and
thank the police officers, but it then pulled out. Then
unfortunately some of those police officers were
charged. According to an article in the Herald Sun of
21 September 2002:
Seven police officers should face disciplinary action for using
excessive force against S11 protesters …

This incident happened at the September 2000 forum:
Dr Perry said that action could potentially range from a
reprimand to a dismissal.

I do not believe any of the S11 protesters were charged
in relation to that matter. I hope the bill gives more
authority and support to authorised officers in the
execution of their duties. As was highlighted by the
previous speaker, the bill provides that patrons may be
asked to submit to security screening devices before
entry to some events.
As we have seen with the major event here at
Parliament, security has changed in the last few years.
Now the member for Hawthorn and I cannot even get
in at the bottom door down the front; we have to make
a long tour around the building.
Honourable members interjecting.
An Honourable Member — Is that the major
event?
Mr DELAHUNTY — It is a major event here at
Parliament. I’m sure you would have to agree with that.
As we know, the world has changed, and it is important
that we have appropriate security screening devices for
people entering major events. We also know that the
legislation will provide uniform processes for the
removal of patrons from venues and the banning of
re-entry. I just ask the question: what happens in picket
lines? It does not mention that in the legislation. Picket
lines can be put up outside major events to disrupt their
running. Picket lines can be put up by union officials,
Victorian Farmers Federation officials, many people.
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They could be sporting people who are not happy with
the event being staged. How does this legislation cover
the crowd management for sporting events when we
have picket lines outside holding up the event?
Ground invasion offences will carry significant
penalties of up to $6000. It is important that this
happens because we have seen many instances when
ground invaders have caused a problem. I take
members’ minds back to the Australian cricketer, Terry
Alderman, who was seriously injured in an on-field
clash with a spectator back in 1982. Five years after that
we had a succession of streakers. The frustration got to
Greg Chappell, and he developed what was called a
punishing bat on buttock stroke to try to help keep
nuisance invaders off the grounds at cricket matches.
We also know that Greg Stafford, a Sydney Swans
player, expressed fears that an AFL player would be
taken to hospital with stab wounds from an on-field
attack if there was not better security at grounds after a
stalker attacked him on the ground as he was leaving. In
an article dated 20 August 2002 he said:
I will not tolerate people jumping over the fence and
accosting me.

Unfortunately, if he had taken things into his own
hands he probably would have been charged with
offence. It is important that we have security
arrangements to protect on-field players. We also know
that the West Coast coach John Worsfold was involved
in a skirmish with a spectator. It says in this newspaper
article that it was with an Essendon supporter. I cannot
believe it would be an Essendon supporter. Essendon
supporters are very calm and meek and mild until they
go into politics or when Collingwood gets in front of
them on the scoreboard. What I am trying to highlight
is that we have seen many occasions on which players,
coaches and officials have been accosted or involved in
the activities of invaders on the ground. This legislation
will be one way of controlling that.
The bill permits the ground invasion offence set down
in the bill to be enforced by a $200 infringement notice
served by a police officer. It also provides that in the
case of a repeat offender such as a serial pest the
offender may be banned for the duration of the event or
a period determined by the magistrate.
In his research into the bill the Honourable Damian
Drum, a member for North Western Province in
another place, highlighted the fact that the bill does not
distinguish between nuisance ground invaders and
those who have the potential to cause injury or death.
He drew attention to the fact that at the 1997
Melbourne Cup the serial pest Peter Hall ran onto the
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track. This action could have caused the horses to fall
and could have caused the sort of serious injuries that
have happened to jockeys in the past couple of years.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — I have been informed that
these nuisances are usually covered under the Summary
Offences Act. I will be pleased to see that that happens.
I turn now to a couple of other parts of the bill. Clause 4
in part 2 lists seven managed venues including the
Melbourne Cricket Ground, the Phillip Island grand
prix circuit, the Docklands stadium, the netball stadium
and Olympic Park land. I was interested to see why it
does not include the grand prix circuit down at St Kilda.
Is that because the deputy leader of the government did
not want it in this bill or is it one of the events the
government does not want to consider a major event?
The clause details major events such as the Australian
Open Tennis Championships, and I want to highlight
that we have also had those types of events in country
Victoria. We all remember the Davis Cup that was held
in Mildura. Unfortunately we all remember it because
Australia lost, but I highlight the fact that major events
do happen in country Victoria.
Clause 13 requires that an item that has been
surrendered in compliance with clause 12(1) has to be
stored in a secure manner. The item must be returned to
its owner upon request when the person leaves the
ground or venue or the managed access area or within
28 days of the item’s surrender. May I point out,
though, that under this legislation there are many parts
to dealing with these items. We know that certain
prohibited items must be given to the police within 28
days. Dangerous goods such as laser pointers and the
like must be destroyed. The bill also states that other
surrendered items that are not collected within 28 days
can be sold and the proceeds retained by the venue
manager. It is important that there are 28 days for
people to go back and collect things they might have
inadvertently taken into the venue.
We have all been through the airports these days, and
with the upgraded security in the last couple of years
we have all had to hand in certain little items we might
have had in our briefcases.
An Honourable Member — Like what?
Mr DELAHUNTY — Well, I know one of my
colleagues was taking a pair of pliers through because
he had to fix up his glasses every now and again, but he
had to leave those very expensive pliers at the airport.
There may well be those unfortunate circumstances
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when people might want to go back and collect their
belongings.

that include how those prohibited items are disposed of
and what cloaking procedures are necessary.

In conclusion, the National Party is not opposing this
bill, but I repeat that there are very important events in
country Victoria, major events where we also need the
protection of crowd control and management
legislation. One such event, the Stawell Gift, is coming
up at Easter time. It is the largest, most valuable
running event in Australia, and so far there has not been
any problem with ground invaders.

The bill also provides uniform processes for the
removal of patrons from venues and for banning
re-entry. It allows for an exclusion period of 24 hours,
with a penalty for a failure to comply. The bill prohibits
a person from entering a playing field unless that
person is participating in a sporting event held with the
permission of the venue and event organiser or is
managing the control of that event. Ground invasion
offences, as they have come to be called, will carry a
significant penalty of up to $6000. The bill permits the
ground invasion offence set out in the bill to be
enforced by a $200 infringement notice, to be served by
a police officer.

I also want to highlight that major events happen in
country Victoria, with events like the Davis Cup round
held in Mildura and the Art Is Festival held at Horsham,
which is another major event. I am also sure that with
some of those activities it would be upsetting to the
patrons, the performers and the officials if people ran
onto the stage.
I again ask why events such as the ones in country
Victoria are not included. I know the minister has the
ministerial power to include them, and I hope we do not
have to call on him to do that. I am sure the minister
will take on board the comments I have made. I am
pleased to say that the National Party will not oppose
this bill.
Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — It is my pleasure to
make a contribution to the debate on the Major Events
(Crowd Management) Bill. In essence the purposes of
the bill are to provide that some major sporting venues
and events can be declared under this legislation and
that areas adjacent to a declared venue may also be
incorporated for the purposes of holding an event under
the legislation. The legislation will permit the minister
to declare other major events — which I know the
member for Lowan was pleased about and which I
imagine would include those held in rural and regional
Victoria — through a system of ministerial orders. It
also provides for the identification and prohibition of
certain items at venues and gives venue operators the
flexibility to prohibit additional items that may come to
light from time to time. At the moment those items are:
laser pointers, whistles and loud hailers, fireworks,
flares, pyrotechnics, firearms, weapons and illegal
substances, animals other than guide dogs, skateboards,
bicycles and rollerblades.
The bill allows for the appointment of authorised
officers to detect prohibited items and manage
behaviour at declared venues. The bill also allows for
the inspection of bags, baskets and receptacles to ensure
that prohibited items are not brought to any venue.
Most importantly, it has uniform forfeiture provisions

The bill also deals with repeat offenders, colloquially
called serial pests, who make themselves annoying not
just around sporting venues. An offender so described
may be banned for the duration of an event or a
determined period, but only on application to a
magistrate.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms GILLETT — No, it does not cover the former
member for Mordialloc. The electors of Mordialloc
have dealt with their serial pest and have returned a
very fine member to this house. Democracy does work!
The lead speaker for the Liberal opposition, the
member for Sandringham, spent some considerable
time talking about the report of the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee on this bill.
Mr Robinson — Excellent committee.
Ms GILLETT — It is an excellent committee, with
a wonderful new chair, the member for Mill Park, who
is following in the fine footsteps of the previous chair
and her committee — —
An honourable member interjected.
Ms GILLETT — Shall I name them? No, I will not.
Mr Robinson interjected.
Ms GILLETT — And it should have been
declared! The committee reported specifically on
clause 25 of the bill. Clauses 25, 26 and 27 talk about
the method by which a person may be appointed as an
authorised officer. The Secretary of the Department for
Victorian Communities has been delegated the power
to appoint authorised officers, and there are a couple of
tests for such appointments. One is that the person must
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hold a licence under the Private Agents Act 1966 or be
employed by a venue manager at a venue and be at
least 18 years old. Importantly, the appointment must
be made in writing. It is not a catch-all appointment:
any employee of the venue owner may or may not be
an authorised officer, so the appointment must be in
writing and must specify the terms and conditions of
that appointment.
The Secretary of the Department for Victorian
Communities may require the authorised officer to
undertake special training before they are entitled to
exercise any powers under this act.
Clause 26 provides a safeguard by requiring the
secretary to issue an identity card to each authorised
officer who is appointed under clause 25 that contains a
photograph of the authorised officer, states the full
name of the officer and indicates that the person is in
fact an authorised officer under the act. Subclause (2)
requires authorised officers appointed under clause 25
to produce their identity cards if asked at any time
during their exercising of a power under this act, and if
an authorised officer appointed under clause 25 does
not produce their identity card on demand, they are
deemed not to be authorised to exercise functions under
the act.
While the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
has raised some valid concerns and has done what
every good scrutiny committee should do — which is,
to write to the minister to seek clarification — it is not
my job to respond for the minister. Nonetheless, I
would like to put on the record the fact that there are a
number of provisions which, on their face, may
mitigate some of the concerns the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee has. One is the requirement for
the training of an authorised officer if the secretary so
determines; another is the requirement for a declaration
in writing which specifies the terms and conditions of
the authorised officer’s appointment; and another is the
requirement for each authorised officer to have a photo
identity card which states their name and to produce
that card whenever they are asked to do so.
While that may not satisfy all of the concerns of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee, I am
absolutely certain that the minister’s response to that
fine committee will satisfy it and that it will publish its
report on the bill in the Alert Digest in the next couple
of weeks.
When we look at this legislation it is important to
consider the way it was put together. Because this
government has an absolute commitment to providing
for the safety and enjoyment of families and
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sportspeople who undertake recreational activities, it
was determined to fast-track some of this legislative
reform. As a result a working party was established,
and I will outline to the Parliament the breadth and
depth of experience of the members of that working
party. I would also like to put on the record my thanks
to these organisations and individuals for contributing
their time to establishing for the first time a uniform set
of practices and procedures that all Victorians will
come to know and trust and have confidence in.
The working party had representatives from the
Australian Grand Prix Corporation; the Docklands
stadium; the Melbourne and Olympic Parks Trust; the
Melbourne Cricket Club, on behalf of the MCG Trust;
Racing Victoria; the State Sports Centre Trust; the
Victoria Police; the Department of Justice; the then
Department of Natural Resources and Environment; the
Department of Premier and Cabinet; and the then
Department of Tourism, Sport and the Commonwealth
Games.
It was a very comprehensive committee and I commend
the members for their work. In particular I also
commend the officers from Sport and Recreation
Victoria who have worked on this legislation. They
have done a fine and outstanding job and I look forward
to more wonderful work with them in the future.
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I rise to support the
bill. The title of the bill is the Major Events (Crowd
Management) Bill, and we would be forgiven for
thinking it is dedicated to major events. However, it is
dedicated as much to management of venues.
As far as major events go there is no better place than
Victoria and the government very much enjoys the
proud legacy inherited from the Kennett government in
the area of major events. I am sure it will continue to try
to emulate that legacy for the benefit of all
Victorians — I trust that will be the case. We have all
been part of it; we have all enjoyed it; and it is part of
the spirit that keeps Victoria on the move.
The legislation is as much about places, and that is an
important distinction to understand because the powers
in the bill relate to certain places — they may be events
but they are places that generate the activity which has
to be managed. Recently I was pleased to attend a
briefing which I appreciate having been organised and
attended by the minister and his officers. At the meeting
the focus of the bill was said to be on sport and major
sporting events.
In fact while the second-reading speech commits itself
to a focus on sporting events, the bill does not. The bill
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focuses on managed venues, which may be defined as
major events on pieces of land, and to events at any of
those managed venues. We are not just talking about
sporting events. While sporting events create a lot of
attention, a number of other major events occur in
Victoria which are not sporting events and many of us
enjoy them. I do not intend to list them, but some of
those major events are described under other legislation
or administrative arrangements. In my previous role on
the board of Tourism Victoria I was very conscious of
major events. Landmark events and festivals might
easily qualify as major events. The current Melbourne
International Comedy Festival normally lasts for some
three and a half weeks and is probably the most
well-attended and dynamic festival in the state. In many
respects, in the minds of most people, it qualifies as a
major event, but whether it would qualify in these terms
or require the provisions of the act we will wait and see.
It is important to make the distinction because clause 1
of the bill does not refer exclusively to sporting events.
The other important point I want to make here — and
this is something we discussed at the briefing — is that
in many respects this is model legislation. To that end
we ought to treat it with great care and watch its
progress in the way it is administered with equal care.
We were advised at the briefing that there is no similar
legislation elsewhere in Australia, although during the
Olympic Games in Sydney there may have been some
special provisions. Nor are there any legislative
examples elsewhere in the world, so we can say this is
model legislation and that is important in two respects.
There is a crowd control issue and a crowd
management issue being addressed by the bill.
Those of us who go to a lot of sporting events and other
events know what bad crowd behaviour is like and how
disruptive it can be. I look across the chamber at the
member for South Barwon. He and I were both at a
significant sporting event on the weekend which no-one
could say was a major event and in many ways it was a
miserable event. I was witness to disruptive and
uncomfortable crowd behaviour in the immediate
vicinity and at the time I would have happily taken the
law into my own hands, but I knew this bill was coming
so it was with confidence that I said to myself, ‘I’m
sure that in due course there will be management of
these situations that will not require the crowd to
intervene in respect of other members of the crowd’.
Abuse of other patrons, poor language and drunkenness
is not something people want to see at events or venues.
The other important aspect of the bill as model
legislation is the security provisions. At a time like this
we should be very conscious of security. Under
clauses 9 and 10 the inspection provisions are quite
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new. It may not be known to a lot of people, even in
this house, that we are moving from a hands-out
inspection — which at present is possible in many
places where you can invite someone to open their bags
but you cannot inspect them. This provision is a
proactive move to allow for a hands-in inspection.
Clause 9 also provides a requirement for people to
move through X-ray machines and the capacity for a
manager to proscribe any item whatsoever. This is quite
new.
The destructive behaviour provisions of clause 15 are
very general. Whether they will apply to persistent bad
language is yet to be seen; whether they apply to the
intimidation of patrons such as I witnessed on the
weekend is yet to be seen, but it could also be regarded
as disruptive behaviour.
All of that runs to model provisions and in terms of
model provisions there are liberty issues which we
ought to watch with care as we proceed. I am sure that
will happen. These model provisions can be picked up
and used in other pieces of legislation in the future,
particularly in regard to security. We are not talking
about only crowd control or crowd management, but
also security issues. I can certainly imagine — and we
discussed this at the briefing — the capacity for these
provisions to one day form the basis of other
legislation.
I note in saying that that these provisions are actually
more extreme than the requirements that apply here at
Parliament House, and many members have already
referred to the security issues here. I am one who
believes — and I have said this on the record
previously — that the security here ought to be
paramount, and we should spare no expense to ensure
that this house is secure at all times. I think that is
probably the way to go.
A number of managed venues are referred to, and other
major events can effectively be declared as managed
venues. That will be an important aspect of this
legislation. I will close by again saying that members of
the opposition support this legislation, but we want to
watch it with care. We want to watch it from a liberties
point of view, from a security point of view and from a
model legislation point of view. It is my hope that it is
successful and that it helps to provide patrons at venues
and events — sporting and non-sporting — with a
greater sense of both security and satisfaction as they
enjoy what is on offer in this state above and beyond
any other state.
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — I rise to speak on
the Major Events (Crowd Management) Bill. Unlike
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those introduced under the previous government, I can
be relatively proud of this bill. In the past when we
thought about major events we thought about the
middle of Melbourne, and that is all we thought about.
The reality is that the government is now spreading
events across the whole of the state, and that is
something that I am very proud of. There are now
functions and festivals all around the state.
It is interesting to note that, as a partner in the former
government, the National Party went along with having
activities only in the middle of Melbourne. Were
members of the National Party vocal in this house in
complaining about that situation? Of course not. They
were very happy to play along with the fact that all
sporting activities of any note should happen in the
middle of Melbourne. I will not go into the National
Party’s shame on this issue, however — —
An Honourable Member — Not today.
Mr MAXFIELD — Not today. But I will comment
on the fact that the government is now spreading
sporting and other major events across the state. In my
electorate, for example, we now have the Moe jazz
festival, which is receiving funding over a three-year
period. The Moe jazz festival brings people from all
over the state and even interstate. The people of Moe
are a wonderful, welcoming and friendly group, and
they encourage all visitors to behave in an appropriate
manner.
When it comes to major events we have to ensure that
security across the state is guaranteed. With that in
mind, I certainly support some of the comments that
have been made previously by members of the
government. We need to ensure not only that people are
provided with a safe environment for these events but
also that they feel safe. We are not talking about
sending out little fridge magnets and blowing a huge
sum of money on some bizarre marketing campaign
that will scare and frighten people. What we want is
practical and sensible acts which can provide
reasonable security for those involved in sporting
events.
We obviously have to ensure that we respect the views
of civil libertarians, as the previous speaker mentioned
towards the end of his comments, but we also have to
understand that we have to protect people. People who
go to an event are entitled to enjoy it.
There is the ability to ban items like laser pointers,
whistles, loud hailers, fireworks, flares, firearms, illegal
substances, weapons, bringing in animals, roller blades
and so forth — they are not really the sorts of things
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that should be taken to major events, as they have the
potential to place people’s safety at risk. This bill has
been very well thought out, and I congratulate the
minister and those who assisted him on bringing this
sensible bill to the Parliament.
As a member of Parliament representing a country
electorate I really am proud of the way the Labor Party
has delivered this for rural Victoria to ensure that events
travel. I note that members of all parties have visited
Farmworld at Lardner Park. The Deputy Leader of the
National Party is nodding. I was there in my mobile
office for three days and met a lot of people. What a
wonderful event that is for our community! It was
opened by the Minister for State and Regional
Development, and it indicates that rural communities
have — —
Dr Napthine interjected.
Mr MAXFIELD — The member for South-West
Coast said it has been going for some time. It indicates
the wonderful ability of rural communities to put on
substantial events.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr MAXFIELD — When you have about
60 000 people visiting an event you have to ensure that
you have proper control of the people who are there. In
a farming community you can rely on people to do the
right thing, but you have to have protective measures
available.
We in country Victoria look forward to more and more
events coming to rural Victoria, because we have a
government that is committed to supporting and
enhancing events right across the state. It is wonderful
that we no longer worry merely about the centre of
Melbourne. Whether or not an event is in the centre of
Melbourne, this bill certainly reflects its needs. I
conclude my remarks by once again saying that this is a
very well thought-out bill.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — The opposition is
pleased to support this piece of legislation. Anybody
who goes to major events at any stage during the course
of the year and pays attention to crowds would be
aware that there is always a need to continually monitor
and, if necessary, crank up the controls that are
available to police and other enforcement bodies to
protect the rights of people who attend those major
events, and to be able to do so in such a way that people
can enjoy the events and not have their safety brought
into severe jeopardy.
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I notice, as the member for Narracan mentioned, some
of the things that this bill bans being taken into events. I
was reminded by my colleague the member for
Hawthorn during the briefing that some of the things
that were being taken into events by people included
items such as snakes, funnel-web spiders, birds and
pigs.
Dr Napthine interjected.
Mr COOPER — Exactly! As the member for
South-West Coast said, a pig was released on the
Sydney Cricket Ground! I can well remember a
Collingwood supporter years ago taking in a magpie
that had been operated on so it could not fly and letting
it loose to run around on the Melbourne Cricket Ground
prior to a grand final. Unfortunately, as it usually does,
Collingwood lost that grand final, and it certainly
deserved to do so because those spectators should not
have done what they did to that poor, inoffensive bird.
It is remarkable what people take into events, and the
kind of activity that goes on that the general public
quite often does not see is also remarkable. Last year I
was one of the members of the Drugs and Crime
Prevention Committee who were invited by Victoria
Police to attend a one-day cricket match at the
Melbourne Cricket Ground. We were up in the police
control box where there is an amazing array of
equipment to monitor the crowd. We also went down in
among the crowd and looked at the facilities that are
provided at the Melbourne Cricket Ground to deal with
those who get out of hand. Because an Australian team
was not playing the MCG was not packed that
particular night. Nevertheless the crowd activity,
particularly around what used to be referred to as
Bay 13 — I do not know what it is now, but it is where
the mob still congregate — had to be seen to be
believed.
When people see the Mexican wave on television they
think it is a fairly inoffensive activity — people
enjoying themselves, throwing their hands in the air,
and when the wave gets around to the members stand
and the members do not join in they go through the
ritual booing and then try to start it up again. But what
is being thrown in the air is quite interesting. All kinds
of things are being thrown in the air, and for those
people who believe the liquid that goes in the air is
perhaps just beer or water, think again! It is not liquid
that you would want to have spilled all over you or your
loved ones, and the things that go on there are
disgusting. That is the kind of activity that the police
have to deal with, and it is the kind of activity that ruins
these events for those who just want to go there and
have a nice night or day out.
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Clause 5 of the bill refers to major events.
Subclause 1(d) states that any event is the subject of an
order made under proposed subsection (2), apart from
those named major events or locations. Proposed
subsection (2) states:
Subject to sub-section (3), the Minister, by Order published in
the Government Gazette, may declare an event to be a major
event if the Minister is of the opinion that it is in the public
interest to do so.

I want to draw the attention of the house to the absolute
necessity for racecourses to be included in that
provision. I would be interested to hear the minister
advise in his response to this debate why the bill did not
include racecourses, particularly the major metropolitan
racecourses, as venues in the first places named in the
bill. We get major crowds at racecourses, particularly at
the three main metropolitan courses — namely,
Flemington, Caulfield and Moonee Valley.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr COOPER — We can go down to Sandown, but
I am talking about the three main courses. I do not think
anybody in the racing industry would dispute that three
main courses in the metropolitan area are —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr COOPER — The three main courses, the ones
that attract the biggest crowds, are Flemington,
Caulfield and Moonee Valley. If you do not know that
you do not know anything about racing. When you look
at Melbourne Cup Day with over 100 000 people, and
close to more than 100 000 people at Flemington on
Derby Day, or a capacity crowd at Moonee Valley on
its major days, you see situations where crowd control
and the ability to be able to deal with disruptive events
needs to be maintained. Those members who are not
interested in racing, and there would be many here who
are not, should recall — —
Mr Robinson — Shame!
Mr COOPER — Exactly! I notice the member for
Mitcham, who is a keen punter. Those who are
interested, like the member for Mitcham, would
remember that it was not that long ago that the
infamous serial pest, the maniac Peter Hore, ran on to
the track on Melbourne Cup Day in the middle of a
race. Those are the sorts of instances that obviously
need to be controlled.
It is a matter of interest to me, though not a matter of
overwhelming concern, that the principal racecourses
were not named as venues along with places like the
Melbourne Cricket Ground, the Phillip Island Grand
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Prix circuit, the Docklands stadium et cetera. I would
have thought that particularly the three major
racecourses — if you want to put a fourth one in, we
can include the Mornington racecourse; I am quite
happy to do that — would be included. I am quite
happy to see metropolitan racecourses generally
included, because they attract large crowds and there is
the capacity there, as we have seen at Flemington, for
track invasions to take place at enormous danger to not
only the individual maniac who runs on to the track but
the jockeys and the very expensive livestock that is
engaged in the events, and that needs to be protected at
all stages because it is of significant economic value to
this state.

It is important that we protect the stars who come here
from even the most well meaning of fans. We have all
seen incidents where athletes such as Cathy Freeman
have been mobbed. Sometimes well-meaning fans just
want to be near the stars they adore. We must provide
protection for those stars if we are to remain one of the
elite sporting and cultural nations of the world.

This bill cranks up the controls and is therefore worthy
of support, and it will be supported by the Liberal Party.
However, in conclusion I say that while producing
legislation and establishing regimes for greater control
are all very well, it is absolutely necessary to not just
leave it at that. We need to have the regime and the
legislation that has been provided here backed up by
effective and continual policing to ensure that the things
we are putting into place here will be meaningful and
not just rhetoric.

We need to identify and prohibit the possession of
certain items at venues, but we must also provide venue
operators with the flexibility to identify additional
items. We have all seen the events where flares are let
off among the crowd and mayhem ensues. If we can
stop those types of goods getting into events, then the
crowd will be safer. Prohibited items include laser
pointers, whistles and loudhailers, fireworks and the
flares that I mentioned that cause mayhem,
pyrotechnics, firearms, weapons, illegal substances,
animals other than guide dogs, skateboards, bicycles
and rollerblades.

Ms BEATTIE (Yuroke) — It gives me great
pleasure to join the debate on the Major Events (Crowd
Management) Bill. This bill came into the last
Parliament but the election cycle got in the way and
now it is back in here. It is a really good bill.
It is well known that Melbourne is a major event centre
and also a cultural event centre in Australia. We have a
fine heritage of putting on great sporting events and
great cultural events. One of the reasons this bill has
been introduced is not only for the protection of the
crowd, but also for the protection of the performers and
the elite sports people who come to the venues. It is no
secret that the yearly earnings of many of the top sports
people like Andre Agassi and Michael Schumacher are
in the millions of dollars. That is their yearly earnings
plus sponsorships. They are very security conscious and
will not come to venues that do not provide security for
them and their families.
A few years ago we saw a tragic event when the career
of Monica Seles was cut short by a fan rushing onto the
tennis arena and stabbing her in the back. Not only was
her career cut short but in many ways her life was
ruined by that incident. Her earning capacity was
greatly reduced, and she was very stressed whenever
she went to a venue. So she had to recover not only
from her physical injuries but also from the mental
scars and the loss of potential earnings, all because of
that one incident.

The bill provides for major events and sporting venues
to be declared, and it also provides for areas adjacent to
the declared venue to be declared for the purposes of an
event, where required. The bill also permits the minister
to declare other major events through a system of
ministerial orders.

The member for Mornington talked about some of the
things that people have brought into a ground. It is
almost beyond the comprehension of members to think
that people would take snakes and funnel-web spiders
to major events, but unfortunately not only
peace-loving people attend those events.
The bill also provides for the appointment of authorised
officers to detect prohibited items and manage
behaviour at declared venues. We have heard a few war
stories from the member for Hawthorn, and we might
hear some from the member for South Barwon about
his days at the football. Families going about their
ordinary, everyday enjoyment of sport can have their
day ruined by Mexican waves and the overindulgence
of others in alcohol — although Mexican waves are not
always a bad thing. I remember one in Room K, the
government room, shortly after the election. All the
members joined in, and it was rather joyful.
The bill provides for the hands-on searching of bags,
not just quick peeks. An authorised officer can look into
bags to detect various items. The bill has uniform
forfeiture provisions for prohibited items, including
disposal and cloaking procedures. It also gives some
detail about the storage of prohibited items. A venue
manager must ensure that a surrendered item is stored
at the managed event or in the access area in a secure
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manner, in accordance with directions made by the
minister from time to time. It must be returned upon
request when the person leaves the managed event or
the access area or within 28 days after the item has been
surrendered. So there are strict controls about what
happens to any surrendered item.
I was rather perturbed to hear the member for
Hawthorn say that at a recent match he was about to
take matters into his own hands as far as crowd control
was concerned. I urge him not to do that unless he has
recently had some self-defence lessons! We have talked
about the serial pest, Peter Hore, who has been a
concern to everybody, but there have been other major
incidents at grounds, such as a pig being put onto the
ground at the Sydney Cricket Ground. There have also
been many instances of streakers. Recently a
competition by a telecommunications company saw
people run onto the ground with the name of that
company on their body. That sort of thing is to be
discouraged.
In closing, this is a good bill that is much needed. The
Commonwealth Games will be coming to Melbourne in
2006. That event will be televised not just throughout
the commonwealth but throughout the world. As I said
before, Cathy Freeman is a person much adored by the
sporting world, and she has announced that 2006 may
be her last Commonwealth Games or even her
retirement. I am sure the stadium will be packed to see
that. She is truly a sporting icon in this nation.
The bill is timely. It not only protects the sporting elite
and our finest opera singers and performers, it enables
the crowd to be protected, sometimes from each other,
and enables family enjoyment at the various sporting
and cultural events. Children will be able to participate
by attending cultural and sporting events with their
parents. Their parents will be willing to take them.
Some parents are loath to take their children to sporting
events because of the swearing and the drinking that
goes on. With the authorised officers having their
powers to search, with the minister able to make further
directions and with the penalties in place, I am sure all
will be able to enjoy sporting and cultural events.
Dr SYKES (Benalla) — I want to speak in support
of the bill and in opening my remarks say that we are
truly fortunate in Australia to have a culture of
appreciating sporting events and other activities and
respecting other people’s values. I am glad we can
introduce this bill at a stage where we have not yet
progressed to barbed wire enclosures to protect our elite
sports persons.
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I want to comment particularly on three clauses. I refer
to clause 5(2), which provides that the minister may
declare an event to be a major event. As other speakers
have mentioned, particularly the member for Lowan,
we need to keep our minds open about events in
country Victoria. In my electorate we have international
skiing events at Mount Buller about which the member
for Forest Hill could comment more widely; we have
the Winton motor precinct, which has a series of major
events, including the V8 series; we have rodeos at
Myrtleford and Mansfield, and most recently the black
buckle rodeo at Euroa. Of course, we have football and
netball events. At Nagambie we have major rowing
events, including the Kings Cup. Country Victoria has
major events, and it is appropriate to keep one’s mind
open to when the provisions of this legislation may
appropriately be applied to ensure the enjoyment and
participation of those who attend them.
I also refer to clause 25(3), which relates to authorised
officers and the fact that they may be required to
undertake specified training. One should keep in mind
that they are the first faces people see when they roll up
to a function, so in addition to training in security there
should be a focus on interpersonal skills and the ability
to give people a positive impression when they first
come into the ground. That would apply both from a
family perspective and from the point of view of people
who may have the intention of being unruly but who
may respond differently if they are greeted in a friendly
and welcoming manner.
There is also the need to ensure consistency within
Victoria, and with Australian Football League games
that covers games being played at the major venues and
at other venues. From an AFL point of view we will
also need to look towards consistency nationally.
Clause 14 relates to entry onto the playing field. From a
country perspective, we must manage spectators. I
recall my own experience as an 11-year-old playing
under-16 football. I was felled by a trainer from the
opposition as he went out to attend one of his injured
players. My mum wanted to come out onto the ground
and hit that fellow with an umbrella. If that legislation
had been in place and applied to country Victoria my
mum might have been put away!
I ask the relevant minister not to a apply some of these
provisions to country shows or Violet Town markets,
because during the election campaign I took my pet
lamb George along, and he may have been banned from
going to such events had he been seen to cause trouble.
Mr Lupton interjected.
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Dr SYKES — I was looking not just for the donkey
vote but the animal vote as well.
In closing, I support the legislation. It is a good
initiative, and we are fortunate that we can introduce
this form of legislation rather than having to introduce
barbed wire and other much more stringent measures.
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — I welcome the bill
because it will provide greater certainty for many
people. The purpose of the bill is to promote the safety
and enjoyment of participants and spectators at venues
and major events. It is important to acknowledge the
role of those who work behind the scenes of major
events, the ushers and the crowd controllers.
I am not ashamed to inform the house that during my
university days I worked as a crowd controller at a
number of events. I remember working at Olympic
Park and at the National Tennis Centre at Melbourne
Park, where I had the tremendous experience and
pleasure of working as an usher and crowd controller at
various concerts. I had the pleasure of working at the
U2 concert, which was one of the best live shows I
have ever seen, at boxing matches, tennis events, kids’
matinees, ice skating and the Peace Yogi Festival,
which only came to Australia once because our
community did not take to it. I had the opportunity to
meet some wonderful people who worked as casual
crowd controllers or ushers — people like Ciro
Esposito, Bernie Casey, Rick Casey, Dave Bradshaw,
Justin O’Halloran and many others. There is a veritable
army of people who day after day turn out and help
make these events what they are.
Clause 1 relates to the enjoyment of spectators. That
means we may have to impinge on the desire and
enjoyment of some other spectators, and that is done in
a number of ways. I suppose the most obvious concerns
alcohol. I recall working at a particular outdoor event, a
day-long concert at Olympic Park in the 1980s,
checking bags. The ingenuity of some patrons has to be
admired. I remember a chap who was clad in leather
and was a fairly ferocious looking individual who had
spent some time hollowing out a loaf of bread for the
specific purpose of inserting a full bottle of vodka that
would comfort him through the course of that
afternoon. He went to some considerable lengths to get
through the check. Knives and knuckledusters were a
constant problem at concerts in the 1980s in
Melbourne. They are not a new phenomenon, and
people continue to attempt to take them into concerts
and other events.
Protesters often attend events. I remember the first day
of the first Australian Open Tennis Championships held
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at the new tennis centre. Some members might
remember that there was an anti-apartheid protest that
took the form of spectators dropping or throwing black
tennis balls onto the court. On the opening day I had the
pleasure of sitting on centre court. Four of us were
positioned there, and we were alerted to the possibility
that this international event could be subjected to a
protest of that nature and were told that we had to do
everything to aid and assist the players.
That was the plan, but it was about 40 degrees that day,
and as is the problem at the tennis centre before the roof
is closed, the on-court temperature was probably closer
to 60 degrees. At the precise moment that the balls were
being thrown onto the court I happened to move my
chair back into the shade and turn around, only to find
all these black balls on the court. I was able to go out
and assist Mr Cash by removing the very last black
tennis ball and wishing him well as he continued what
was almost a successful campaign for him.
There are violent incidents, and anyone who has
worked at concerts will have a litany of stories of bites,
scratches and punches that are thrown. Stage jumpers
are another constant problem. I recall one INXS concert
where I was positioned at the front of stage. There is a
barrier there, and the job at the very end of the concert
is to try to prevent people from jumping up on the
stage. This proved to be pretty difficult on that occasion
because of a strobe light that was going off, adding to
the effect of the concert and the last song. I noticed this
patron coming up out of nowhere over the top, and in
one flash of illumination I spotted her leg and went to
lunge for it, but the thing with strobe lights is that what
you think is there is often not, so I grabbed fresh air.
She helped herself to my shoulder, got up and
embraced the late great Michael Hutchence, who never
forgave me and never spoke to me again after that
concert.
The other problem we would encounter at concerts was
runners — people who refused to walk carefully down
to their seats in an orderly manner. The worst offenders
were not young men or women, but professional people
who aspired to greater wealth. We had a series of
self-help wealth seminars where seemingly
mild-mannered people with collars and ties would roll
up, and as soon as the gates were opened, they would
take off their shoes and socks and charge like a herd of
elephants to get the best seat and then spend the rest of
the night chanting self-help wealth slogans in a fairly
inane fashion. They are a problem.
We also had the issue — and this is a continuing issue,
and it is perhaps a little bit more serious — of cameras
and video recorders and people who wish to bring them
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in. The bill does not actually talk about proscribing
cameras and video recorders because that is very much
a decision that remains a prerogative of the concert
promoters and the artists. This is a continuing problem
as there are big dollars in images. At times overseas
artists, in particular, come out and put a concert on, and
they are absolutely adamant that no-one but no-one will
take a single photograph of their performance, whether
it be from row ZZ26 or in the front row. That is a
problem because the tactics employed on some
occasions by people who are supporting the artist lack
subtlety.
I recall a Whitney Houston concert where people sat in
their seats very meek and mild. It was not a riotous
night, but she had with her this chap who could have
filled in, I am sure, as quarterback on one of the
American gridiron teams. He was probably 20 stone,
and he spotted one fairly innocent person taking a snap
and just went up to them, ripped the camera off their
neck and ripped the film out of the camera and said that
that was not permitted but that he hoped they had a
good night! There was a lack of subtlety there, but that
is going to continue to be a problem.
There is also an aspect of concert conduct that falls, I
suppose, partly within this bill and partly beyond. That
is the impact on audience satisfaction as a result of
decisions made by event managers. I am particularly
drawn back to the memory of a George Michael
concert. He was, of course, one half of a supergroup in
the 1980s called Wham. He came out and did a concert
in Melbourne and had to cancel three successive
concerts because he had a cold. When he finally came
on to do the concert, he insisted that the venue manager
turn the airconditioning off at the Melbourne Sports and
Entertainment Centre, and, as a consequence, the
audience was subjected to a fair bit of discomfort —
but he was comfortable.
Of course you get circumstances like that where
audience satisfaction, audience participation, value for
money and in fact the very event are devalued by
decisions that are made by people who are not
necessarily subject to this bill. That is something that I
think all people involved in the entertainment industry
ought to bear in mind. If people are paying top dollar,
and in fact increasingly they are because a lot of these
performers have to be paid in US dollars — and that is
subject to currency exchange rates and fluctuations — I
believe they should receive a high standard of care, not
just in the way of the entertainment they receive, but in
the way they are dealt with by crowd controllers and
ushers, and indeed by the way they are treated by
concert promoters.
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We in this state, and this city in particular, are
privileged in the sense that the standard of service that
is offered to patrons who pay good money for major
events concerts and the like is second to none, and I
think over many years people at our major venues —
Olympic Park, the sports and entertainment centre, the
National Tennis Centre, the Melbourne Cricket Ground
and others — have built up a great wealth of experience
and knowledge and a real rapport for dealing with
concert crowds and major event crowds in a very
positive way.
This bill helps gives greater certainty for all the people
involved in concerts — those who pay good money to
attend, those who manage them and help them have a
great evening. I hope this bill enjoys the support of the
house.
Mr LIM (Clayton) — I am delighted to be
supporting this bill, the intention of which is to improve
public safety and enhance the enjoyment of people
attending public events at which large crowds may
gather. This includes football matches and other
sporting events such as the grand prix, as well as rock
and roll, folk concerts and country festivals.
The bill enhances legislation which administers
locations such as the Melbourne Cricket Ground, the
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre and other venues
and extends the types of control already in existence in
those locations to cover new and emerging events and
venues.
I would very much like to mention that I attended the
Songkran new year festival in Springvale on 6 April,
which I have been partly instrumental in bringing into
existence, which involved six communities — the
Cambodian, the Laotian, the Thai, the Sri Lankan, the
Burmese and the Indian communities. I am happy to
report that the event, although it was organised for the
first time, attracted nearly 10 000 people. There was no
incident of violence or drunkenness, and everybody
appeared to have a most enjoyable time.
Having said that, I think it is only appropriate to
mention that in my electorate of Clayton there is almost
a series of festivals from one festival to the other
through the year — for example, the present mayor of
the Kingston council was instrumental in bringing to
life the so-called Globe to Globe Festival, which has
become a very significant festival in that part of my
electorate, which attracts between 20 000 to 30 000
people over the weekend. Again it has been very much
an enjoyable time for all concerned. But what it says
about a festival like that is that unless it is properly
managed and properly controlled — I should not use
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the word ‘controlled’ — with the community’s full
participation and ownership by the community, and
with the certain measure of crowd control management
properly put in place, you might have an incident where
it is very ugly and not enjoyed by people.
I am referring, of course, to even small festivals. There
was an incident that occurred after a festival organised
by the Chinese and Vietnamese communities, which is
in its 11th year in Springvale, highly organised, well
run and properly supported by the Vietnamese
community and there have never been any incidents,
but a smaller — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Campbell) —
Order! I ask members to have their conversations
outside the house.
Mr LIM — Yet a small festival which was
organised, I recall, immediately after that festival by the
Asian Business Association in Springvale, at Burden
Park on the corner of Springvale and Heatherton roads,
involved a stabbing incident of a youngster who
attended that small festival, and that was rather tragic.
That reminds me that on the occasion of this Songkran
festival which I mentioned earlier, I was surprised to
see the presence of two police officers in civilian
clothing who turned up and presented themselves to the
organiser and said that they were there just to make sure
that those youngsters who had been pretty naughty and
involved in the stabbing incident in the earlier festival
were not provoking or creating an ugly scene again.
I would very much like to see that happen at all major
events so that people can have a safe and enjoyable
time, with nobody being hurt or having to be arrested.
Sadly it is a reality that public events will always tend
to attract a minority element intent on causing trouble
and disrupting the enjoyment of others. They are like
children who, unwilling or lacking the talent to make
sandcastles of their own, jump on and destroy the
creations of others. Such destructive behaviour not only
is offensive and threatening to individuals, many of
whom will have paid a substantial amount and perhaps
gone to some trouble to attend an event, but also results
in adverse publicity which compromises the
commercial viability of the event. So it is in the
interests of all concerned to have good order and the
rule of law reign at all public events.
In essence the bill provides a structure and a set of rules
that will apply at every major event, whether it is a
sporting fixture, a concert or a fireworks display. It will
enable and require event organisers to maintain good
order and ensure that disruptive people are removed
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and required to stay away by the force of law. It will, in
particular, control the consumption of alcohol and
ensure that all alcohol is consumed in compliance with
the Liquor Licensing Act and its attendant safeguards,
which include monitoring people’s drinking and
refusing to serve intoxicated persons, as well as
supporting and promoting safe drinking.
It is interesting to see what a difference a
properly-thought-through strategy can make to a public
event. I refer to a 1993 report from the Australian
Institute of Criminology entitled Measures to Reduce
Violence at Major Public Events — New Year’s Eve. I
think most honourable members receive copies of its
publications. The report states:
The 1989 … motorcycle grand prix indicated the value of
implementing a proactive community policing strategy aimed
at minimising harm associated with violence and alcohol.
This resulted in over 100 000 people attending Phillip Island
with fewer arrests than for the previous 1988 New Year’s Eve
at Cowes, with crowds of only 12 000 but no strategy in
place. The arrest rates, a limited measure as they are, indicate
that even marginal groups such as bikers who are traditionally
viewed as antisocial can organise themselves to have a good
time without harm to themselves or other people.

The bill will ensure that all public events are organised
as well as the 1989 Motorcycle Grand Prix and the
Springvale Songkran festival and that in future
everybody will know that all public events in Victoria
are safe and well managed.
Mr CRUTCHFIELD (South Barwon) — I thank
the house for the opportunity to speak on the Major
Events (Crowd Management) Bill. I certainly join with
all members of the house who have spoken on and
support the bill. Members have had a lot to say about
the reputation of Victoria in holding major events, and I
certainly agree with that. I applaud the current
government for enhancing that reputation beyond the
boundaries of the central business district to areas like
Geelong.
Geelong has been the beneficiary of the largesse of the
Bracks government, and there are a number of major
events there that this bill may apply to in the future. The
recent Avalon airshow, which is held near Geelong, is
one that the bill will certainly apply to. Unfortunately
this year there was an incident at Avalon that led to
security being increased. In the future the Avalon
airshow will be an event to which a ministerial order
may or may not apply. However, ministerial orders
should not be applied willy-nilly across the state.
Some events may not require a ministerial order. I note
that a couple of National Party members talked about
the necessity for ministerial orders at some events in
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their patches. I ask them to think deeply about the
financial implications of having increased training
requirements for security at those events. One event on
my patch is the Rip Curl Pro, and unless some
extraneous issues arise I see no need for a ministerial
order for the Rip Curl Pro.

house. The key intent of the bill, as I see it, is the
promotion of the safety and enjoyment of participants
and spectators at sporting events. Its intent is also to
curb crowd behaviour that spoils the enjoyment of
others and places Victoria’s sporting reputation in
jeopardy.

I have also been to the Stawell Gift, both as a
participant and as a spectator.

I reinforce what the member for South Barwon said,
that it is an attitudinal bill. In effect it provides value for
money and safety for spectators and participants. It
preserves the integrity of Victorian sporting venues and
major events sites and ensures they are the best to be at
in the whole of Australia. This bill does that in a variety
of ways, and I will go into the detail later.

Mr Robinson — How did you go?
Mr CRUTCHFIELD — I struggled. At this stage I
do not see the need for a ministerial order for that event.
When a need is demonstrated it will be applied, but I
suggest that there may be some financial implications
for those organisations that have them. It is an impost
on regional Victoria that we, as individual members,
have to balance.
The event venues I have talked about are extraneous to
the main venues themselves, and I have been to a
couple where the activities outside the venues have not
exactly been family friendly. I will not go into some of
my war stories about stage crushes, inventive ways to
put alcohol into watermelons or getting alcohol into the
football using a banana. I am teasing the house and I
will leave it at that, because four other members would
like to speak on the bill before dinner.
However, I will go to the educational aspects, to which
clauses 23 and 26 refer and which a number of
members have mentioned. The honourable member for
Tarneit articulated very well the educational
requirements for authorised officers who will be
supporting our very good police force, which this
government has supported like no other.
It is important that the bill be noted as an attitudinal
one. It is about demonstrating to the community that we
are strong on security. It is an attitudinal bill for our
international visitors, showing them that we are also
strong on security. It is an attitudinal bill for the
participants and workers at those events. We have an
educative role to play, although I note that the member
for Mitcham identified rightly that our security at major
events right across Victoria is first class.
I understand the need for this legislation. It is about
ensuring that things that no member of this place would
like do not happen. I certainly commend the bill to the
house and thank members for the opportunity to speak
on it.
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) — It gives me great
pleasure to speak on the Major Events (Crowd
Management) Bill, and I certainly commend it to the

It is important to remember why this legislation was
developed. With each venue having its own set of
processes, procedures and policies, there was an
identified need for uniformity; and the need to reduce
the liability on individual events also led to the
introduction of this bill. Spectators and participants
alike will now be able to enjoy a high standard of
entertainment and safety.
It is also worth noting something the member for
Tarneit said earlier, which was that a variety of
organisations were involved in the planning of this bill,
including the Docklands authority, the grand prix
authority, Racing Victoria, the Department of Justice
and Victoria Police, to name a few. That goes to the
salient point that a lot of organisations and corporations
involved in managing major events have been
consulted in the formulation of the intent of this bill.
and I commend them all for their involvement.
Many members have talked about events in their areas,
and while there are no major managed events in the
electorate of Hastings, a lot of the residents commute to
events outside the electorate. Mind you, Speaker, I am
certainly working on having lots of events within the
electorate of Hastings.
The Western Port Festival, the Tyabb airshow and the
Coolart Jazz Festival, to name a few, may at some stage
in the near future seek to be involved and enjoy some of
the certainty that goes with legislation like this. I would
again like to reiterate the words of the member for
Tarneit, who said that the bill is very well thought out,
and I commend the contributors for its content. As I
said, this bill will ensure that the elite in their respective
fields, be that sport, entertainment or culture, will feel
secure in performing in Victoria.
I would like to talk about some of the clauses in the bill,
based on my experience and that of my constituents,
and also the experience of my partner of many years,
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who originated in South America, where over the last
couple of decades there have been several disasters at
major sporting events, particularly soccer matches,
where crowd management has not been properly
supervised or thought out. Over the years that has
resulted in thousands of people being horrendously
injured and in many cases dying. A lot of that has
involved items that in this legislation are prohibited,
such as whistles, loud hailers, fireworks and flares —
and flares in particular. There have been many
scenarios in South American sporting stadiums where
flares have been set off when the crowd has been in a
state of high excitement. That has made the crowd
nervous and anxious, and the combination has led to
many people heading for the exits and being crushed to
death as a result. It has also resulted in stadium floors
collapsing, although I know the stability of our
structures in Australia would never allow that to
happen.
Animals other than guide dogs will also be prohibited.
It is interesting to note that some of the things found on
people going through the doors have included
scorpions, snakes and spiders. I can recall as a small
child going to the Western Oval to watch the mighty
Footscray win a game, as it usually does, and seeing a
seagull that was brought in by supporters of another
team being pelted to death on the ground. That is a
memory I still have, and for a long time when my
children were growing up I was very conscious of it
when contemplating the sort of venue I was going to
and the crowd management procedures that were in
place there.
What I also like about the bill, and I have talked to my
constituents about it and they applaud it as well, is the
provision to appoint authorised officers to detect
prohibited items and to manage behaviour at declared
venues. Quite often it is not until an event is actually
occurring that you get a sense of who is coming
through the doors. Venue operators will have that
discretion, therefore, to look at what they need to do to
manage crowds on the night.
Clause 12 provides for the inspection of bags, baskets,
and receptacles to ensure that prohibited items are not
brought into the venue. Again that authority is there, as
well as the discretion to use it. Clause 14 prohibits entry
to a playing field unless by an authorised person. I am
not a great football fan, but I have a family of soccer
fanatics, and we go to many international soccer events
as they come into Victoria. One of the things we have
had to deal with is spectators jumping onto the ground,
particularly when a key play is happening. It is very
distressing for the diehards in the crowd, believe me.
Therefore I like the opportunity provided by clause 15
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to ban or bar repeat offenders from the site for the
duration of the event. It will prevent the constant
interruption of the game, and it will mean that the
atmosphere and ambience of the event will not be
affected in such a negative way.
I will conclude by saying again that this bill provides
for the safety and enjoyment of participants and
reinforces Victoria’s status as one of the key venue
providers in Australia. It will provide venue operators,
participants and spectators with the certainty that they
are going to have a great night or day out.
Mr LONEY (Lara) — I wish to make a few
remarks on this important piece of legislation, which
flows from the government’s election promises. The
issue of disruptive behaviour in crowds is extremely
important for the Victorian community in a number of
respects. Firstly, people should be able to attend major
event venues knowing that they will be able to enjoy
the events free from the disruption and annoying
behaviour of others. Secondly, this state is very well
known for its major events, which are also important
income earners. This legislation will have an economic
benefit for the state, in that we will be able to sell the
events in a way that says they are good and friendly,
and people will be able to go to them knowing they will
have a good time. How Victoria’s major events are seen
within the state, nationally and internationally is very
important.
I have heard members talk of what the bill is trying to
do. I have grown up attending events in Victoria in the
way that all of us have, I guess, going along to the
Melbourne Cricket Ground or other places and feeling
very comfortable about what we are able to see.
It was many years ago that I first went to England and
attended a major soccer match there. It was a London
derby, where I think Tottenham Hotspurs were playing
Arsenal. When I attended the game I was amazed when
I walked into the ground to see that at both ends of the
soccer pitch there was no crowd behind the goals. The
whole crowd had been separated with one set of
supporters on one side of the ground and the other set
of supporters on the other and two no-man zones
behind the goals at each end to make sure they were
separated. There were high wire fences around the
ground to stop both people and missiles from getting
onto the ground. That is something that I never want to
see introduced into our state because it stops your
enjoyment of events. It is caused by people whose
behaviour is not appropriate to the events they are at.
We have been fortunate to be free from that in this state
by and large. There have been individual occurrences at
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events that have not met what the community would
generally regard as appropriate behaviour at major
events. Being a cricket supporter, I recall the time when
there was a rash of streaking on cricket grounds. I was
never a participant, I might add. I recall that one of
those incidents resulted in a serious injury, and
probably a career-ending injury, to an Australian test
player in Perth — I think it was Terry Alderman. He
suffered a severe shoulder injury as a result of a
spectator’s actions when coming onto the ground.
That sort of thing should not be allowed and I do not
think anyone in the community supports that. This
legislation goes a long way to ensuring that, firstly, it
will not occur, and secondly, if it does occur again, it is
appropriately dealt with. Similarly, the provisions in the
legislation about things that can be taken into major
events is also appropriate.
It is good to note that in Victoria many venue managers
have already implemented a number of the steps
envisaged in this legislation. If you go to a major
cricket event, football event, or whatever, in this state
you will see that the crowd managers have already
instituted processes of looking into bags and that you
are required to show what you are taking into the
venue. I think people are now used to that and accept
that, while theoretically it might be some infringement
on your liberties, it is appropriate to ensure that you can
enjoy an event in comfort and without annoyance.
I note that some venue managers already go beyond the
provisions of this bill — for example, digital face
recognition technology, which will not be included in
this bill, has now been used for a couple of years at the
Australian Open tennis tournament. As the minister has
said, I am sure that major events of that type that can
afford to install that technology will do so to ensure that
the best possible mechanisms are taken to eliminate
perpetual troublemakers, so the Peter Hores of this
world will not be able to get in and disrupt events
purely to gain notoriety for doing so. That is really what
they are about — the pursuit of notoriety at the expense
of other patrons of major events.
This is appropriate legislation. It will cement Victoria’s
reputation as a place for major events, a reputation that
I am pleased the minister has pursued very strongly. He
has also seen fit to ensure that it goes across the whole
of Victoria and not just the Melbourne urban area, as
was previously the case. This legislation will go to help
promote major events everywhere and will ensure that
people who attend major events, whether in Melbourne,
Geelong or other parts of the state, will be able to do so
in the knowledge that everything has been done to
ensure that they will not be disrupted and annoyed and
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that their money — quite often high amounts are paid
for major events; families save up to go to them — will
be expended knowing that they will be able to enjoy
them. It is good legislation, and I welcome the
opportunity to make those comments.
Mr JENKINS (Morwell) — It gives me a lot of
pleasure to rise to speak in support of this bill, not the
least reason for which being that it is good law and
demonstrates a real progression in the development of
Victoria as a major events capital.
Victoria is a major events capital, and it has been
developing that way for most of its history. Over
100 years of test cricket has been celebrated here and it
is still one of the most famous venues, if not the most
famous, for cricket in the world. We progressed for
many years and then went on to the 1956 Olympic
Games.
To give credit where credit is due, the last
Liberal-National Party government did concentrate on
capitalising on Victoria’s place already as a major
events capital and we are continuing to promote that.
As we know, the last Bracks government took this to a
whole new level. Many speakers today have spoken
about major events not being confined to Melbourne or
Melbourne venues but also being staged out in regional
Victoria. Certainly that has been the experience of my
constituents in Morwell.
This bill is a real demonstration of a maturity. There are
a number of new or more refined behaviours using new
tools to disturb the quiet enjoyment that others seek
when they go to participate in or be spectators at major
events. We have to tackle those in new ways. This bill
gives Victoria the capacity to guarantee that when
visiting sporting participants and others come here to
perform and put their reputations on the line they will
be able to perform to the best of their ability so the
crowd will enjoy the performance of these
predominantly sportsmen and sportswomen.
In the electorate of Morwell we have been fortunate to
have a number of international events. Recently the
International Six-Day Motorcycle Enduro event saw
many millions of dollars worth of international
motorbikes coming and competing for six days. The
regulations that applied to those sportspeople and to the
spectators were for their own safety and not only
ensured that those participants could continue their
chosen career into the future but also that the spectators
would be able to again enjoy what was a fantastic
spectacle.
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We are now host to the Pan Pacific Open Water
Swimming Championships, soon to be the World Open
Water Swimming Championships, in the warm waters
of Hazelwood Pondage. We have some of the best
swimmers in the world. Olympic gold medallists come
to perform there, and they have every right to expect to
be able to perform to their utmost and be safe in doing
so.
I note that the member for Yuroke highlighted the
tragedy of the attack on Monica Seles by a spectator.
We have to ensure that when they come to Victoria
participants and spectators will be safe and that the
people who come from all over Victoria will be seeing
great spectacles.
I will just make another point on behalf of a lot of the
people in country Victoria. The reason we have major
events in Melbourne and why they are major is that so
many people from country Victoria come to participate
in them and to watch what goes on. They form a large
percentage of the crowds, whether that be at the test
cricket or at the Commonwealth Games. They invest a
lot more time and energy to get here and they deserve a
good show. It costs people from country Victoria a
great deal more, and we need to make sure that when
they go to the effort they will be looked after and
protected, and so will the people they are coming to
watch.
Mr LUPTON (Prahran) — I am very happy to
speak in support of the Major Events (Crowd
Management) Bill, which recognises the importance of
public safety at our major events across Victoria.
Safety at major events is important for the participants
as well as the spectators. Over the years we have
witnessed some unfortunate occurrences at sporting
events, which a number of speakers earlier in this
debate have mentioned, where contestants or
participants have been injured by people invading
playing areas. Spectators have also been subjected to
offensive behaviour and harm of one sort or another by
other members of the crowd.
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often accompany me to the football and the cricket, I
know the wonderful events at our marvellous cricket
ground provide a family environment. We want to
make sure that the features of the events that make
taking all of our family members — whether they be
young children or elderly relatives — to them are
enjoyed in comfort and security.
Another feature of the events that this bill deals with is
the significant tourist and economic benefits associated
with major events. These days with national football
competition — unfortunately, from a Collingwood
point of view — people regularly come from interstate
for grand finals. The grand final is an important event in
the Victorian economy. Other major events involve
considerable numbers of people coming from overseas.
We want to make sure that people from Victoria, the
rest of Australia and across the world know that when
they come to Victoria they will come to events that are
well managed, safe, secure and enjoyable. The bill will
go a long way towards making sure that our fine
reputation for running major events is maintained and
enhanced into the future.
The list of managed venues and major events included
in the bill will not come as any surprise. It includes
such things as Australian Football League matches,
international cricket, grand prix and other major events.
They are the types of events you would imagine need
significant and comprehensive crowd control measures.
There are also sensible provisions in the bill to allow
for expansion of those events and venues to take place
in the future if the need arises.
The bill also gives uniformity to the rules that apply to
the types of behaviour that can be controlled and the
types of items that can be brought into venues. People
coming from interstate and overseas want to know the
type of regime that is in place. It is important in a
tourism sense as well as for the general knowledge of
the community to ensure that any major event is subject
to the same type of regime, with the sensible
prohibition of certain types of items and crowd control
measures that will be adequate and secure.

In this modern era when many different types of
offensive weapons and devices have been known to be
brought into event venues it is important that they can
be controlled and policed. This bill strikes the right
balance now and for the future in proper crowd
management and control to enhance the enjoyment of
those who attend major events in this state.

The standards of venues and management in Victoria
are extremely high. This bill will maintain those
standards. Victoria is the sporting state and the event
state, and the government wants to maintain that. I am
proud to support the bill.

One of the features of sporting events in particular, as
well as other major events in Victoria, is that they are
great for families. As the father of three children who

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr LANGDON
(Ivanhoe).

Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.03 p.m.

Debate adjourned until later this day.
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REGIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT FUND (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for State and Regional
Development) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

It is with great pride that I introduce the Regional
Infrastructure Development Fund (Amendment) Bill
into the house.
These amendments facilitate the fulfilment of the
government’s commitment to extend natural gas to the
rural and regional areas of Victoria.
Since its inception in 1999 — when the Bracks
government committed $180.7 million to the Regional
Infrastructure Development Fund (RIDF) — the fund
has supported 71 infrastructure projects across regional
Victoria.
Through the commitment of $128.4 million of RIDF
funds we have catalysed some $300 million of
investment in economic, transport, tourism and
education infrastructure across regional Victoria.
Funding for an additional five projects is expected to be
announced shortly, bringing the total commitment to
$133.6 million. The balance of the fund is expected to
be committed by 30 June this year.
The Regional Infrastructure Development Fund has
proved to be an outstanding success for regional and
rural Victoria. Groups such as the Victorian Farmers
Federation have called for the fund to be replicated at
the national level. Recognising the strengths of the
RIDF model, the Western Australian government has
established its own regional infrastructure funding
program parallelling the aims and objectives of the
RIDF.
At this point it is worth reflecting on some of the
achievements that have relied on the fund for their
success.
In Wodonga, the Regional Infrastructure Development
Fund was instrumental in securing Visy’s $60 million,
state-of-the-art box plant. The $1.2 million from the
fund contributed to the cost of trunk infrastructure
servicing the new industrial area of the Wodonga
Enterprise Business and Technology Park, leading to
the creation of more than 200 jobs.
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In Warrnambool, a $3.3 million grant from the
Regional Infrastructure Development Fund contributed
to the first major upgrade of the popular Flagstaff Hill
Maritime Museum in over 25 years. The redevelopment
included a complete overhaul of the entrance gallery
and the introduction of a spectacular night attraction,
incorporating a high-tech sound and laser light show.
The Regional Infrastructure Development Fund was
instrumental in assisting the Birchip Cropping Group
complete a $700 000 research facility to promote
efficient management of crops, generate higher yields,
improve farm incomes and foster the development of
new markets and products.
The fund has also supported the completion of over
200 cattle underpasses across Victoria’s dairy regions
to improve safety for farmers and road users. Around
100 more underpasses have received approval, taking
the total funding approved under this program to
$6 million, with a further $2.5 million committed at the
last election.
The $10 million rural community infrastructure
allocation has supported nearly 180 projects across
rural and regional Victoria. This program has been
hailed as a fantastic success by councils and local
community groups, enabling them to complete a
number of locally driven projects in smaller
communities.
Building on this success, at the last election the
government committed a further $180 million to the
Regional Infrastructure Development Fund.
Through consultation across Victoria in our first term of
government, we heard that the extension of reticulated
natural gas was the most important economic
development issue to country Victorians. We have
listened and responded.
In September 2002, we announced the establishment of
Regional Development Victoria and directed that one
of its key responsibilities is the extension of natural gas
to country Victoria.
In November we took our commitment a step closer,
announcing that $70 million from the renewed
Regional Infrastructure Development Fund would be
directed towards extending gas in rural and regional
Victoria.
Now we take the next step — making legislative
amendments to facilitate the program — through this
bill.
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The bill:
expands the purposes of the fund to include
extending reticulated natural gas in regional Victoria
and Melbourne’s rural fringe and
updates the schedule of municipalities in regional
Victoria to reflect the de-amalgamation of the
Delatite shire last year.
The bill amends the act to explicitly allow the RIDF to
fund natural gas extension projects in regional Victoria
and the nine interface councils on Melbourne’s fringe.
The Regional Infrastructure Development Committee,
which makes recommendations on disbursements from
the fund, will develop guidelines to ensure that only
rural areas of these interface municipalities receive
assistance under these provisions.
The bill also provides for the resources of the fund to be
used in the development and implementation of gas
extension projects.
This puts weight behind our commitment to support
municipalities in the development of gas extension
projects through sharing experiences and funding
external expertise.
This bill delivers on one of the government’s key
commitments to rural and regional Victorians at the last
election.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mrs SHARDEY
(Caulfield).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 23 April.

MELBOURNE (FLINDERS STREET LAND)
BILL
Second reading
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The Yarra River is perhaps the most significant natural
feature of the city of Melbourne, around which the built
structure of the city has developed, from the days when
Robert Hoddle envisaged the grand boulevards which
provide the north-south axes of the city, linking the
north and south banks of the river. Honourable
members cannot fail to be aware of the remarkable
rejuvenation which has occurred on the south bank of
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the Yarra River, truly opening up this precinct for use
and enjoyment. Extending further to the east of the
central activity zone, the Bracks government and the
Melbourne City Council have in partnership developed
Birrarung Mar, an entirely new park which recognises
through its naming the indigenous occupants of the
area.
The Yarra River precinct plan recognises the
importance of the river to the city and sets out the
vision for its further development. This plan identifies
the north bank of the river as a priority for action, given
its relative underdevelopment compared with the south
bank.
Redevelopment of the western end of Flinders Street is
one of the most significant initiatives in revitalising the
western end of the city by improving urban amenity,
public transport and pedestrian access. The Bracks
government wants to enhance qualities which the city is
already recognised as possessing, in terms of being
liveable, attractive and safe.
The measure before the house is a step towards this
vision. In May 2002, the Premier announced that in
partnership with the Melbourne City Council, it was
intended to seek expressions of interest for
development of the former fish market site which lies to
the south of Flinders Street, between Spencer and King
streets, with another secondary site on the opposite side
of King Street, to the north of the Melbourne
Aquarium. In association with this project, the present
Flinders Street overpass would be removed, thereby
facilitating greater access not only to this site but also to
other sites on the northern side of Flinders Street.
In August 2002, the Department of Infrastructure
sought preliminary expressions of interest in
developing the site. More detailed proposals were
subsequently sought from short-listed developers, and
these are currently under evaluation.
In order to give certainty to a preferred developer as the
project progresses, existing encumbrances on the land
need to be lifted. The government has chosen to
introduce legislation to accomplish this at this relatively
early stage of the process in order to facilitate
negotiations with potential developers.
The land is presently Crown land permanently reserved
and is vested in the City of Melbourne. The city uses
part of the site for storing impounded vehicles and also
operates a car parking facility on other parts of the site.
The City of Melbourne is supportive of the
redevelopment project and the need for this legislation.
The government recognises that the City of
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Melbourne’s revenues will be affected by the project.
The government and City of Melbourne have agreed to
jointly negotiate a financial strategy for the project that
recognises and compensates the city for these revenue
impacts.

On 12 March 2002 the Premier announced that the
government would establish the Dandenong
Development Board, and as part of that announcement
the Premier advised that the board will have seed
funding of $1 million.

Commencement of the act is on a date to be
proclaimed. The City of Melbourne will continue to
enjoy its current rights and entitlements over both sites
until the act is proclaimed. The act will be proclaimed
after an acceptable development proposal is received
and agreed to. If an acceptable development proposal is
not received and agreed to, the legislation will
automatically repeal on 30 June 2005, leaving the
present land status in favour of the City of Melbourne
in place.

This funding allocation was confirmed in the state
2002–03 budget where $4 million was allocated over
four years to the board.

Development of these sites provides an opportunity to
connect the river, Batman Park and the southern edge
of the city to benefit all of us through enhancement of a
presently neglected area. I am pleased, as the minister
with responsibility for Crown land, to contribute to this
initiative of the Bracks government.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mrs SHARDEY
(Caulfield).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 23 April.

DANDENONG DEVELOPMENT BOARD
BILL
Second reading
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill replaces the Dandenong Development Board
Bill 2002, which lapsed when Parliament was
prorogued last year.
The main purpose of the bill is to establish the
Dandenong Development Board, which is a
cooperative effort between the state government and
City of Greater Dandenong.
Dandenong is one of the state government’s nine
announced metropolitan Transit Cities projects. The
Transit Cities program is an important component of
Melbourne 2030, as it implements a number of the
initiatives stemming from the strategy.

With the establishment of the board the government is
honouring its commitment to setting the vision for
tackling the economic, social and environmental
challenges in Dandenong.
The board will be established as a body corporate with
perpetual succession. The clause that establishes the
board provides as part of a standard provision for such
bodies that the board may acquire, hold and dispose of
real and personal property. It is not intended that the
board will have the power to acquire real property, and
therefore no specific powers have been provided in the
bill to enable this to occur. What the provision will do
is to enable the board to acquire leasehold property and
thereby rent an office.
The function of the board will be to promote the
development of Dandenong as a key centre for
employment and services in the south-east metropolitan
area. The board will aim to refocus the Dandenong
town centre and encourage activities which lead to the
creation of an economically vibrant, safe and attractive
centre.
In order to help the board to achieve its objective it will
include representatives from the City of Greater
Dandenong Council, the local business community, the
Department of Sustainability and Environment, the
Department of Infrastructure, the Department of
Innovation, Industry and Regional Development and
the Urban and Regional Land Corporation.
The board will assist in the facilitation of economic,
cultural and community development, and employment
growth in Dandenong. The board will also make
recommendations on infrastructure and other works
considered necessary to stimulate development and
cultural activity in Dandenong.
In order to implement the government’s Transit Cities
program to revitalise Dandenong, the board will assist
by:
providing opportunities for increased private
investment and business innovation in Dandenong
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improving the overall quality of the place and
encouraging sustainable development
encouraging the development of higher density
housing at strategic locations near transport nodes
encouraging diversity of housing types and
promotion of design innovation, while protecting
residential character
focusing higher density mixed-use development
around the key transport nodes
facilitating appropriate demonstration projects
building communities that offer fair access for all to
services and employment opportunities
improving public transport usage and the integration
of transport services and assisting in delivering
20 per cent of metropolitan trips by public transport
by 2020
creating and improving pedestrian-cycling linkages
with transport interchanges
reducing the pressure to develop on the urban fringe
facilitating improved safety through community
building and design
improving access to services
ensuring a ‘whole of government’ response to
development issues.
The Dandenong Development Board will actively liaise
with agencies/instrumentalities such as the Department
of Education and Training, hospitals, Department of
Justice (Crime Prevention Victoria), police, Vicroads
and Victrack so as to coordinate government
expenditure and actions to achieve a safe urban design
and built form and functionality for Dandenong.
As I have stated previously, the Dandenong
Development Board will be facilitating the
revitalisation of Dandenong. However, the government
is also aware that to be truly successful the board
should be doing itself out of a job. With that in mind
the bill contains a sunset date for the legislation. That
date is 30 June 2010.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PERTON
(Doncaster).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 23 April.
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SUMMARY OFFENCES (OFFENSIVE
BEHAVIOUR) BILL
Second reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The Summary Offences (Offensive Behaviour)
Bill 2003 reflects the government’s commitment to
deliver more effective sanctions to specifically target
the disruptive behaviour of ‘sex tourists’ in St Kilda.
For many years now, street prostitution has been a
problem in St Kilda. At any hour of any day, street
prostitution can be found in residential streets. Sex
tourists — those who travel specifically to St Kilda to
cruise the streets and observe, abuse and harass sex
workers and residents alike — throw objects from their
cars, make obscene gestures, yell abuse, litter,
sideswipe parked cars and, occasionally, resort to
violence. These illegal acts are reprehensible in any
community, but in St Kilda they serve to compound the
harms associated with street prostitution.
Street prostitution and the nuisance behaviour
associated with it cause considerable distress to
members of the Port Phillip community, in addition to
causing significant harms to sex workers themselves. In
response to community concern about street
prostitution in St Kilda, in March 2001 I established the
Attorney-General’s Street Prostitution Advisory Group.
The advisory group was chaired by the then
Parliamentary Secretary for Justice and member for
Richmond, Richard Wynne, MP, and contained
representatives from the Liberal and National parties,
Victoria Police, City of Port Phillip, local residents and
traders, health, welfare and outreach workers and street
sex workers.
Together, the advisory group — in consultation with
the Port Phillip community — considered ways to
address the unacceptable situation in the City of Port
Phillip. In its final report released in June 2002, the
advisory group provided the government with a range
of recommendations, some of which are currently being
further developed within the group. Building upon the
work of the advisory group, the government, through
this bill, implements one of the key recommendations
arising from its final report.
That recommendation proposed the introduction of a
new offence that could be enforced by an infringement
notice, and addressed the offensive and nuisance
behaviour of ‘sex tourists’. This recommendation arose
from the concerns of residents and street sex workers
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who face regular abuse and harassment from such
people.
The bill will introduce a new offence into the Summary
Offences Act 1966 that will target people who use
offensive words or gestures in a public place from a
motor vehicle. The offence will only apply in ‘declared
areas’. These areas will be declared by the
Attorney-General and must be areas where street
prostitution is prevalent.
The offence is punishable by an infringement notice, or
on-the-spot fine, which may only be issued by Victoria
Police and will carry a penalty of $100. However, if a
person elects to challenge the charge, it will be heard in
the Magistrates Court and they will face a higher
maximum penalty of $500.
The offence will be one of strict liability. This means
that it will not be necessary to prove that the defendant
intended that their words or gestures were offensive.
The offence will be committed once the offensive
words are uttered or the offensive gesture is committed.
The offensive words or gestures must be used or made
within the view or hearing of another person in a public
place. Furthermore, their words or gestures must be
likely to offend a reasonable person.
The new offence is tightly restricted so as to target a
specific problem in St Kilda. It will equip Victoria
Police with an effective and immediate enforcement
tool to be used in policing the nuisance behaviour
associated with street prostitution. The bill will reduce
the harm caused to residents and street sex workers and
help to provide a safer and better environment for those
who work and live in St Kilda.
I commend this bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PERTON
(Doncaster).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 23 April.

CHILD EMPLOYMENT BILL
Second reading
Mr HULLS (Minister for Industrial Relations) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Governments and communities throughout Australia
accept that children under the age of 15 should be
engaged in compulsory education. The Bracks
government believes that education should remain the
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priority for children under the age of 15. This
government also believes that children should have the
opportunity to be children and to participate in social and
leisure activities with their families and their peers.
Having said that, we acknowledge that children under
the age of 15 do work. And this work is not limited to
babysitting and paper rounds. The growth in part time
and casual work in the retail and service sectors has
meant that children are being employed in a wider range
of jobs than ever. There is also an increasing trend for
children who are still at school to treat work as a source
of personal income and so the desire for paid
employment is growing.
Child employment in Victoria is already regulated by the
Community Services Act 1970. The child employment
provisions have not, however, been substantively
amended in 30 years. Not surprisingly then, these
provisions do not recognise the changed nature of work
for children under 15 and the challenges this presents.
Employment presents risks to children that differ from
those that may be faced by adults in the workplace. In
contrast to adults, children are physically, emotionally
and mentally immature. They have less life experience to
draw upon and may find it hard to voice their concerns in
an appropriate or effective way. This can mean that
children are exposed to greater occupational health and
safety dangers when they work. It is alarming to note
that, according to Workcover statistics, approximately
one child under 15 is seriously injured in the workplace
every two weeks.
At the last election, the Australian Labor Party
committed to protect children under 15 who work by
reintroducing the Child Employment Bill.
The Child Employment Bill, introduced into Parliament
in October 2002, was the end result of a review of child
employment in Victoria, conducted in order to identify
the best ways to protect children from risks associated
with employment. Extensive community consultation
formed part of this review. Members of the public
attended six round tables held in regional and
metropolitan Victoria, and 37 written submissions were
made. Consultation indicated that, whilst the
employment of children under 15 is acceptable, it is
acceptable only to the extent that work does not interfere
with a child’s education and development opportunities,
and does not expose children to physical or moral
dangers.
Purpose of the bill
The purpose of the Child Employment Bill is to
establish a system of child employment regulation that
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accommodates some capacity for work for children
under 15 whilst ensuring that work does not adversely
affect a child’s education, and protects the health, safety
and moral welfare of children at work.
In the first instance, the Child Employment Bill seeks to
repeal the child employment provisions from the
Community Services Act and enact a new statute — the
Child Employment Act 2002. The government believes
that establishing a new act will play an important role in
improving community understanding of the child
employment laws.
The bill retains the current definition of employment.
That is, employment occurs when a child takes part or
assists in any business, trade or occupation carried on
for profit. This participation can be paid or unpaid and
the child may be engaged as an employee or as a
contractor.
The bill also highlights a number of activities that do
not constitute employment. These are participating in a
church service or religious program, participating in an
occasional entertainment or project for a school or
church, performing any work for a non-profit
organisation and participating in a sporting activity. I
should also note that babysitting, except where
conducted through an agency, is not considered to be
employment.
The bill has four key elements. These relate to the
permit system; general limitations on child
employment; offences and penalties; and information
and compliance.
The permit system
The Community Services Act currently provides for a
system of child employment permits. Under this
system, with some exceptions, children are required to
have a permit in order to work.
The Child Employment Bill retains the permit system,
but with some modification. The primary change has
been to extend the current exemption for children who
work with their parents in a shop that is attached to the
family home. This exemption has now been extended to
all children who work with their parents in a family
business, including on a family farm.
Members may recall that public concerns were
previously raised that the government would be
introducing a requirement for children working with
their parents on the family farm to obtain a permit.
These people were operating under the misconception
that farming parents are currently exempt. This is not
the case — the Community Services Act, under
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provisions enacted by the Bolte government, does not
exempt farming parents.
Under the Child Employment Bill, however, children
working with their parents on the family farm will not
require a child employment permit. I will return to the
broader issue of children working in a family business
shortly.
As currently applies, permits are free of charge and
parents are responsible for applying for the permit. The
bill requires, however, that the child’s prospective
employer and school sign the permit application.
Furthermore, the employer will be required to provide
details on the application form regarding the child’s
intended duties and hours of work, and the nature of the
work environment.
Police checks
Another modification to the current system, designed to
ensure that a child’s moral welfare is protected, is the
introduction of a requirement for a police check of the
criminal record of those people employing and directly
supervising children in the workplace. This check must
be conducted prior to the issuing of a permit.
To ensure that a check is also conducted where the
child’s supervisor changes during the child’s
employment, the bill makes it an offence for an
employer to allow a person to directly supervise a child
where the employer has not received a declaration of
suitability from the child employment officer. In simple
terms, this is a document which states that the child
employment officer considers that, on the basis of the
results of a police check, it is suitable for the person to
have direct supervision or control of the child.
Under the bill, the results of a person’s police check
may remain valid for 12 months subject to the person
signing a statutory declaration that they have not been
charged with an offence within that 12-month period.
This provision will also ensure that a person is not
required to undergo more than one police check where
a number of permit applications are submitted
concurrently.
General limitations on child employment
The Child Employment Bill also provides for a number
of general limitations on child employment. Broadly
speaking, these relate to a minimum age of
employment, and the types and hours of work a child
can perform.
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Minimum age of employment
The Child Employment Bill regulates the employment
of children under the age of 15. In recognition of the
fact that some children under 15 may obtain some
benefits from working, the bill permits the employment
of children aged between 13 and 15, subject to certain
conditions of employment.
This government also recognises that there may be
some circumstances in which children under the age
of 13 should be permitted to work. The first concerns
the delivery of newspapers and pamphlets and
deliveries for pharmacies. As a long accepted form of
employment for children, the Child Employment Bill
allows children aged between 11 and 15 to undertake
these forms of employment. This employment will,
however, remain subject to the general conditions of
child employment and the requirement for a permit.
The second concerns children who work in the
entertainment industry, an industry that employs
children of all ages. Due to the nature of this industry,
age restrictions will not apply. This is not to say,
however, that children employed in the entertainment
industry are unregulated. Rather, the Child
Employment Bill makes separate provision for the
regulation of children in this industry. I will return to
this point shortly.
The final exemption to the minimum age of
employment concerns children who work in family
businesses.
Type of work
An important provision of the Child Employment Bill
is that children can only be engaged in employment that
falls within the definition of light work.
Light work covers any work that firstly, is not likely to
be harmful to a child’s health, safety or moral or
material welfare and secondly, will not prejudice a
child’s attendance at school or their capacity to benefit
from instruction. This is the definition of light work
provided by the ILO convention on the minimum age
of employment.
Work that is inherently dangerous or that is performed
in dangerous circumstances is not light work.
To aid in the interpretation of the definition of light
work, the bill provides some examples of activities that
may constitute light work. Amongst other things,
working in the entertainment industry, newspaper
deliveries, working as a sales assistant and farming
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related chores will be considered light work, where they
accord with the broader definition.
The bill also takes the step of making it an offence to
engage in particular forms of employment: children are
prohibited from working in door-to-door sales, in
deep-sea fishing and in the building and construction
industry. The government considers that these forms of
employment present such a risk to children that
employment should be prohibited in all circumstances.
These prohibitions complement existing statutory
prohibitions on children working in the mining
industry, in prostitution or on licensed premises. So as
to ensure that the prohibited forms of employment
reflect contemporary circumstances, the bill also
provides the Governor in Council with the power to
declare other kinds of employment prohibited.
I should also note that the Child Employment Bill, for
the most part, does not regulate work experience. At
present, however, permission from the Secretary of
Innovation, Industry and Regional Development is
required where a child wishes to undertake a work
experience arrangement in a declared high-risk industry
according to the provisions of the Education Act. The
Child Employment Bill therefore amends the Education
Act to clarify that a child employment permit is
required in these situations. In all other respects,
however, the Child Employment Bill has no application
to work experience arrangements.
Hours of work
In order to ensure an appropriate balance between
school and work, the bill restricts the number of hours a
child can work. These provisions reflect the
government’s philosophy that a child should not be
required to work for long hours following a school day
or for longer than they would be required to attend
school. The current provision restricting children from
working during hours of school attendance has also
been retained.
The Community Services Act currently prevents
children from working after 11.00 p.m. Reflecting
community concerns with this provision, however, the
Child Employment Bill amends the provision to limit
children to working up to 9.00 p.m. The government
further considers that children should be prevented
from engaging in street trading at night for health and
safety reasons and so the bill introduces a new
provision restricting street trading to daylight hours.
Finally, to recognise that children cannot work safely
for the same unbroken period of time as adults, the bill
provides for a 30-minute rest break after 3 hours of
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work. Furthermore, children must have at least 12 hours
break between finishing one shift and commencing the
next.
Children working in family businesses and on
family farms
I mentioned previously that the existing, although
limited, exemption for children working with their
parents in a shop attached to a dwelling has been
extended to all family businesses, including family
farms.
The government recognises that children of all ages
may work with their parents and that this should not be
prohibited. The provisions concerning the minimum
age of employment that I outlined earlier will not,
therefore, apply to children assisting their parents in
family businesses. The bill also exempts parents from
the general conditions relating to hours of work,
although a parent cannot employ their child during
school hours.
Children working in family businesses and on family
farms have been exempted in this way because the
government believes that, when it comes to employing
their own children, all parents have both a responsibility
for and an ability to protect children from health and
safety risks, and to ensure their child’s education is not
adversely affected. The government also believes that
these exemptions are warranted because family
businesses and particularly family farms rely upon
family labour and, in many ways, the participation of
the child in the business is simply participation in
family life.
That said, the government considers that children
performing work for their parents should be protected
by some minimum standards. A key provision of this
bill restricts employment to light work — a provision
we believe should apply to all people who employ
children. Consequently, parents employing their
children may only employ their children in light work.
Moreover, this work must be directly supervised. To
employ a child in contravention of these conditions will
be an offence.
Children working in the entertainment industry
The entertainment industry is a significant employer of
children of all ages. It is also an industry where children
may need to be employed during school term and late at
night. Consequently, a number of the provisions I have
outlined may require adjustment for this industry.
In order to more appropriately regulate the employment
of children in the entertainment industry, the Child
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Employment Bill provides for the development of a
mandatory code of practice. This code will be
developed in consultation with industry, union and
government stakeholders and will come into effect
within 12 months of the bill being enacted. It is worth
noting that the employment of children in the
entertainment industry in NSW is also regulated by a
mandatory code of practice.
Although most of the general conditions of
employment will not apply to the entertainment
industry, the permit system and the light work
restrictions will regulate the employment of children in
the entertainment industry. Whilst the code is being
developed, the child employment officer will continue
to regulate child employment.
Offences and penalties
At the outset I noted that the Bracks government
promised to increase penalties for breaching child
employment laws. The Community Services Act
currently makes it an offence to employ or allow a child
to be employed without a permit. The penalty for this
offence is a paltry $100 — a penalty that highlights the
outdated nature of these child employment provisions.
The Child Employment Bill provides a range of
offences with appropriate penalties. Offences include
failing to have a permit and breaching the general
conditions of employment, whilst the maximum
penalties for offences under the act range from $1000
for more minor offences to $10 000 for serious
offences. The maximum penalty for an offence
committed by a person is $6000: for a corporation it is
$10 000.
Information and compliance
Community consultation revealed that there is a
considerable lack of community awareness of the
nature of child employment laws in Victoria. Concerns
were also raised about the lack of compliance.
The bill provides for the appointment by the secretary
of suitably qualified child employment officers. Under
the bill, their primary function is to provide information
about the operation of the legislation. The child
employment officers will have a particular focus on the
development of educational materials regarding the
child employment system and in relation to the
employment of children in family businesses, including
on family farms.
The child employment officers will, however, also be
responsible for ensuring compliance with the
legislation. To this end, the bill provides child
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employment officers with a number of powers to
determine compliance with the act. These powers
include a right of entry to inspect a workplace and the
right to require production of documents. These powers
reflect the powers provided to information service
officers in the Outworkers (Improved Protection) Bill
2003, introduced into the house in February this year.
In terms of prosecutions, prosecutions for breaching the
child employment legislation will be heard by the
industrial division of the Magistrates Court.
Summary
The Child Employment Bill recognises that whilst
some employment of children under 15 is acceptable,
by community standards it is acceptable only to the
extent that work does not interfere with a child’s
schooling or expose children to physical or moral
dangers.
The Child Employment Bill also balances allowing
children to obtain benefits from working with the fact
that education remains the priority for children under
the age of 15.
Lastly, the bill recognises that the employment of
children should not be treated in a uniform fashion.
That is, there needs to be capacity to regulate the
employment of children in family businesses and in the
entertainment industry differently to the employment of
other children.
The antiquated provisions of the Community Services
Act cannot continue to regulate child employment in
Victoria. This bill represents an important opportunity
to ensure that the employment of our children is
regulated in a way that reflects the realities of modern
day life.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mrs SHARDEY
(Caulfield).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 23 April.

MELBOURNE CRICKET GROUND
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 20 March; motion of
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Environment).

Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — The
Melbourne Cricket Ground is one of the great
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institutions of Melbourne, and each member in this
chamber would have their own recollections of great
exploits on the ‘G’.
I was just speaking to the member for Benalla, who
recounted that one of the great moments of his life was
when he was playing a VFL game against Carlton and
he had responsibility to look after Jesaulenko and
Jackson, and between the three of them they kicked
16 goals on that particular day!
Immortal in the memories of many people, too, would
be the move of Phil Manassa around the members stand
in the 1977 grand final replay, in part to make amends
for the previous week and in part as an immortal
display of athleticism, prowess and payback for what
had transpired the week before as he steered the ball
through the middle. Then there are the grand final
exploits of Wayne Harmes.
A few decades ago Skylab was falling to Melbourne in
myriad pieces, but it may also have been travelling
back to Melbourne to watch the 1989 grand final,
where one saw the extraordinary exploits of a number
of players. Almost in one movement Ablett collected
the ball from the Richmond end of the ground and put it
through the middle, and Brereton, who had been
poleaxed and was in feeble frame, having been dry
retching during the course of the game, managed to
steer a number of crucial goals through for the
Hawthorn Football Club.
Also in the closing minutes of the 1989 grand final,
which stands as one of the greatest final games of all
time on the MCG, there was the great work of Chris
Langford as Geelong was making its comeback. I could
go back further.
Mr Hulls — What about 1963?
Mr THOMPSON — Not to 1963, but to 1964,
when one could recall that memorable run of the
Collingwood fish and chip shop proprietor, Ray
Gabelich, as he made his way down towards the
Richmond end of the ground and fell to his knees as he
steered the ball through the goals. Also on the same day
the ball went to Dixon and then to Crompton, as
Melbourne kicked the ball through the goals in the
closing minutes. Each member in this chamber would
have their own recall of great moments on the MCG.
But it goes back further. In his history of the MCG, The
People’s Ground, Keith Dunstan mentions other great
moments that I will take the attention of the house back
to. In his introduction to the history of the ground
Dunstan notes the time in 1879 when the ‘Demon’
Spofforth took his first hat-trick in a test match against
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England, or the day in 1898 when Clem Hill, who was
still not 21, saved Australia with an unforgettable 188.
Some like to remember Jack Hobbs and Wilfred
Rhodes’s 328 opening partnership in 1912, or the big
scores against England on the MCG; or Bradman’s 270
in 1936 or Cowper’s 307 in 1966; or the day in 1946
when Keith Miller hit Toshack three times over the
fence in one over.
The game of cricket has a strong history and tradition.
Shortly after the time in 1835 when Batman decided
that Melbourne was the spot for a village, five men in
1838 decided it was time to form a cricket club. Those
men were Powlett, a police magistrate and Crown lands
commissioner; the Mundy brothers, who were
insurance agents; George Smyth, the captain of police;
and a person who happens to be a distant forbear of
mine, Robert Russell, who planned the streets of
Melbourne. These five men formed the Melbourne
Cricket Club (MCC) and paid a membership fee of
1 guinea.
The funds so raised made possible the purchase of bat,
ball and stumps and allowed the first match to be
played on the following Saturday. This match was
played on the site later occupied by the Royal Mint. A
move was then made to Spencer Street. However, the
area was needed for railway activity and the ground
was then shifted to Sandridge. In turn, the latter site was
needed for a rail line to the port.
Lieutenant-Governor La Trobe, who some believe was
brought to Melbourne to help look after the issues in
relation to Victoria’s indigenous community and to
achieve just outcomes for them in the early days of the
settlement, felt some sympathy for the MCC and in
1853 granted it 10 acres of the police paddock where it
remains today.
The governor took the view it was really a cricket
ground for the people and formed the MCG Trust by
order in council in 1861. The trust was given a
supervisory role and commenced operations in 1862
under William Haines, Victoria’s first Premier. With
minor hiccups this dual form of administration
involving both the trust and the MCC has worked well
for the past 141 years. Successive developments around
the ground have built the MCG into the best cricket
ground in the world when assessed against a range of
criteria, and when the new development is completed it
will remain the world’s leading sports stadium, using
the criteria of location, proximity to the city centre,
crowd capacity and the standard of accommodation.
The MCC has been led by a number of people who
have given their time voluntarily to provide outstanding
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leadership to the club. In the last 20 years or so Dr Don
Cordner, a Brownlow medallist for Melbourne, John
Mitchell and Bruce Church have all been dedicated and
successful club presidents. David Jones has recently
made his way to the presidential crease to carry on a
very fine leadership tradition. Dr John Lill, a state
cricketer for South Australia, and Stephen Gough, who
came from the Carlton Football Club and who started
his working life as a secondary schoolteacher, have
been very capable administrators.
The question might be asked: where do the funds to
develop the ground come from? The answer is simple.
They have principally come from the gate revenue and
from membership subscriptions. The MCC is not just a
ground manager but has a real financial stake in the
ground. Therefore any move which guarantees its
future as a manager, which is taking place under the
bill, should be strongly supported.
It might be noted that one glaring omission in the
legislation is a failure to ensure that a worker can be
given a job on the site without being forced to join a
union. The right of association is one of the key pillars
of democracy, after freedom of speech and freedom of
religion. However, the right of association means
nothing unless it is accompanied by the right not to
associate. Instead of guaranteeing the freedom, this
legislation has done the opposite. The fact that the
government has been prepared to commit $77 million
of Victorian taxpayer funds plus committing
$13 million of MCC membership funds to make up the
sum of money that was otherwise available from the
federal government is regrettable and has served to
protect the monopolistic practices of the construction
union, the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy
Union (CFMEU).
A recent article in the Herald Sun by Susie O’Brien
indicates that this union has poured some $360 000 into
Australian Labor Party funds over the last four years
and gave the ALP $64 000 before the last election.
Apparently ALP funding is more important to this
government than the protection of one of the key pillars
of our democracy.
Over the years we have seen acts of thuggery on the
ground at the MCG — the Wright-Somerville incident
in the early 1960s was one such example, and there are
others where people have been king-hit on the ground.
They are regrettable examples where strongarm tactics
are used rather than attention being focused on key
matters in the arena.
The ALP has been a strong opponent of compulsion in
some areas, but in the area of union monopolies it
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views these matters in an entirely different light.
Minister Abbott noted in the Age of 10 June 2002 that:
… by rejecting commonwealth funds for the MCG,
Mr Bracks has revealed that he is completely in the pocket of
the CFMEU. Thanks to what Bracks has done, the people’s
ground is in danger of becoming a CFMEU playground.

It is important that in terms of Victoria’s competitive
position in the decades ahead we can complete the
construction project on a timely basis but not so that the
people of Victoria end up having to pay more than the
project is actually worth.
I do not think the minister in the other place actually
wrote the second-reading speech and I do not think he
vetted it carefully because it notes:
The Melbourne Cricket Ground holds a special place in the
hearts of all Victorians and not since the Olympic Games of
1956 has Victoria been host to such an important event as the
2006 Commonwealth Games.

I think the minister’s staff overlooked the fact that the
minister himself played in the 1995 grand final for
Carlton — a member of the winning side and one of the
best players on the ground. I think there will be other
examples, too, where there have been key sporting
events in the intervening years between 1956 and the
2006 games which were equally memorable. There is
the level of interest from the supporters of Carlton,
which has won eight premierships since 1956, the
supporters of Hawthorn, which has likewise won eight
premierships in that time, the supporters of Richmond,
which has won five premierships, or the supporters of
Essendon — supported by the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services — which has won five
premierships between 1956 and 2006.
To the Collingwood supporters in the chamber I can
perhaps report that they have won two premierships in
that time, although they have had multiple grand final
appearances in that period.
In addition to a problem with the second-reading
speech, there is also a problem with a number of
sections in the bill. Clause 10 of the bill inserts
proposed sections 11B, 11C and 11D into the principal
act. The proposed sections refer to a number of
additions or re-reservations of land in relation to Yarra
Park and the precincts of the Melbourne Cricket
Ground itself. I had occasion to think that we had better
make sure as we look at these re-reservations of land
that the 10-yard square has not been rezoned into
Jolimont or alternatively the outer wing does not run on
the southern side of the outer stand as opposed to the
inner side. I thought the parliamentary library might
have been able to assist me, but regrettably in the
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chamber tonight there is no illustration showing the
effects upon the ground of these land amendments to be
undertaken by a very important bill.
Mr Haermeyer — Do you want a multimedia
presentation?
Mr THOMPSON — An objection has been raised
to the effect that it might be appropriate for there to be a
multimedia presentation. I do not seek that. All I seek is
for the government to be up to scratch and at least to
make documentation available in the parliamentary
library, which is what happens with the majority of bills
that are presented in this Parliament, so members
preparing for a speech can go and check for themselves
what the re-reservations are and what the land
revocations might be.
Proposed section 11C states, regarding re-reservation of
certain land for Yarra Park:
(1) In this section “proposed Yarra Park land” means the
land shown cross-hatched on the plan numbered
LEGL./03–023 and lodged in the Central Plan Office of
the Department of Sustainability and Environment.

It is all very well being lodged over there, but where
they actually are today is another story. They should be
available in the parliamentary library so that members
can check for themselves what these re-reservations and
revocations might be, just to make sure that everything
is in order.
Proposed section 11B, under the title ‘Further lands
added to Melbourne Cricket Ground’ states:
(1) In this section “proposed MCG lands” means the lands
shown hatched on the plans numbered LEGL./03–021
and LEGL./03–022 and lodged in the Central Plan
Office of the Department of Sustainability and
Environment.

It is not much good having those plans lodged with the
Department of Sustainability and Environment when
the debate is taking place in this chamber tonight, and
there is no opportunity for members who are speaking
on this bill tonight to look at the plans to ascertain
exactly what land is being rezoned. I did manage, with
the help of the parliamentary library, to obtain one
survey plan, but even the terms of the plan are not
particularly clear and explicit as to what is entailed
without having them all together in a reasonable
context. I trust that this is a matter that can be rectified
before the bill goes into the other place.
I recall the example of mutual recognition template
legislation being debated in the West Australian
Parliament where members found they did not have
much understanding of the intent of the bill or the terms
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of the bill because those details were not available and
they were basically introducing legislation that came
either from Canberra or from Queensland. It is a very
important part of the democratic process that
governments be up to speed and up to scratch, so that
they do at least put the information on the table so that
members can have the opportunity to consider the
issues in some reasonable detail.
The opening clause of the bill states that the Melbourne
Cricket Ground (Amendment) Bill is to make further
provision in relation to the management of the
Melbourne Cricket Ground, to ensure proper
monitoring of the development of the northern stand
and to make minor changes to the area of the
Melbourne Cricket Ground for the purpose of the
development of the northern stand.
Important delegations will take place. One is a
delegation from the Melbourne Cricket Ground Trust to
the Melbourne Cricket Club. The trust has operated
very well throughout its 141-year history, and it has had
broad representation from all walks of life in Victoria.
In this particular case there are some specific powers
that the Melbourne Cricket Club will be exercising
itself.
The opposition is happy to support this clear delegation
to the Melbourne Cricket Club, which also establishes a
clear role for the Melbourne Cricket Club. Proposed
section 7A(2)(a) provides that in the case of a delegated
power, if the delegation does not prevent the
performance of the power by the trust, it is to be made
subject to conditions or limitations which the trust may
specify. The benefit of this provision is that the trust
may have the capacity to delineate what is to be
undertaken, and when it is being performed by the
Melbourne Cricket Club it is to be taken to mean it is
being performed by the trust.
Proposed section 7AB refers to a delegation by the
Melbourne Cricket Club, so that at the head of the
administration of the ground we have the trust, an entity
that has been carrying out a leadership role in relation
to the development of the ground for 141 years, and
under it we have the delegation to the Melbourne
Cricket Club, and in turn the club can delegate certain
responsibilities in relation to the management of the
ground. In case of any such delegation there are mirror
provisions that reflect the delegation from the trust to
the Melbourne Cricket Club, and the club can in turn
delegate certain roles to other parties or entities, but it
does not prevent the performance or exercise of the
functions or powers so delegated by the Melbourne
Cricket Club.
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The delegation must be made subject to any conditions
or limitations that the trust specifies, and the functional
powers so delegated when performed or exercised by
the delegate under proposed section 7AB(2)(c) are for
the purposes of this act taken to be performed or
exercised by the trust. It is also noted that, if the
function or power relates to the management or use of
the ground, the delegate must implement any policy
made from time to time by the trust in relation to the
function or power.
Under proposed section 7AB(3) it is noteworthy that
any policy in the preceding subsection must not be
inconsistent with any agreement appointing the cricket
club as ground manager of the whole or part of the
ground or any lease to the Melbourne Cricket Club of
the whole of the ground.
The Melbourne Cricket Club, in its role as ground
manager, is to prepare a business plan for the trust. This
reinforces a key role of the Melbourne Cricket Club,
which has a sizeable waiting list of over 160 000 people
and a very strong membership base of around 70 000, if
I recall correctly. It reinforces the clear and ongoing
role of the Melbourne Cricket Club as the ground
manager for the whole of the ground. There is a very
clear provision which gives some satisfaction to the
Melbourne Cricket Club. While it is the manager of the
whole of the ground the trust must not enter into a
contract with any other person to manage the whole or
any part of the ground, so there is some exclusivity for
the right of the Melbourne Cricket Club.
There is a certain administrative arrangement in relation
to the finances and the revenue the Melbourne Cricket
Club receives, which represents a change from what
has taken place in the past. Under proposed section 7L
the Melbourne Cricket Club is entitled to receive or
retain all entrance fees and charges and all revenue and
income arising in the course of its management of the
ground and in turn pay what is due under the agreement
to the trust. I think formerly it was obliged to pay the
funds to the trust, which would then reimburse the
Melbourne Cricket Club.
There are special arrangements in regard to the northern
stand. There are also the clauses I referred to earlier
relating to further land added to the Melbourne Cricket
Ground under proposed section 11B and the
re-reservation of certain land for Yarra Park. Clause 9
of the bill inserts proposed section 11A(5), which
provides in part that:
… if … any part of the land shown in the plan of survey is or
is being used as a road, that part of the land ceases to be a
road and all rights, easements and privileges existing or
claimed in it either in the public or by any body or person as
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incident to any express or implied grant or past dedication or
supposed dedication or by user or operation of law, cease.

I understand this provision clarifies the ownership of
the land. There is a clarification of the envelope of land,
which is both the area occupied by the Melbourne
Cricket Ground and the Yarra Park precinct. As I
alluded to earlier, there is some difficulty in clarifying
precisely what lands are being revoked and what lands
are being realigned because that information simply is
not available in the parliamentary library.
I would like to point out some other key features in
what I earlier referred to as the ‘G’ or ‘the people’s
ground’. It is one of the landmark stadiums in the
world, and it is worth while apprising the house of
some of the key milestones of the arena. I earlier
indicated that the area known otherwise as the police
paddock had been allocated to the club by
Lieutenant-Governor La Trobe in 1853. The first
football match on the Melbourne Cricket Ground was a
match between the Melbourne Football Club and South
Yarra in 1859. In 1877 the first test match between
Australia and England was played at the Melbourne
Cricket Ground, during which Bannerman scored the
first century in test cricket.
Around the same time an Aboriginal cricket team
recruited from western Victoria made its way to
England. One of the key players in that side was a man
by the name of Johnny Mullagh, who hailed from
Harrow. They have named the oval in Harrow the
Johnny Mullagh Oval, and recently there was a
Community Support Fund grant to develop an
interpretation centre in Harrow. I trust that in the next
few years there will be great opportunity for there to be
ongoing games of cricket between a representative
team from the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Commission and various other teams at both Harrow
and the MCG applauding the contribution to sport of
indigenous Australians.
In 1879 the first night football game took place at the
MCG under electric light. It was between the
Collingwood Rifles and East Melbourne Artillery.
Among the other notable events, the first year the
Victorian Football League (VFL) Grand Final was held
at the MCG was 1902.
In more recent days some soccer matches have been
played at the MCG. Members of the house might be
interested to learn that in 1923 Australia defeated China
2–0 in a game of soccer that was played at the MCG.
The new Members Pavilion had its foundation stone
laid in 1927, and in 1936 the Southern Stand opened.
During 1942, in the dark days of war, when Australia
was at risk from northern advances in the Pacific the
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United States Army Air Forces personnel moved into
the MCG.
The year 1948 saw India play its first MCG test match,
and the first drawn VFL Grand Final was also played in
that year. In 1956 the MCG was the main arena for the
Olympic Games. Some 107 000 people attended the
arena for the opening ceremony.
In 1961, 90 800 people attended the second day of the
fifth test of the Australia versus West Indies series. In
1971 the first official international one-day limited
overs cricket match was played between Australia and
England after the test match at that time was
abandoned. In 1984 the one-day international record of
86 133 people, to see Australia versus the West Indies,
was established. The opening of the Great Southern
Stand and the final of the cricket World Cup was seen
in 1992. On 25 March of that year 87 000 people
watched Pakistan defeat England.
Rugby League State of Origin made its way to the
MCG in 1994, when Queensland played New South
Wales before a sizeable crowd of some 87 000. Music
concerts have also been held at the arena. In 1995 the
Rolling Stones performed. In 1997, as an important part
of the Melbourne major events program, the Bledisloe
Cup, being a Rugby Union test between Australia and
New Zealand, was convened and a new record
Australian rugby crowd was set with 90 119 people
attending. During the 2000 Olympics soccer was again
played at the MCG, where 327 000 people attended the
various matches played over a seven-day period. That
has reinforced the establishment of soccer as a very
strong football code in Australia, despite current
difficulties. When Australia played a soccer friendly
against France in 2001 some 53 000 people followed
the game. A later game saw 84 000 people attend a
match between Australia and Uruguay.
Keith Dunstan referred to the ground as the ‘G’ in his
book entitled The People’s Ground. Under this
legislation the ground will very much remain and
continue to be the people’s ground in Victoria. Each
member of this chamber would have their own recall of
great moments in time as they followed the fortunes of
the various sides.
Perhaps it might be best reflected in Bruce Dawe’s
poem Life Cycle, where he noted in relation to
Victorians’ passion for football on the MCG that:
They will not grow old as those in the more northern states
grow old,
for them it will always be three-quarter time
with the scores level and the wind advantage in the final term,
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…
having seen in the six-foot recruit from Eaglehawk their hope
of salvation.

Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I am pleased to rise
on behalf of the National Party to contribute to the
debate on the Melbourne Cricket Ground (Amendment)
Bill. I want to give credit to my colleague the
Honourable Damian Drum in another place, who is our
spokesperson on this matter and who has done a lot of
research on this bill.
This is not a lengthy bill; it covers only 12 pages. As
we all know, the bill amends the Melbourne Cricket
Ground Act of 1933. It has three purposes: firstly, to
make further provision in relation to the management of
the Melbourne Cricket Ground; secondly, to monitor
the development of the northern stand; and thirdly, to
make minor changes to the area of the Melbourne
Cricket Ground for the purpose of the development of
the northern stand. It is important that we consult
widely, and the Honourable Damian Drum has
consulted with the MCG Trust, the Melbourne Cricket
Club and Grocon.
The National Party will not be opposing this legislation.
I congratulate the previous speaker on his good
background to and update on the Melbourne Cricket
Ground. I will give a bit of history about the
grandstands in particular. In 1854 the first Members
Pavilion was constructed, in 1881 the second Members
Pavilion was constructed, and in 1928 the third
Members Pavilion was constructed — and there have
been many other developments on that site, as we all
know. The first northern stand was built in 1877. In
1884 the second northern stand or, as it was known
then, the Grandstand, was constructed, and in 1956 the
northern stand, or the Olympic Stand, was constructed.
In 1967–68 the Western Stand, later named the
Ponsford Stand, was constructed. You can see that they
have been up there for a fair period of time.
But the real highlight for all of us was the construction
of the Great Southern Stand, which took place in
1991–92. With that came new lights and the like. That
really did make for an excellent facility. As we know, it
is one of the great open-air venues of the world. There
are many indoor venues, but this is one of the great
open-air venues of the world and is recognised by all
who have been there and all who have played on the
ground.
As the previous speaker highlighted, the ground has
been used for football, cricket, soccer and concerts. But
I want to highlight some of my involvement with it.
One of the greatest thrills I had in my football career
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was to play on the MCG. The biggest crowd I played in
front of was nearly 80 000 in a match against
Richmond. The great Kevin Sheedy was my opponent
on that day. I can remember at half-time having to get
some blood taken away from my leg when I got a bad
bruise after running into Kevin Sheedy. It was a very
legitimate bump. The reality is it was a fairly tough
game, and I would like to remind members that
Essendon was the winner on that day.
There have been many battles on the ground. The
previous speaker talked about the great highlights of
Phil Manassa and a few of the exploits of those people,
including Alex Jesaulenko’s great marks. It has been a
real feature of the ground.
There has also been cricket. I will never forget going
down there in a bus with a group of people from
Horsham to one of the early day-nighter matches
against the West Indies. The real thrill of being part of
that crowd and watching a great spectacle of cricket is
something you remember for a long, long time. I was
never good enough to play cricket on the ground, and as
a player I never had the opportunity to play night
football there. But the ground has had lights put up, and
the facility is now used over weekends for up to two or
three games of football. As we know, soccer matches
and concerts have also been used at the ground, so it
has been widely used.
It was interesting when Waverley Park, commonly
known as Arctic Park, was opened. I was fortunate
enough to play in the first finals game there. It was a
ground that never really captured the imagination of the
Victorian community or the Melbourne community.
There were a couple of reasons for that. Firstly, it was
so cold; secondly, it was so far away from the action,
whether that be the players or the people involved on
the ground; and thirdly, it lacked public transport. This
is the great thing about the MCG: it has great public
transport, and even those who come in by car can
quickly get away.
As I said, I have had many opportunities to attend
games at the ground. One of the great events was the
1972 grand final between Carlton and Richmond. I
think about 25 goals were scored by each side. It was a
real highlight. One thing that I think football is missing
today is the high scoring that went on back in those
days, even though we had only one umpire and the
skills were not as good as they are today. It could be a
higher scoring and more involved game than it is.
We have talked about the redevelopment that has taken
place over the years, whether it is the recent
redevelopment because of the Commonwealth Games
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or the major redevelopment which happened back
before the 1956 Olympics Games. The Commonwealth
Games will be upon us in 2006, and it is important that
the works proposed in the legislation and talked about
in the media do happen — that is, the redevelopment of
the Olympic Stand, the old Ponsford Stand and the old
members stand, which needs a revamp. There is a lot of
history there, and through a lot of consultation with the
Melbourne Cricket Ground trustees and the Melbourne
Cricket Club committee, work was done to ensure that
all the members were involved in discussions on the
redevelopment. I read some newsletters from the MCC
highlighting how it went about it.
The big question is whether this government can
deliver. We know it is not good at managing projects on
time and on budget, and we have already seen an
enormous blow-out in many other projects. It is
important that the MCG redevelopment take place for
the sake of the Commonwealth Games. The possibility
that this might not happen is highlighted in some of the
headlines in the newspapers that I am pleased the
library was able to find for me. On 7 June 2002 an
article in the Age under the headline ‘Bracks no thanks
to $90 million for MCG’ states:
The Victorian government yesterday turned its back on the
Commonwealth offer of $90 million to help redevelop the
MCG …

The article goes on to quote the Prime Minister, John
Howard:
‘When faced with a choice between standing up to the public
interest and standing up to the trade union movement, the
Labor Premier of Victoria scuttled and ran’, Mr Howard said.

The article goes on to say that the conditions of the
$90 million grant:
… were the same as those on the Alice Springs to Darwin
railway …

That project is proceeding on time — in fact ahead of
time — and well within budget, so it will be interesting
to see if this government can deliver on a major project
like that.
We have also seen blow-outs on some of the other
major projects around Melbourne. Another newspaper
article in the Herald Sun dated 13 June 2002 was
headed ‘Your $16 wasted’. The article states:
The Bracks government has fallen into the old Labor trap of
pandering to the unions. This time, it’s the MCG
redevelopment.

The article goes on to state that $77 million was taken
from our pockets:
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… to shield the parasitic hide of the CFMEU from the law.
That’s $16 from every man, woman and child in this state.
Happy to donate?

I am sure they are not. The article goes on to state:
It’s the union which the commission —

that is, the Cole royal commission —
was told forced developers to pay up to $1 million for
phantom union tickets and ‘donations’ to cover workers who
weren’t in the CFMEU.
It’s also the union which persuaded a Workcover manager to
overrule a safety report so a project involving Able
Demolitions and employing Australian Workers Union
members would be closed down for non-existent ‘safety
reasons’.

This highlights how important it is that the government
do better than we fear it will, based on its history so far.
The real story came out in an article in the Herald Sun
of 21 June 2002 under the heading ‘MCG pay coup’.
This goes back to the previous matter, when the
government turned its back on $90 million from the
federal government. The article highlights that the
reason for that was that:
Building workers will get a bonus of at least $100 a week as
part of an industrial peace deal for the $400 million
redevelopment of the MCG.
In exchange the unions will do their best to ensure the project
is completed for the 2006 Commonwealth Games and on
budget.

However, there is no guarantee of that. The article goes
on:
Victorian taxpayers will be party to the deal through the state
government’s $77 million contribution to the project.

So there are many reasons why the Victorian
community is concerned about whether this
development will be completed on time. It is important
it be completed in time for the 2006 Commonwealth
Games and important that it be within budget. History
shows that in its early stages this government has not
been able to manage these projects, including the
financial details of the contracts.
I am informed that in 2003 the MCC is celebrating the
150th anniversary of the MCG’s foundation. It is a
great facility. It is known as the people’s ground, and it
has been a great icon in not only Victorian sporting and
cultural history but also world sporting and cultural
history. It is important that the changes in the bill
proceed, because the proposals cover the increase in the
MCG Trust membership from seven — which currently
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includes the chairman — to nine. That will allow for
more diverse interests among the membership of the
trust, and that can only be good, as long as it is handled
in the right way by the minister.
The bill also enables the MCC to receive and retain all
gate receipts and other funds raised in the course of its
management of the MCG. In other words, it will have
its own accounts, and this will avoid the double
handling that has gone on in the past.
Another interesting provision of the bill identifies an
additional part of Yarra Park as part of the MCG, with
subsequent trade-offs. In other words, there will be no
net loss of open space. This is good public policy,
because public open space is one of those things that
our forefathers and foremothers included in the design
of Melbourne, and it is why the city is recognised for
the parks and open space which make it great. But it is
important that we do not give away that public open
space. As I read this bill I thought, ‘There has been a lot
of negotiation to ensure that there is no net loss of
public open space’, and we congratulate the
government on that happening.
Clause 6 of the bill provides that the Melbourne Cricket
Club has to prepare a business plan for the trust. While
the Melbourne Cricket Club is the manager of the
whole of the ground, it must prepare a business plan on
behalf of the trust in accordance with the terms and
conditions of the Melbourne Cricket Club’s
appointment as ground manager. That is only
commonsense. All good businesses these days have
business plans. They are adjusted on an annual basis
usually, but when you look at the large amount of
money that has been put into this facility you see it is
important to have a proper business plan, and I am sure
the backers would be looking for that also.
I have looked at the history of this bill, and I note that
the way the northern stand will be constructed and paid
for is outlined in an MCC newsletter of August 2001. It
says that the Melbourne Cricket Club will contribute
$28 million in loan payments for the Melbourne Cricket
Ground. It is interesting to look at the history: the club
was paying $18 million annually to service the Great
Southern Stand debt, which at that stage was down to
$100 million. An additional $10 million per annum will
take effect from 2006–07. As we all know, the federal
government’s grant was knocked back, and the MCC
now has to contribute another $13 million. I believe that
will occur through the extension of the loan repayment
period.
Out of the redevelopment there will be many assets that
will make that facility a better facility than it is today. It
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will improve access, it will improve the club facilities
and, importantly, it will improve seating. For people of
large stature, I read with interest that the seats will be at
least 480 millimetres wide, and about 81 per cent of the
seating will be behind the drip line. So it will provide
an excellent facility with good seating and protection
from the elements.
There will be an increase in the dining capacity of the
Long Room from 120 to 240 people, and the capacity
of the members dining room will also increase from
300 to 450 people. There will also be improved access
to toilets and improved access for people with
disabilities to get around the facility.
After the redevelopment the MCG will boast a capacity
of 100 000 people. It is less than that now, but it is
interesting that during the five years of
redevelopment — less than five years now — there will
be a reduction in the capacity of the ground, particularly
at grand final time. I believe it will have a capacity of
just over 50 000 people during the construction phase,
but at grand final time — that very important time of
the year — facilities will be made available to increase
that number to about 70 000.
A redevelopment of the northern stand, as highlighted
by clause 9 of the bill, will need to take place. It is
important that the MCG trustees and also the
government manage this process diligently and,
importantly, manage it to make sure it is finished in
2006 in time for the Commonwealth Games and, for
the sake of all Victorians, within budget, because there
are many country facilities that need funding also.
I congratulate the government on contributing money
for the upgrade of the Stawell athletic ground. As we
know the Stawell Gift will be on at Easter time, and I
know there has been a major redevelopment of that
facility to make it better not only for the athletes but
also for the spectators. And there are many other
facilities across Victoria that need capital to bring them
up to world standards, not only for when we compete
with other places interstate but also for events in
country Victoria.
If Victoria is to maintain its mantle as Australia’s sports
capital, it is important not only that the city of
Melbourne maintain its great facilities like the MCG,
but also that we maintain and upgrade facilities in
country Victoria, such as the leisure centre that has
been proposed by the Horsham Rural City Council and
the leisure centre proposed by the Southern Grampians
Shire Council in Hamilton, which is proposing to
upgrade its leisure facilities.
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I am sure there are many members who would like to
make contributions to the debate on this important bill.
I wish the bill a speedy passage on behalf of the
National Party, because the MCG is the people’s
ground, and it is a ground of great importance.
Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — I am pleased to hear
from both opposition parties that they are supporting
the Melbourne Cricket Ground (Amendment) Bill. The
purposes of the bill are to permit the trustees, with the
approval of the minister, to delegate any part of the
functions or powers of the trustees other than the power
of delegation to the Melbourne Cricket Club and to
enable the MCC to further delegate these functions and
powers. The bill also reinforces the role of the MCC in
the reporting process to government and clearly
articulates the trust’s power to delegate its management
responsibility to the MCC given that the business plan
is prepared by the MCC as ground manager for
approval by the trust.
The bill also allows a discretion in increasing the
number of trust members by a maximum of two, from
seven to nine, to ensure that the skills required are
adequately covered by members. The bill also provides
for the MCC to receive and retain all gate receipts and
other revenue arising in the course of its management
of the Melbourne Cricket Ground while the MCC
continues to be the lessee and manager of the MCG.
The bill amends the description of the land in the
schedule of the Melbourne Cricket Ground Act 1933 to
provide for the identification of an additional part of
Yarra Park as being part of the Melbourne Cricket
Ground, with a subsequent and appropriate trade-off as
follows: 750 square metres is relinquished at the corner
of Jolimont Street and Jolimont Terrace; additional land
is required for a practice wicket area of 107 metres; and
additional land of 502 square metres is required in
Yarra Park near Jolimont Street. This wonderfully
provides for no net loss of public open space.
The bill also provides a relevant stratum for those parts
of the new northern stand development which project
beyond the current boundary line above ground level. It
also removes the recognition of a road over the existing
park reservation from the area of land to be described as
the MCG between Jolimont Terrace and the original
MCG site, which was created by the now repealed
Yarra Park Road Act 1897.
I will make some brief comments on some of the
remarks made by the member for Sandringham, who,
when I asked whether he was the opposition’s
spokesperson for sport and recreation and the
Commonwealth Games, responded that he covered the
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field. That is how he has described his role, and that is
how I will adequately represent his position tonight.
While I respect the member for Sandringham and have
served with him in this place for seven years, it would
have been of great benefit to the debate if the history
lesson he gave us with such skill, experience and
intellect was matched by his contribution on matters
dealing with industrial relations and the commonwealth
government regarding the funding — or the lack
thereof — provided for the MCG development. It
seems there is a huge misunderstanding, or a lack of
experience — perhaps we will just leave it to a
misunderstanding — on the member for Sandringham’s
part as to why the commonwealth government’s
previously announced $90 million in funding for the
northern stand redevelopment was not forthcoming.
The fact that the commonwealth did not provide the
$90 million had absolutely nothing to do with anything
other than Tony Abbott’s sheer act of industrial
bastardry. In attempting to hold the Victorian
government, the Victorian people and the
Commonwealth Games to ransom, he determined that
unless we as a government complied with his outmoded
doctrinaire approach to industrial relations, he would
spit the dummy and prevent taxpayers money from
being spent where it was promised and where it should
rightfully have been spent — so he decided to take his
little bat and ball and wander right off.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms GILLETT — It has been a wide-ranging
debate. Based on the commonwealth government’s
advice the state government was working with the
Melbourne Cricket Club and the MCG Trust to develop
a new northern stand to replace the ageing Olympic,
members and Ponsford stands. Planning for the
development was proceeding on time and on budget
when the commonwealth government suddenly advised
that it required a new series of industrial relations
guidelines as a condition of the previously
unconditional promise of $90 million. This advice was
provided well after the tender period had closed.
Following extensive negotiations with the
commonwealth government it became clear that the
preferred tenderer could not accept the
commonwealth’s strict industrial relations requirements
without significantly increasing its price for the project.
The commonwealth’s requirements were substantially
beyond those required by law and beyond what
anybody would consider as being required by
commonsense.
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The Victorian government strongly supports the MCG
northern stand redevelopment to ensure that the
Melbourne Cricket Ground remains the people’s
ground. The government also remains committed to
seeing the project delivered in time for the
Commonwealth Games. Consequently on 6 June 2002
the Premier announced that the Victorian government
would ensure that the project would proceed. The
Bracks Labor government stepped in and replaced the
commonwealth government — which we certainly
hope we will be able to do in the next few years at the
federal level — by providing $77 million for the
project. The MCC agreed to provide an additional
$13 million to ensure that the project was completed.
Clearly this was an unexpected expense for the state of
Victoria, but it is one which a responsible government
has nonetheless been able to provide.

The main thrust of this bill is to increase the size of the
bureaucracy. Why are we adding an extra two people to
the Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG) Trust?
Although I am speaking on the Melbourne Cricket
Ground (Amendment) Bill, I suggest that I have
actually risen to speak on the Joan Kirner Pension Fund
Bill. As sure as night follows day, Joan will be given
the job. She will be given a guernsey along with John
Cain, who has been the linchpin of the MCG Trust for
many a year, and a chief agitator as well.

The government remains disappointed that the
commonwealth introduced new industrial relations
measures in a highly suspect manner, which resulted in
its being unable to contribute to the MCG
redevelopment. The Bracks Labor government remains
hopeful that the commonwealth will not renege on its
commitment to support a major international event like
the 2006 Commonwealth Games. We therefore look
forward to working with the commonwealth to
establish whether it would like to contribute at
least $90 million to ensure the Commonwealth Games
meets the expectations of all Australians.

Mr HONEYWOOD — I will take you up on that
promise!

On another point, the member for Sandringham
indicated that the government had in some way been
remiss in not providing copies of the maps — they are
available publicly from the Public Record Office
anyway — which indicate the portions of land that are
being given back and taken. I am advised that the
member for Sandringham did not seek a briefing on this
bill and that instead a briefing was provided to the
member for Hawthorn and a member for
Eumemmerring Province in another place. Therefore all
I can do is point out to the member for Sandringham,
covering the field as he does, that the maps are publicly
available. I am sure the minister would be very happy
for me to provide them, not through the library but
directly to the member, or indeed he may ask the
members for Hawthorn and Eumemmerring Province
in another place to brief him on what they were told
about this bill so that he can be better informed and can
better cover the field.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — We have just
heard a very political speech from the member for
Tarneit, so we will see if we can dish back as much as
has been given out.

We can probably work out who the second additional
person on the MCG Trust will be. I would imagine it
will be Martin Kingham or one the Premier’s favourite
sons or daughters.
Mr Bracks interjected.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member does not need any assistance
from the Premier.
Mr HONEYWOOD — Will these be two extra
jobs be voluntary? No, in true Labor tradition these will
be paid jobs; so apart from the free lunch and the free
tickets and the free booze, you will get your meeting
fee provided too. We have seen that in any number of
this government’s initiatives. We are talking about
arrangements for the administration of the MCG Trust,
and what have we seen? With even the average TAFE
college governing council, what has this government
done? As my colleague the shadow minister for
education will attest, we used to have volunteer
governing council members, but Labor is suspicious of
volunteers. Labor worries about what volunteers might
get away with and the decisions they might make. So
what does it do instead?
Under a Labor government you have to pay TAFE
governing council members to keep them happy, quiet
and content — and no doubt we will be paying the two
extra Melbourne Cricket Ground Trust members. Apart
from the free grog, the free lunch and the free tickets,
they will be paid, because Labor prefers to pay mates
rather than have volunteers. That is the culture of the
Labor Party. It is a nice gig if you can get it, as Mary
will tell you! She thought she was just coming in here
for a couple of years — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member for Warrandyte will refer to
members by their appropriate titles, not their first
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names. The honourable members on the government
benches are out of their places and disorderly!

member for Richmond, you cannot use your gold pass
at Telstra Dome.

Mr HONEYWOOD — Including the Premier!
There are staffing inefficiencies at the MCG. I can
attest to that because compared to some of the other
stadiums — —

Ms Gillett — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, this has been a fairly wide-ranging debate, but
the honourable member is taking it to a new level or
dimension entirely, and I ask you to bring him back to
the bill.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HONEYWOOD — Despite those staffing
inefficiencies, the MCG Trust has done a good job to
date. Two weeks ago I took my 12-year-old son to see
the North Melbourne Kangaroos annihilate St Kilda.
An Honourable Member — What about last
weekend?
Mr HONEYWOOD — I am coming to the game
last weekend. I have been a Bombers supporter for
many years, but unfortunately my son’s grandfather got
to him before I did, so we now go to more North
Melbourne games than Essendon games. Entry to the
game was $19, because unlike a number of members
opposite I did not take my gold pass with me. I wanted
my son to enjoy the spirit of the game.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HONEYWOOD — I did not flash the gold
pass. In fact I had better be quiet. We are just about to
lose our cars, so I had better be careful about the gold
pass. We are all going to be driving pretty boring cars
anyway! Entry to the MCG was $19 for one adult and
one child. But it was worth while, because North
Melbourne annihilated St Kilda.
Last weekend I went down to Geelong to watch North
Melbourne annihilate the Geelong Cats, and that was a
very good game. The interesting point is that it cost $18
to get into the ground — that is, for members who do
not take their gold passes. However, it cost another $36
just to get a seat, because the $18 only allows you to
stand up. So it cost a total of $54 to get a seat to watch a
game in which the Kangaroos annihilated the Cats. I
might add that it was worth every penny of the $54.
Ms Delahunty interjected.
Mr HONEYWOOD — The Minister for Planning
has not paid for much in the last few years, but I am
glad to hear her agreeing with me.
Compare that to Telstra Dome, where, if you want to go
and watch North Melbourne annihilate the Brisbane
Bears this Saturday evening, the average price will be
about $37 — and for the benefit of the honourable

Mr HONEYWOOD — On the point of order,
Mr Acting Speaker, we have just heard a 10-minute
diatribe from the member for Tarneit against the federal
Minister for Employment and Workplace Relations that
had nothing whatsoever to do with the administration of
the MCG Trust. The opposition was restrained in
listening to her political diatribe, and I suggest that, as I
am pointing to the efficiencies of the Honourable John
Cain and potentially the Honourable Joan Kirner in
only charging $19 entry to the MCG for one
12-year-old child and an adult, I am very much more on
the bill than the member for Tarneit ever was!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
I uphold the point of order. The honourable member for
Warrandyte has strayed somewhat away from the bill,
and I bring him back to it.
Mr HONEYWOOD — There are inefficiencies at
the MCG. For example, there is no doubt that it takes a
lot more staff to man the various entry and exit points at
the ground. Having said that, it has been well
administered. It is a ground for all the people of
Victoria. I believe it is the pre-eminent facility, be it for
soccer, football or any number of other sporting
activities. My wife and I thoroughly enjoy going to the
Boxing Day test. The Minister for Planning will be
pleased to hear that the reason we are invited by the
MCG is that the previous government made cricket a
sport for schools when it made sport compulsory. The
Minister for Planning will well recall that she was the
education minister who ensured that sport was no
longer a compulsory activity. It became an optional
extra rather than something that was a mainstream part
of every child’s curriculum at a government school in
this state.
The opposition supports the legislation on the basis that
the government can have its way. Let it award the
Honourable Joan Kirner and a union delegate another
guernsey. Let us all recall the days when volunteers put
in time for community service rather than requiring to
be paid for what should be a voluntary contribution to
venues such as the MCG, which have been well run in
the past and which do not need bureaucratic
management along the lines of the big government
philosophy of the Bracks government.
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Ms BEATTIE (Yuroke) — I am trying to refer to
the bill, but I appear to have a different bill from the
one that the member for Wantirna has been referring to.
My bill does not mention anything about education or
former premiers Joan Kirner and John Cain. Even
Martin Kingham, the secretary of the Construction,
Forestry, Mining and Energy Union, is not — —
Mr Honeywood — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker — and with a fair bit of luck you might uphold
this one! — unfortunately the honourable member
referred to me by the wrong seat.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The member is the member for Warrandyte, not
Wantirna.
Ms BEATTIE — I do apologise, but it still leaves
me confused. However, rather than refer to the hysteria
that has been introduced to the debate I will address the
Melbourne Cricket Ground (Amendment) Bill.
The purpose of the bill is to permit the MCG trustees,
with the approval of the minister, to delegate any part of
the functions or powers of the trustees other than the
power of delegation to the Melbourne Cricket Club and
to enable the MCC to further delegate these functions
and powers to any person.
I should add that I do not have a vested interest in the
bill, because I am not an MCC member. The bill will
reinforce the role of the MCC as well as the reporting
process to government and clearly articulate the trust’s
power to delegate its management responsibility to the
MCC, given that the business plan is prepared by the
MCC as the ground manager for approval by the trust.
Another purpose of the bill is to allow the membership
of the trust to be increased by a maximum of two, from
seven to nine, to ensure that all the skills required are
adequately covered. The honourable member for
Warrandyte introduced education into this debate, but I
suggest he hone his numeracy skills, because although
the number of members of the trust will be increased
from seven to nine, he has already nominated Joan
Kirner, John Cain and Martin Kingham to take up the
two extra spots.
Mr Honeywood — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, I was quite clear in my contribution in saying
that John Cain has been a longstanding member of the
trust, so I was not adding an extra member. The
member should not deliberately misinterpret what I say.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The member is making a point in debate and not raising
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a point of order. The member for Warrandyte will take
his seat.
Ms BEATTIE — The bill will provide for the MCC
to receive and retain all gate receipts and other revenue
arising in the course of its management of the MCG
while the club continues to be the lessee and manager
of the ground. The bill also provides for the northern
stand redevelopment and for those parts of the new
stand which project beyond the current boundary line
above ground level.
In the remaining few minutes I have I want to speak
about the redevelopment of the northern stand and the
commonwealth funding for the development that was
later withdrawn. I think the term is Indian giver! The
commonwealth government previously announced
$90 million in funding for the MCG northern stand
redevelopment. This funding was promised without
guidelines, and everything was going well with the trust
developing a new northern stand to replace the old
stands. The planning was proceeding on time and on
budget when suddenly the commonwealth government
advised that it required a new series of guidelines on
industrial relations for the site as a condition for its
contribution of $90 million. This advice was provided
well after the tender period had closed. Clearly the
Bracks government was not going to accept this money,
which had new conditions attached to it well after the
tender process had been gone through. The
commonwealth had shifted the goalposts.
Following extensive negotiations with the
commonwealth government — one thing the Bracks
government always does is negotiate and talk to
people — it became clear that the preferred tenderer
could not accept the commonwealth’s strict industrial
relations requirements without significantly — —
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The SPEAKER — Order! The time for government
business has now expired. The question is that the
house do now adjourn.

Bushfires: Bogong High Plains huts
Mr PLOWMAN (Benambra) — The issue I raise
this evening is for the attention of the Minister for
Environment. The fires that swept through the high
plains of Victoria recently destroyed very many
cattlemen’s huts and other huts, some of which I will
refer to briefly. There is Batty’s Hut on the New
Country Spur, Bon Accord Hut on the Bon Accord
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Spur, Briggs logging camp on the West Kiewa River,
which the member for Scoresby and I camped in a
couple of years ago, Faithfull’s Hut on Buckety Plain,
Honeymoon Cottage on Braithwaite Tops, Horsehair
Hut on Horsehair Plain, McNamara’s Hut, Mitchell
Hut, the two Quintet Mine huts on Swindler Spur, and
Roper Hut on Duane Spur, a well-frequented hut. All
these huts have gone. When I got this information
another three huts were feared lost, but that is
unconfirmed, and it is not known whether another four
huts survived the fires.
These huts have been used by generations of people
while walking or ski touring through the high plains.
They are used not only as cattlemen’s huts but as
refuges in bad weather. I ask the minister to look at the
future of these huts and to ensure that they are
re-established.
Nothing is more important for public safety on the
Bogong High Plains than that those huts be rebuilt. I
have been ski touring there with my children, and
although many people go fully equipped to withstand
any weather conditions, there are times when those huts
have been life-saving refuges for people caught on the
Bogong High Plains without the correct equipment. I
suggest this can happen in both the summer and the
winter. That country can change within about
30 minutes from bright summer weather to freezing
weather that can inflict life-threatening conditions. I
appeal to the minister to look at these huts and ensure
they are rebuilt in the interests of public safety.

Fishing: Corio Bay
Mr LONEY (Lara) — I raise a matter for the
consideration of the Minister for Agriculture in his
capacity as the minister responsible for fishing. I am
asking the minister to inquire into concerns raised by
recreational anglers about what they believe to be
excessive fishing in Corio Bay by professional
fishermen.
I have been contacted this week by recreational anglers
who claim that the level of professional netting in Corio
Bay is at unprecedented high levels and detrimental to
fish stocks throughout the bay. They cite as an example
what happened on Monday this week, when there were
seven professional netting crews, each comprising two
boats, operating on a systematic basis through Corio
Bay, fishing one area and then moving onto another,
eventually covering the entire bay in the course of a
single day. They claim that this has been going on for
some time and has led to a scarcity of fish in the bay for
recreational anglers.
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One angler who contacted me said that his party, after
fishing behind the netters all day and moving from spot
to spot to try to get away from them, finished with just
three fish. Another angler who contacted me relayed a
similar story. I am being told that a number of the
professional crews appearing in Corio Bay are not
known as regulars in the area and have apparently come
from Melbourne or beyond. Concern is being raised as
to whether all of the crews are properly licensed to be
netting in Corio Bay and, if so, whether the manner in
which they are carrying out their operations is in accord
with the requirements of their licences. Also being
raised, even in that event, is whether the manner of this
fishing operation is in line with best practice in
sustainable harvesting of our fishing resources, and
surely that is a key issue that we wish to see if we are
concerned about the sustainability of our resource.
I am seeking that the Minister for Agriculture inquire
into this matter with some urgency and examine the
concerns that have been raised by recreational anglers
in Corio Bay so there can be confidence that the
practices are not adversely affecting the precious fish
stocks in Corio Bay.

Vicroads: overdimensional permits
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Transport concerning
Vicroads overdimensional permits. I request the
minister to take action to review the increasing costs
and the process of obtaining permits.
I will give a little history and background. In 1993
machinery or vehicles with loads beyond 2.5 metres in
width, 4.3 metres in height and 19 metres in length had
to obtain a permit. Now vehicles with loads beyond
3.5 metres in width, 4.6 metres in height and 25 metres
in length have to obtain a permit.
Over the last couple of weeks I have been contacted by
businesses in the Lowan electorate, and I know other
country members have also had this matter raised with
them. It concerns the process of obtaining a permit and
the extremely large increases in costs. Three businesses
that have contacted me directly in the last couple of
days are Emmetts, based across the Wimmera area,
Sherwell Ahrens in Nhill, and Jaeschke Silos at
Tarranyurk, between Dimboola and Jeparit. They and
others have stated that up until recently you could gain
an annual permit or a radius permit where you could
move overdimensional equipment at a cost of about
$45 per annum. Now they have been told they have to
get a single permit for each item at a cost of $47 each.
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I will read from a letter I received from Maurie
Jaeschke whose company in 2001–02 manufactured
1380 silos and employed between 30 and 40 people:
… we are having problems with the workload, cost and
practicality of obtaining permits for the cartage of our grain
silos from our factory along Victorian roads to farm gate.
…
For safety, efficiency and cost effectiveness, grain silos
should be built in a factory under quality and Worksafe
conditions.

He went on to say in his two-and-a-half-page letter that
the company was informed that it would have to pay
$47 per item and this would cost, instead of $47 a year,
up to $60 000 or $70 000 annually.
After further negotiations the company was told it can
now get a three-month permit for the cost of $47, but it
had to name each road it used and also get shire
permission. My understanding is that the company still
has to get an individual permit in most cases. As is
highlighted in this letter, in South Australia companies
only have to have code of practice information in their
vehicles and use relevant escort vehicles, and it is at no
cost. They can get permits, if they need a permit, in
24 hours, again at no cost, so the South Australians are
leading the way in relation to the transport of large
equipment on country roads.
Farm machinery is getting larger. Again I ask the
minister to review the ever-increasing costs and look at
the process of gaining permits for overdimensional
vehicles in country Victoria.

Planning: Ocean Grove
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine) — I would like to raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Planning. I
ask her to take all necessary action to resolve the
ongoing uncertainty about planning matters as they
affect Ocean Grove, and I seek her support to urgently
implement a planning overlay that will provide
certainty to developers, council and the community.
For many years local residents of Ocean Grove have
raised concerns about appropriate development in their
area. Ocean Grove continues to grow at a rapid rate
with significant pressures for further development. This
puts considerable pressure on the original design of this
coastal town. The towns of the Bellarine Peninsula are
unique. They have continued to support large growth in
populations while still maintaining their village feel. It
is this character that has attracted people to the area,
and local residents are concerned to ensure that this
character is maintained.
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Unfortunately over the last few years the pressure from
developers wanting to capitalise on the Sea Change
move has placed in jeopardy the village character of the
coastal areas of Bellarine. This has been particularly the
case in Ocean Grove. There has been a range of
decisions over the years about development that has
seen inconsistent outcomes. There have been some
decisions to protect the local environment, and some
have undermined the character of the community.
Local residents have been involved in pushing for
reasonable limits on future development — moves that
seek to put limits on height regulations and protect
native vegetation. Some of the threats that we have seen
to the unique coastal character identified by the Ocean
Grove community include high and bulky buildings,
dense unit and townhouse developments, removal of
native or indigenous vegetation, and encroachment on
existing view lines of the ocean.
In 2001 a residential character study was commissioned
by the City of Greater Geelong at the behest of the then
Minister for Planning. Extensive community
consultation was undertaken. In addition the Save the
Ocean Grove Environment Group, which has worked
extremely hard to achieve a fairer planning system,
sought further views about the planning overlay to
apply to Ocean Grove. Residents have overwhelmingly
supported some protection in relation to building
heights, planning permit requirements and the need for
a maximum built size area. Daily there are pressures
from developers.
Given the level of public concern about the nature of
development in the local community and the level of
support for a planning overlay, I ask the Minister for
Planning to address this issue and ensure there is
planning certainty so that we can protect the unique
coastal environment of Ocean Grove.

Gardenvale Primary School: upgrade
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — The issue I have is for
the Minister for Education Services. I seek action from
her in the forthcoming May budget to fund a capital
works upgrade for Gardenvale Primary School,
specifically at the 66 Landcox Street site. The school is
like many schools in my electorate — very old
buildings, original style schools, 1920s, I would
imagine. Unfortunately that is the condition of the
building.
Whilst I acknowledge there has been some upgrading
of the internal buildings, there is significant parental
concern about the external timber features at this
school. The windows, in particular, are in very poor
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shape, which obviously poses some safety concerns
with this old-style school, where there is a second
storey. The eaves are literally hanging off the building,
and I would think also present some significant safety
concerns for the children. As I said, there is rotting
timber. The building appears to be in its original, I
would think, 1920s condition, and it is in urgent need of
an upgrade on safety grounds alone. Of major concern,
as I indicated earlier, is the upstairs section of the
building.
I have written to the minister about the upgrade and
about some parental concerns in relation to flaking
paint in student areas. I wrote to the minister on
20 February, and I thank her for her interim response —
her acknowledgement on 25 February — and note that
that is efficient. However, it is the substantive issue that
I am seeking a response on tonight or in the budget.
I note that the Minister for Tourism in this place
pre-empted the budget and made an announcement for
an ALP member about funding for that particular
member’s electorate, and I would urge the minister,
should she feel the need to follow the lead of the
Minister for Tourism and pre-empt a budget
announcement, that the parents and the teachers and
students of Gardenvale Primary School would be
delighted should she follow suit.
However, I am a political realist. Failing that, I would
urge the minister to consider carefully and to announce
funding in the budget this year for Gardenvale Primary
School. Should the Minister for Education Services
wish to visit the school, I would be more than happy to
arrange a parent group to show her the decayed
facilities at the site. Again I urge the minister to break
with protocol and make that announcement tonight.

Agriculture: genetically modified crops
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I ask that the minister consider a market study to
accurately determine the potential impact of the
introduction of GM canola into Victoria. This will
allow a reasonable and detached assessment as opposed
to the mountain of controversial and debatable data that
we have before us.
The Weekly Times today carries an interesting article
under the heading ‘Invigor passes the test’. I refer to
what the gene technology regulator, Sue Meek, said
about Invigor canola:
The chances of some gene transfer to other cultivated canolas
are high, but the overall frequency of out-crossing will be
very low.

I speculate whether any transfer or out-crossings would
be acceptable in any format. The article continues:
The likelihood of gene transfer to closely related weeds is not
as high as for canola, but again the overall frequency would
be very low.

Once again that is another very considerable risk. I have
some deep concerns about the potential loss of our
GM-free status. I believe a market study may give us
some insight into what we have to gain or lose. Victoria
and Queensland are the only two states which have not
yet deferred the introduction of GM crops. I guess the
risk, as I said, will be basically borne by the state of
Victoria and the growers. The legal disclaimers will
protect the multinationals, not the farmers.
I do not want to get into the issue of whether we should
do it or not, other than to say we should make sure we
have significant data available which proves that we are
not putting the state at risk. One thing that needs to be
explored is why GM canola was left on the Mount
Gambier tip without an appropriate explanation. I
believe dairy products require 98 per cent GM-free
status to get into the EU.

Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I raise an issue for the
attention of the Minister for Agriculture. I am aware he
is at a ministerial council meeting, so I direct it to the
Minister for Education Services. There are many and
ever-increasing concerns with regard to the impending
approval of genetically modified (GM) canola in
Victoria. Nobody can deny there are huge risks and
these will be borne by the farmers, consumers and state
of Victoria, not by the companies — Bayer and
Monsanto.

Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — I would like to raise a
matter of concern with the Minister for Health. I ask her
to take immediate action with regard to the deplorable
parking situation at the Angliss Hospital in Upper
Ferntree Gully. The problem has become even more
crucial now because the Angliss Hospital is going to be
expanded, but there is this ridiculous situation where
the hospital is being expanded but not the car parking.

I am sure it has not escaped the notice of this house that
there is a significant potential for irreparable damage to
be done to our overseas markets in the European Union
(EU). Whether you agree with the introduction of GM
canola or not, this fact cannot be denied.

This issue has been raised on numerous occasions by
Cr Karin Orpen of the City of Knox. She has been
contacted by many residents and patients, and she has
now been contacted by the local emergency services in
an effort to resolve this matter. Karin Orpen has been

Angliss Hospital: parking
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campaigning long and hard to resolve this matter but is
coming up against a brick wall because the state
government is simply not listening or prepared to
resolve the issue.
The situation has become far more dangerous because
with parking spaces no longer being available at the
hospital patients are now having to park in the
residential streets. The matter has become even more
serious because the emergency services vehicles can no
longer travel down the streets. Ambulances and
Country Fire Authority trucks cannot fit down the
streets because of cars taking the room on either side.
That means access into the Angliss Hospital is being
restricted. Lives will be put at risk because of the
situation in which the CFA and ambulance vehicles are
being put.
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Phillip in the electorate of Prahran to deal with
development and population growth pressures.
The minister has announced the Melbourne 2030
strategy as a plan for sustainable growth. The
implementation of Melbourne 2030 and its nine key
directions requires appropriate support being given to
local government. The population and development
pressures being experienced in many inner city areas
such as those within the electorate of Prahran and
involving these councils raise important issues for
residential amenity and the provision of essential
services. These issues are significantly different to
those experienced in other areas of Melbourne.

Mr WELLS — The captains of local CFA brigades
have been complaining to the council. That is how
serious it has become. It is very, very serious.

The Minister for Planning would be aware of the
population pressures on our inner city areas and
councils. At my invitation the minister has visited the
electorate of Prahran on a number of occasions and met
with a variety of resident groups in the area to discuss
and work through these issues. Those meetings have
been extremely successful, and I look forward to
holding more of them in the future.

With cars parked on both sides of the streets preventing
ambulances and CFA trucks from driving down those
streets because they are wider than normal cars, one
would expect that this dangerous situation would be
rectified. I am sure that people across Victoria, not just
in Knox and the outer east, are horrified by this
situation. The local newspapers have been full of this
problem. The headline in the Knox Journal last week
read ‘Shameful’, and under the subheading ‘Action
urged over lack of hospital parking’ the article states:

To illustrate these pressures I point out that Prahran is
the smallest geographical electorate in the state,
covering 12 square kilometres, but the corollary of its
being such a small size is that the population density is
correspondingly high. There are over 18 000 flats and
apartments, compared with just over 10 000 houses, in
the electorate of Prahran. That illustrates the nature of
much of the development that has taken place in the
area over many years. Such an area is particularly
sensitive to population pressures.

Mr Crutchfield — Does the CFA say this?

Eastern Health spokesperson Graham Kelly said his
organisation was keen to improve the car parking situation
and had identified the need to improve it a year ago.
He said it had spoken with the state government about the
problem and as a result the Department of Human Services
and Eastern Health were jointly funding a consultant’s review
on the issue.

The people of Knox and the people around the hospital
want a solution to the problem — that is, more parking
facilities. We do not want another review or another
consultant; we want the situation fixed. I call on the
minister to take immediate action to ensure there is
ample car parking at the Angliss Hospital.

Melbourne 2030 strategy: Port Phillip and
Stonnington
Mr LUPTON (Prahran) — I wish to raise a matter
for the Minister for Planning. I seek action from the
minister to assist councils such as Stonnington and Port

I am concerned that the residential amenity of the area
be maintained and enhanced and that population growth
be well planned and controlled. This requires state and
local governments planning for the future and working
cooperatively to ensure that development occurs in
appropriate areas and with the necessary infrastructure.
This will require support to be given by the state
government to local councils such as Stonnington and
Port Phillip.
Will the minister take action to ensure that councils like
Port Phillip and Stonnington are offered support so they
are able to implement Melbourne 2030 and its nine key
directions?

Firearms: licensing delays
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I wish to bring to
the attention of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services an important issue relating to the firearms
licensing branch. I seek action to see that the service is
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improved. It would be described by many people who
have spoken to me and who have sought to renew their
licences as a disgraceful situation.
Many people in my electorate have spoken to me about
having lodged applications for renewal as early as late
last year and early this year, yet they have had no
responses from the firearms registry branch.
Dr Napthine — It’s a disgrace. I have had the same.
Mr JASPER — Other members have had the same
situation.
Not only have I had representations from a number of
people who are involved in firearms licensing and in
being licensed themselves, but this is replicated right
across many areas in country Victoria. I want to
mention a couple of specific examples which will
highlight the difficulties they experience.
One constituent said to me it is a bureaucratic
nightmare and the system is in total disarray. He
suggested that it is a deliberate action on behalf of the
government perhaps directing this organisation to
attempt to prevent or discourage people from applying
for shooters licences. One particular case I want to
mention, within my electorate, is of a person who
applied for renewal of a firearms licence in January this
year and it was due in February. We are now in April
and he has had no response and apparently is still
waiting to receive the information.
This constituent made contact with the district firearms
officer at Wangaratta who confirmed that the firearms
application had been received by the officers in
Melbourne, and that at this stage it appears it will be
approved. But he advised me that he is going to South
Australia over Easter and he does not currently have a
shooters licence. What he has is a letter from the district
firearms officer saying that his application has been
received by the firearms registry office, but in fact it is
still processing it.
His concern, and the concern of all these people who
have contacted me, is that although they have applied
within the prescribed time for the renewal of their
licences and it has been acknowledged that the
applications have been received by the licensing
branch, in fact they have not been processed and are
now over the date for their renewal. We want to find
out precisely what action can be taken to improve this
service, not only so that they can get the licences,
but — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
Mr JASPER — I am sure the minister will come on
down and respond, as he should, because the Minister
for Education Services, who is at the table, is taking no
notice at all. It would be appropriate for the minister
who may know something about this to respond to this
urgent problem.

Water: Diamond Valley school program
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — I raise an issue for the
attention and action of the Minister for Water. Ten
primary schools in the Diamond Valley are involved in
a fantastic hydration program for their students called
Developing a Thirst for Knowledge in the Diamond
Valley. The participating schools are in my electorate
of Yan Yean and the electorates of my neighbouring
colleagues, the members for Eltham and Ivanhoe.
The primary schools involved are: Apollo Parkways,
Diamond Creek, Diamond Creek East, Eltham, Glen
Katherine, Ivanhoe, Kangaroo Ground, Research,
Sherbourne and Yarrambat. These schools are being
proactive in not only providing programs that prepare
children academically but also ensuring that a healthy
lifestyle is part of the educational message. The
statistics on child obesity levels and the consumption of
high-energy and high-sugar soft drinks has prompted
these Diamond Valley schools to act.
The schools discovered that medically even a 2 per cent
dehydration rate can result in up to a 20 per cent
reduction in learning productivity. Many of the
common minor ailments experienced by children
during a school day such as headaches and upset
tummies can be directly attributed to dehydration. The
program aims to educate all the school community,
including parents, students and teachers, on the benefits
of drinking water regularly. Teachers have undertaken
professional development and participating families
have undertaken evening seminars — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
I will pre-empt the member for Warrandyte and ask the
member for Yan Yean to outline what action she
wishes the minister to take.
Ms GREEN — The action I would like the minister
to take is to look at promoting this wonderful program
for conserving water to water authorities across the
state. All students are provided with their own
personally named water bottles, which are kept on their
desks throughout the day. These students will be great
ambassadors for positive water consumption and
conservation throughout the state.
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I commend all the staff, students and parents who have
worked hard on implementing the Thirst for
Knowledge program. In particular I single out the
principal of Diamond Creek East Primary School, Rob
Rostolis, and the principal of Diamond Creek Primary
School, Darryl Furze, who have shown fantastic
passion and leadership in their pursuit of this wonderful
initiative.
I ask the Minister for Water to investigate the
possibility of promoting this fantastic Diamond Valley
program across water authorities throughout the state so
that many more students will learn to love their water,
thereby improving health and educational performance
and most importantly gaining a greater understanding
as to why children and adults need to preserve our
precious water resources.

Responses
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Education Services) —
The member for Brighton raised a matter of a capital
upgrade at Gardenvale Primary School in her
electorate. It is interesting for members on this side of
the house to note that the member for Brighton has
discovered schools in her electorate. She has indicated
that this school needs a capital upgrade because it is in
its original 1920s condition, so clearly when this
minister sat at the cabinet table from 1996 to 1999 she
did not once raise the concerns that — —
Mr Wells — She wasn’t the member for Brighton.
Ms ALLAN — She was the upper house member.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms ALLAN — All right. I will withdraw, with due
deference.
I do appreciate the member for Brighton’s pointing in
the right direction. She was not the member for
Brighton between 1996 and 1999, but she was a
minister at the cabinet table when the former
government closed more than 300 schools and sacked
9000 teachers. It is interesting to note that the member
for Brighton is now discovering that schools in her
electorate are — —
Mr Thompson — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, I do not think that personal attack is helpful in
the present context, especially noting that the member
for Brighton attended a government school and one
does not need to go too far on the other side of the
cabinet table to draw other insights — —
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
There is no point of order. The minister, continuing.
Ms ALLAN — I am sure that, like the member for
Sandringham, we are all incredibly proud of our
heritage, so it is certainly good that tonight the member
for Brighton has suddenly discovered schools, not since
the 1999 period but certainly since 30 November 2002.
It is important to note that the Bracks government in its
first term put an extra $2.75 billion into education and it
is very good to see the former education minister was
very instrumental in that roll-out during that time. The
Bracks government invested in an extra 3000 teachers
and staff and invested an extra $822 million in capital
works in schools and TAFE colleges.
The member for Brighton was probably seeking that I
pre-empt the budget a bit, and she knows I would not
go down that path. I want to assure the member for
Brighton that in its second term in government the
Bracks government will be delivering on the
comprehensive capital works program which it
announced during the election period.
I understand that the member for Brighton has a great
desire to represent the concerns of her local and school
communities. She has indicated that she has written to
me on this matter, and I will undertake to the member
to follow that response up with the department. In her
question the member indicated that there are some
safety concerns for the parents and students at the
school. If there is a safety issue with the school it
should be raised urgently with the regional office for its
attention and action. But as I indicated, I will follow up
that response for the member for Brighton.
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — The
member for Bellarine raised the important challenge of
the pressure of the Sea Change move, I think she called
it, on the infrastructure and services of the beautiful
Bellarine Peninsula. As the member knows, good
planning is about balance, and the City of Greater
Geelong has been trying to get that balance right
between the demands of those who want to live on and
those who want to visit the Bellarine Peninsula.
The Greater Geelong council initiated a study which
produced planning scheme amendment C41 to apply a
neighbourhood character overlay over the area of
Ocean Grove, which is generally below the ridge line
running parallel to the coast, in an effort to preserve
what it saw as the character of Ocean Grove.
Amendment C41 was exhibited in February 2002 and
resulted in something like 79 submissions, so there is
great interest in what the amendment might do to
protect the area.
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An independent panel convened hearings in September
last year. The panel recommended that the amendment
not proceed in the form in which it was proposed. In
forming its recommendations the panel noticed the
importance of the seaside character of Ocean Grove,
which attracts both residents and visitors. The panel
suggested that a significant landscape overlay (SLO)
would be a more appropriate planning tool to try to
protect the neighbourhood character in this area.
As a result of the work of the Greater Geelong Council,
and certainly the work of the member for Bellarine and
a member for Geelong Province in another place, the
government has agreed that this would be a practical
solution to protecting the character of Ocean Grove. It
will approve an amendment to the Greater Geelong
planning scheme to introduce a significant landscape
overlay for Ocean Grove, which will provide the
council with very clear tools to achieve its objective of
managing the new development that is attracted to
Ocean Grove.
We have found great success in using an SLO schedule
to try to manage development in places as diverse as
Aireys Inlet, Fairhaven and Lorne. I commend the
member for Bellarine for her work in achieving this.
Applause from gallery.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
It is disorderly to clap from the gallery. The minister,
responding to the member for Prahran.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I am delighted to respond to
the member for Prahran, who raised a similar issue
about the effect of development and population
pressures not on the seaside character but on the inner
city character of his electorate. He is concerned about
his tiny electorate, which is so attractive to many people
who want to live there, and in particular he is concerned
about how we can protect its residential amenity while
providing services to an increasing population.
The member asked for action in supporting councils to
achieve these goals. As the house would know, the
Melbourne 2030 strategy has been received with
widespread support.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Much to your chagrin! You
tried to whip up an issue in the election and you failed
monumentally. In fact a few of the members who tried
to run a campaign against Melbourne 2030 are not here
anymore! We have certainly seen the two councils in
the electorate of the member for Prahran, the City of
Port Philip and the City of Stonnington, publicly
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signing up to the nine key directions in
Melbourne 2030. They have accepted the first $100 000
offered by the government to implement this program.
I am delighted to inform the member for Prahran and
other members of the house that a further $2.5 million
is available to councils to bid for to progress the
detailed implementation of Melbourne 2030. This is
part of a $5.6 million local government assistance fund
to help councils carry out work involving structure
planning, activity centres, development plans around
the five growth corridor areas and housing strategies,
which are particularly important in the member for
Prahran’s electorate.
The members for Richmond and Northcote were also
very interested in housing strategies to help us deal with
the population pressures facing these municipalities —
for example, planning around green wedges and
integrated transport planning — —
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — It is on its way. A world
first! Will you support it? Good on you!
I am delighted to inform the member and the house that
this funding represents concrete and practical support in
order to implement Melbourne 2030 and take the
pressure off councils.
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — The member for Murray
Valley raised an issue relating to the time it takes for
people to get registrations and firearms licences. I know
that the member for Murray Valley has always been a
very effective advocate for his constituents on these
matters — —
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Mr HAERMEYER — Unlike the member for
Warrandyte. Acting Speaker, will you please shut him
up!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
I encourage the minister to respond just to the member
for Murray Valley.
Mr HAERMEYER — As I said, the member for
Murray Valley has raised this important matter in good
faith. It arises from the peaks and troughs that come out
of the 1996 firearms legislation. What you get is a lot of
applications coming in all at once, and then you get
these troughs. The police department has put on
additional staff to enable it to clear this backlog very
quickly, but at the same time it is offering firearms
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licensees the option of licence terms for different
periods so that the times at which renewals come up in
the future can be staggered. This will produce a more
even flow in the workload.
I do not know the details of the specific applications
that the member for Murray Valley has referred to. If he
contacts my office we will look into them and get back
to him as soon as possible. But as I say, the issue is
generally about the peaks and troughs of the licensing
process, and the police department is trying to solve
that by staggering the applications. Significant
additional resources have been employed to enable the
current backlog to be cleared very quickly.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Education Services) —
The members for Benambra, Lara, Lowan, Mildura,
Scoresby and Yan Yean raised matters for various
ministers, and I will forward those issues on to the
ministers for their attention.
House adjourned 10.42 p.m.
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